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Thrifty HF
antenna.
Skimps on acreage.
One powerful 3V^-acre log-periodic can replace up to 14 acres of rhombic arrays.
Land-saving is just one advantage. Consider the performance:
It puts the energy where you need it. From 2.5 to 32MHz, it
provides constant patterns, low VSWR (2.0:1), low side lobes
(-14 db), and high efficiency (better than 90%). Do you need
compact quality and economy? G/A has the answer now:
the world's largest HF antenna selection. Request full data.
601 California Ave., Palo Alto, California / Russell House, Molesey Rd., Walton-on-Thames, Surrey, England / 35 Ben Boyd

Granger

Associates

Rd., Neutral Bay, Sydney, NSW, Australia

New
AUTOMATICALLY
TUNED
10,000-watt
ISB Transmitter
by Gates

Currently being supplied to various United States Department of
Defense and other government departments as well as common
carriers throughout the world, this series of equipment is readily
available for fixed plant or transportable service.
Channel and mode selection is accomplished by internal digital
programming with direct readout of frequency, mode and carrier
information.
Channels may be selected either locally or remotely in 100 Hz increments between 2-30 MHz with the fully solid-state exciter and
control panel.
Within ten seconds after a new channel is generated by the exciter,
the amplifier is retuned and ready to transmit.
Write or cable GARCO for further information.

HARRIS
INTERTYPE

GATES

CORPORATION

GATES RADIO COMPANY
QUINCY, ILLINOIS 62301, U.S.A.
A subsidiary of Harris-lntertype Corporation

Telecommunications

Telecommunications

Teleimprimeurs fonctionnant selon les
normes du CCITT.
Modeles emetteurs-recepteurs ou seulement recepteurs sur page ou sur bande.
Modeles emetteurs-recepteurs ou seulement recepteurs a bande perforee et
imprimee.
Claviers perforateurs avec ou sans controle sur page.
Reperforateurs de bande et transmetteurs automatiques pouvant etre incorpores dans les teleimprimeurs.
Transmetteurs automatiques a une ou
plusieurs tetes d'emission.
Coffrets de commande ou d'alimentation.
Terminaux pour telegraphie a frequence
vocale, a modulation de frequence.
Commutateurs telegraphiques manuels
et automatiques.
Centres electroniques de retransmission
de messages.
Appareillages pour la transmission de
donnees.

Teleprinters operating in accordance
with CCITT standards. *
Send-receive or receive-only teleprinters, page and tape models.
Send-receive or receive only printing
reperforators.
Keyboard perforators, with or without
page copy available.
Tape reperforating and automatic tape
transmitting attachments.
Single and multiple automatic tape transmitters.
Line units and control boxes.
V.F. signal converters operated on frequency shift basis.
Manual and automatic exchanges.
Electronic message switching centres.
Data transmission equipment.

Telecomunicaciones
Teleimpresores con funcionamiento segun las normas CCITT.
Modelos transmisores receptores o solo
receptores con impresion en pagina o
en cinta.
Modelos transmisores receptores o solo
receptores en cinta perforada e impresa.
Perforadores de cinta para funcionamiento en local con o sin control en
pagina.
Reperforadores y transmisores automaticos incorporables a los teleimpresores.
Transmisores automaticos sencillos o
multiples.
Alimentadores y telemandos.
Equiposterminales para telegraffa fonica
con modulacion de frecuencia.
Centrales telegraficas manuales y automaticas.
Centros electronicos de retransmision
de mensajes.
Aparatos para la transmision de datos.

Olivetti

Ing. C. Olivetti & C., S.p.A. - Ivrea (Italy)

Adresse telegraphique: Olimark Ivrea Telephone 525 Telex 21043

ITT Telecommunications Review

Researching ahead
to stay ahead
STK solves
interference problem in Chile
A 76 MVA central power station for Empresa
Nacional de Electricidad in Chili was planned to
have telephone cable connections to a substation, a
radio station and a nearby village. The following
interference problem was encountered: One particular fault in the high voltage network would affect
the ground potential at the central station, giving
rise to a potential difference of the order of 2,000 to
5,000 volts between the station, and the other
locations.
STK engineers solved the problem by using selfsupporting cable with a figure-8 cross-section that
incorporated a steel-wire catenary and providing
interference transformers for each cable. The
catenary wire was connected to the primary winding
and the cable itself to the secondary. The potential
between the transformer cable and ground was
thereby reduced from between 2,000 and 5,000
volts to approximately 10 volts.
STK's long experience is always available to solve
your interference problem. STK cable can be
supplied with a screening factor of less than 0-05.

Ahead in Step-by-Step Switching. Over five
million lines are already in world service. The new
St. Botolphs London Telex Exchange—an important
international and inter-continental transit centre—
will be STC equipped. St. Botolphs will provide
the most up-to-date switching and signalling
systems for world-wide Telex service.
Ahead in Crossbar Switching. Three more GPO
orders for major transit switching centres. To date
over 16 exchanges will be supplied with the STC
Crossbar System.
Ahead in Electronic Switching. STC has been
in this technique from the very first, and as a member
of the Joint Electronic Research Committee is the
leading developer of the large TXE4 system.
Whatever the future, a massive £5 million a year
research investment will ensure that STC maintains
its world-wide lead in telephone engineering.
StandardTelephonesand Cables Limited,Telephone
Switching Group, Oakleigh Road, New Southgate,
London, N.11, England.

For more information, write to:
Standard Telefon og Kabelfabrik A/S, Cable Division,
Post Box 60, 0kern, Oslo 5, Norway.

STC

envoy

THE NEW
8-BIT
96
CHARACTER

ELECTRONIC
DATAPRINTER

The telephone equipment
in Medellin, Colombia ...

Envoy means the new Creed 8-bit, 96 character,
Electronic Dataprinter and we have a brochure
which tells you all about it.
If you are impatient for a few more facts then the
Envoy transmits or receives 8-bit codes at up to 10
characters per second (100 words per minute).
It punches, reads, duplicates and interprets 8-track
tapes at up to 10 characters per second.
The 96 character print-out has the facility of upper
and lower case printing and 1 28 code combinations
are handled with a 3-shift keyboard.
We could mention the Envoy's two colour printing,
plug in character recognition unit and its use of
integrated circuit electronics, but by now you are
probably writing for the brochure.
Creed & Company Limited, Hollingbury, Brighton,
BN1 8AL, England.

can grow as fast as this fast growing city can.
Medellin needed nearly 18 000 new telephone lines.
It chose the PENTACONTA* Crossbar Switching
equipment.
PENTACONTA* telephone installations, designed
and developed by CGCT, are now in operation in 74
countries.
The PENTACONTA* Switching System was so
designed and is so technically advanced and flexible
that it will be modern far into the future.
Compagnie Generale de Constructions Telephoniques, 251, rue de Vaugirard, Paris 15e, France.
*Registered Trade Mark

cre e d
ITT today embraces more than 7 50 associated companies with a total of 200,000 employees.It carries on primary
research, manufacturing, communication, sales or service activities in 53 countries, and maintains market outlets
in 62 others. In addition, itoperatesa communication network of more than 7.000 cable, radio and satellite circuits.
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When a subscriber is more than
3 miles from a line-it's cheaper
s
to install a PLESSEY '700
radio telephone
The cost of a good quality copper wire circuit using poles is equal
to the cost of a radio link at 3 miles (4-8 km). And it's much easier to
install a radio.
Terrain, distance and duration of service often make a line
telephone system impossible or too costly to install. In these
situations Plessey can provide fully line integrated automatic
radio telephone systems with these benefits — low installation
costs, minimum maintenance, greater reliability.
All transistor Plessey '700' radio telephones enable subscribers
to dial anywhere within existing line networks. They're available
in pole or 19" rack mounted versions. Power requirements are at a
minimum and can be derived from batteries, a.c.-d.c. converters,
thermo-electric or solar sources. The sets operate up to 470 MHz
in ambient temperatures from — 20°C to +55°C. Optional power
amplifiers, coin boxes and party line operation are available.
The Plessey range of radio telephone systems also includes single
and multi-channel UHF/VHF equipments. A comprehensive
systems planning, surveying and installation service is available.
Write for a copy of the Plessey Radio Telephone Catalogue.

PLESSEY Electronics
AT&E(Bridgnorth)Division,!Bridgnorth, Shropshire, England. Telex: 33373

RADIO
LINK
NETWORK
in Norway
to be
expanded
with
NERA
equipment.
The Norwegian Telegraph
Administration has awarded
our firm large contracts for the
expansion of the radio link
network in our country.
The contracts are for
1800 channel broadband
equipment and 300 channel
telephony or television
equipment. The equipment is
solid state.
The majority of the links
cover very difficult
topography, especially in the
western and northern
districts.

AKSJESELSKAPET

NERA
P. O. B. 7033 H, Oslo 3, Norway.
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The Model 1300 Electronic Storage Unit provides buffer storage of
standard 5, 6, 7, or 8 level telegraph information. It is ideally suited to
function as an "on-line" interface between telegraph circuits operating
at different speeds or to store routine messages necessitated by busy
circuits or high priority traffic. The unit is intended to directly replace
conventional electro-mechanical punched paper tape equipment now
used for similar purposes.
Basic storage capacity . . . 14,400 bits (2,400 5-level characters, 1,600
8-level characters).
Input is standard Serial 5, 6, 7, or 8 level teleprinter code, 60-200 wpm;
optionally available for Parallel format.
Output is standard Serial 5, 6, 7, or 8 level teleprinter code, stepped or
free-running, 60-200 wpm; optionally available for Parallel format.
Front panel visual indication of storage condition.
Solid-state digital design occupying 3V2" of standard 19" relay rack.
Optional or accessory equipment available —
1. to increase storage capacity to 144,400 bits.
2. provide standby power
3. provide output loop power supply, and
4. provide "storage full" "storage empty" relay contact closure for
external alarm/control functions.

Model 1300 Electronic Storage Unit / $2400.00 FOB / Frederick, Md. / 90 days delivery

FEC

FREDERICK ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
HAYWARD ROAD, FREDERICK, MD. 21701

•

PHONE: 301-662-5901

Increase gradually your sales advertising
in the

TELECOMMUNICATION JOURNAL
The diffusion of this magazine over 133 countries represents the best guarantee of success for the advertised
products. The TELECOMMUNICATION JOURNAL is
the specialized publication read by the senior officials
both of administrations and private operating agencies,
those who decide upon major equipment contracts.
For export companies and manufacturers of any kind of
electronic gear and transmission equipment aiming at
world-wide market outlets for its products, the TELECOMMUNICATION JOURNAL is a unique publicity
support.
For further information and complete details, please
write or cable to:

Annoncen-Service Post AG
Wydackerring 140, 8047 Zurich(Switzerland)
Mailing address: P.O. Box 272, 8055 Zurich
Phone: 051 / 54 50 50 (3 lines)
Cable: Annoncenservice Zurich

APC TYPE LPH-19
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Where costs, location or construction time make
similar fixed station antennas impractical, and yet
high performance is required, this quick-erect transportable rotatable log periodic can be placed in
service within five hours after on-site arrival. The
LPH-19 delivers high-gain, full-azimuth coverage. It
is ideally suited for communications links where
steerability from fixed to mobile stations is required.
The waterproof heavy-duty rotator is located at
ground level for ease of maintenance. The boom
and support tower are supplied in welded sections
with stainless steel quick connect end fittings to
facilitate ease of installation.
In design, construction and operating characteristics, the LPH-19 has the durability for long-life service in a variety of hostile environments. All over the
globe, where quality is important, APC capability is
at work. Ask us how APC experience and creative
engineering can help solve your communications
problems. Write or call today.

Depend on APC Practical Competence for
APC

Creative Electrical and Structural Solutions

ANTENNA PRODUCTS COMPANY
BOX 520

•

MINERAL WELLS, TEXAS 76067

•

AC 817 FA 5-3301

•

TWX 910 890 5851

LAND, SUBMARINE, RADIO AND SPACE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS.

SUBMARINE CABLE SYSTEM
96 4 kc/s channel or 128 3 kc/s channel
The Compagnie Generale d'Electricite manufactures
complete submarine cable systems.
" All-in " CIT contracts cover:
• Costing, financement, and technical prospect studies
• Manufacture, laying and final commissioning of the
system (including terminals)
• Assistance in staff training and subsequent system
maintenance

err

COMPAGNIE INDUSTRIELLE
DES TELECOMMUNICATIONS
LES CABLES DE LYON

The CGE systems include:
— Steel core coaxial cable
— Rigid repeaters, with guaranteed longevity
— Remote powering facilities—solid state transmission and multiplexing equipment (with 12 or
16 channel basegroups)
References:
Holland-Denmark
Marseille-Algiers
Perpignan-Oran

1956
1957
1961

Important participation
under delivery:
1962
Sicily-Crete
TAT 2 (France-USA) 1958
TAT 4 (France-USA) 1965
Cannes-lie Rousse (Corsica)
France-Morocco
Write, phone or wire CIT
Transmission Department
33, rue Emeriau, PARIS 15"
Phone 734.89.79
Telex 25.927 PARIS

COMPAGNIE GENERALE D'ELECTRICITE

FUTURIZED INVESTMENT
Telex Magnetic Tape Store
Recent developments in telegraph character storage have
rendered earlier equipment obsolete.
Philips' „TMBO" - a pace-setter in this field - supersedes costly
and noisy paper-tape stores. A fine example of applied experience in both telegraphy and professional tape recording,
it has also the adaptability to make it the ideal investment for
years to come.
This adaptability, achieved with exchangeable printed-circuits
boards, is seen in its wide range of capacities (4,000 to 40,000
characters), its different signalling speeds and its numerous
input and output facilities. At the same time, as calculations
have shown, the TMBO will save its purchase price in 3/4years.

PHILIPS telecommunications
PHILIPS TELECOMMUNICATE INDUSTRIE - P.O. BOX 32 - HILVERSUM - THE NETHERLANDS

CROSSBAR SYSTEM
W GIVES IMMEDIATE 1,000 LINE
AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE SERVICE
2

Type

2

MOBILE
CROSSBAR
TELEPHONE EXCHANGE

FAST INSTALLATION Position the ex
change on a concrete foundation and
connect external phone and power cables. No other installation work is required to put Type C22 into service.
Workers required for the job are few,
greatly reducing installation cost.
EASY TO TRANSPORT No packing is
required. Everything is included and
protected in this durable steel housing.
Warehouse storage is not required. A
long trailer or a mobile crane may be
used as a suitable means of transport.
Unit is easily transportable to a new site
in case of emergency.
Dimensions (mm)
Length

Width

Height

9,000

2,685

2,920

Photo 1—Place on foundation.

Weight (ton)
15.7

NON-ATTENDED MAINTENANCE No
daily maintenance is required, equipment has been designed to deliver 40
years of maintenance-free operation. If
trouble should occur, a trouble recorder
automatically pinpoints the location and
instantly transmits information to an office attended by maintenance personnel.
POWER SUPPLY A full-floating charging system with two silicon rectifiers is
in use. In case of an AC power failure,
an installed battery automatically supplies necessary operating power. The
power supply and switching equipment
are usually installed in a single housing
but a separate power supply housing is
available if required.
Maximum
EXCHANGE CAPACITY
1,000 subscribers (including 400 twoparty subscribers). The 400 two-party

subscribers may be replaced with 200
ordinary subscribers, furnishing a total
of 800 ordinary subscribers.
INTERCONNECTION Interconnection
with different common control system,
step-by-step system. Manual system or
any other required system is assured.
AIR CONDITIONED & DUST PROOF
Type C 22 exchange has built-in air conditioning for use- in the tropical, frigid
zones as well as the temperate zone.
The unit is dustproofed for use in desert
areas.

Photo 2—Connect phone and power cables.

Photo 3—Unit is ready for immediate service.

HITACHI
Hitachi, Ltd.
Tokyo Japan

The Ministry of Communications for the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has recently installed the C 22 Crossbar type telephone exchange at
Jeddah (photo above). Hitachi has over 250 units working all over Japan, as well as in Latin America, South East Asia and the Middle East.

Plessey
people and places in
telecommunications

1 /\s far as the eye can see — racks of equipment for Strowgerexchanges
being wired in the Liverpool factory for shipment to their destinations at
home or overseas. Here is part of the rack-assembly and wiring department
for main automatic exchange equipment.

The Plessey Telecommunications
Group is the largest organisation in
the Commonwealth developing
and manufacturing equipmentfor
public and private telephone
systems. It is one of the five
product groups of The Plessey
Company Limited, a majorforce in
the related fields of
telecommunications, electronics,
radar, radio, automation and
avionics.

Millions of lines
Throughoutthe world millions of
lines are served today by the Group's
automatic systems—Strowger,
crossbar, electronic—the
culmination of years of innovation
in techniques, processes, materials
and methods by thousands of
people. Plessey people. People
committed to the continuous
improvement of the world of
telecommunications.

Thousands of people
There are over 30,000 people in the
Plessey Telecommunications Group,
25,000 based in the U K and the rest
overseas. And because The Plessey
Company lays emphasis on basic
and applied research, over 5,000
scientists and engineers are
employed in the many Plessey
research centres in the U K. Two of
these are engaged continuously on
telecommunications projects—
The Allen Clark Research Centre at
Caswell and British
Telecommunications Research Ltd.,
atTaplow. Both are recognised
as important units in the
total research effort of the U K.

Millions of square feet
The Group's production floor space
exceeds 3,000,000 square feet, all
devoted to the manufacture of
telecommunications equipment.
Four new factories
To keep pace with British Post
Office and overseas demands for
switching systems—not only
Strowger, but '5005' Crossbar and
electronic—the Group has acquired
no less than four new factories
in the past year.

2 At Kirkby, near Liverpool, the Group
has one factory devoted entirely to
crossbar production. Here we see
one of the operations involved
—the wiring of a crossbar she/f
unit.

3 A test position at the Group
Research and Development
Laboratories in Liverpool.

4 In the Beeston factory—completing
one of the many piug-in units that
form the Pentexreed-crosspoint
exchange.

5 Final testing on a magnetic drum
register translator equipment which
provides Subscriber Trunk
Dialling facilities
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PLESSEY TELECOMMUNICATIONS -England

SIEMENS

Telegraph
Signal Analyzer 125

The telegraph signal analyzer is used for the adjustment and
checking of transmitters and send circuits in teleprinter systems.
The isochronous and start-stop distortions, the contact
functions and also current or voltage characteristics of telegraph
signals are displayed on the screen.
The telegraph signal analyzer operates at telegraph speeds
between 40 and 100 bauds. In the case of distortion
measurements, the traces derived from the signal elements
are displayed together with an electronically written
1% scale graduation. Calibration of the instrument is therefore
unnecessary. The values are read off without parallax error.
SIEMENS AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
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editorial
Change is inevitable

There can be no doubt about it: we are now well and
truly embarked on the space era. However, we do
not seem to be fully prepared for the adjustments and
changes which this new age will shortly thrust upon us.
Our organization is a Union of 133 Member countries
acting through their telecommunication Administrations. It must consequently reflect as faithfully as
possible, through these Administrations, all that is
being done or envisaged in every branch of telecommunications.
Furthermore, the penetration of the Union's activity
into all these branches is bound to facilitate considerably international co-operation.
A century ago, the only form of telecommunication
was the telegram sent by wire and this was naturally
the concern only of postal and telegraph Administrations.
To co-ordinate their action in this new field, some
twenty countries organized themselves into an " International Telegraph Union ".
Since then, thanks to a hundred years of scientific
development, telecommunication has taken on a
variety of forms and has rapidly become an indispensable instrument of civilization, an essential
adjunct of every aspect of modern activity.
Whereas, originally—apart from the postal services—
only the army and the police were concerned with
telegraphy, to-day, in all fields, telecommunications
are the nervous system without which society as we
know it would come to a standstill. While the PTT
are still, of course, the principal users, meteorology,
aviation, national defence and security, radioastro-

nomy, space research and geophysics, among others
also rely on telecommunication.
Thus, telecommunications have really become the
common denominator of all aspects of contemporary
life: the essential link which gives unity to its manysided activity. In the years to come, this link can only
be strengthened by the spectacular entry of space
communications on the everyday scene.
Radical changes, both rapid and beneficial, are therefore to be expected, and we should face them with
equanimity.
In the past, after the advent of radio communication,
it took a quarter of a century (from 1906 to 1932)
for the International Telegraph Union to be transformed into the International Telecommunication
Union.
Today it is no longer possible to leave it once again
to time to bring about the necessary changes: things
will move too swiftly for us to hope still to be swept
along in their wake.
Any inaction, born of a refusal to accept such development, will lead in no time at all to retrogression and
the organs of the Union will quickly become atrophied.
All of us who are concerned must therefore ask
ourselves :
Should we not prepare for the transformations
necessitated by the increasing use made of telecommunications in all areas of activity and by
the advent of the space era by accepting as soon
as possible all the implications of the inevitable
changes brought about by scientific progress ?
This question is by now too vital to be ignored. M. MILI
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union activities
Meeting of
the World Plan
Committee
in Mexico City

▲

From left to right: Mr.

N. V. Gadadhar,
CCIR; Mr. M. Mili, Secretary-General of the
ITU; Mr. A. Bigi, Chairman of the meeting;
Mr. J. Rouviere, Director of the CC-ITT;
Messrs. J. Besseyre and M. Ma/ek-Asghar,
CCITT

Mr. Jose Antonio Padilla Seg Lira, State Secretary for Communications and Transport of the
Mexican Republic, addresses the meeting

T

HE World Plan Committee for the
development of the international telecommunication network met in Mexico City
from 30 October to 15 November 1967,
under the chairmanship of Mr. A. Bigi
(Italy).
The meeting, which was officially opened
on behalf of the President of the Mexican
Republic by Mr. Jose Antonio Padilla
Segura, State Secretary for Communications and Transport, was held in a particularly cordial atmosphere which was
favourable to co-operation, thanks to the
kindness of the Mexican hosts.
Mr. Mili, Secretary-General of the ITU,
stressed the interest of the Union in the
success of the work done by the World
Plan Committee in his address to the
opening meeting *. He was also able to
attend many of the discussions.
All participants in the meeting showed a
remarkable spirit of co-operation, particularly the Chairmen of the Regional Plan
Committees which had drawn up the
Santiago Plan for Latin America (1965),
the Paris Plan for Europe and the Mediterranean Basin (1966), the Melbourne Plan
for Asia and Oceania (1966) and the
Addis Ababa Plan for Africa (1967).
The Committee expressed its gratitude to
Mr. J. Rouviere, Director of the CCITT,
who had placed his vast experience and

competence at the disposal of the Committee, and to the Secretariat, especially
Mr. J. Besseyre, Senior Counsellor and
Mr. M. Malek-Ashgar, Engineer, for their
efficient help.
In accordance with the agenda of the meeting, the World Plan Committee:
— drew up statistics of out-going " interregional " traffic for the telephone,
general telegraph, and telex services for
a mean working day in 1966;
— drew up descriptive lists of existing
" inter-regional " circuits at 1 January
1967 (telephone, telegraph, sound and
television broadcasting circuits);
— drew up descriptive lists of main " interregional " routes existing at 1 January
1967 (overland metallic lines, HF radio
relay links, submarine cables, satellite
links).
A complete and up-to-date statistical table
was thus drawn up, indicating all telecommunication services throughout the
world and giving a clear view of the media
available to route this traffic, including for
the first time calls sent via artificial
satellites.
Then, on the basis of principles suggested
by the competent Study Group of the
CCITT and a careful preliminary study,
predictions were established for outgoing

intercontinental traffic from each country
for 1970 and 1975.
Furthermore, basing itself on the different
traffic assessments, the Committee:
— calculated the number of telephonetype " inter-regional " circuits to be
provided in 1970 and 1975, and worked
out the routes to be followed;
— calculated the number of telegraphtype " inter-regional" circuits to be
provided in 1970 and 1975 and worked
out the routes to be followed.
In these calculations, different principles
still had to be adopted (for large-volume
and small-volume traffic), together with
assumptions to simplify the calculations
(no overflow). However that might be, an
important step forward was taken towards
stricter calculation, in which account will
be taken of time differences between the
outgoing traffic of different countries sent
over the same inter-regional circuits.
In this respect, it was considered very unlikely that there would be any " permanent " inter-regional circuits for sound
and television broadcasting in 1970 and
1975. However, such circuits would definitely be available on a non-permanent basis
via satellites.
* See the Telecommunication Journal, November 1967, pages 411 and 412.
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In conclusion, the Committee—which had
brought up-to-date the numbering plans
for automatic telephony and the automatic
telex service—drew up, as far as was
practicable, an inter-regional routing plan
for automatic telephony **.
The extraordinary speed with which science
and technique are advancing constantly,
introducing new perfections and new
equipment, will perhaps invalidate some of
the figures predicted at Mexico City,
particularly in the case of long-term predictions.
However, the Mexico Plan marks the completion of another stage. It represents an
attempt to contribute to facilitating and
intensifying relations between all peoples,
so that men may get to know each other
better, knowledge and culture may be
disseminated, and hobbies and recreations
facilitated. Above all, it will help men to
approach one another and fraternize.
A. Bigi
** A forthcoming number of the Journal will
be devoted to the detailed results of this
meeting.

Drafting of the
Constitutional
Charter
for the Union

The Study Group to draft a Constitutional
Charter for the Union held its first session
at headquarters from 4-10 December 1967.
All the members were present as follows:
Mr. Mohamed Ben Abdellah (Morocco)—
later replaced by Mr. Mohamed Aoud
Mr. Richard Edmund Butler (Australia)—
assisted by Mr. W. E. Weemaes
Mr. Harold
Kingdom)

C.

Greenwood

(United

Mr. Stanislav Houdek (Czechoslovakia)
Mr. Nicolas Kayata (Lebanon)
Mr. Eneas Machado de Assis (Brazil)—
assisted by Mr. Tupper and Mr. Marques
Mr. Efim A. Motine (USSR)
Mr. Gabriel Chukwura Okoli (Nigeria)—
later replaced by Mr. V. A. Haffner
Mr. Roger Yargues (France)
4

From left to right: Mr. A. David, ITU General Secretariat; Mr. M. Mili, Secretary-General of the

ITU; Messrs. R. E. Butler and R. Vargues, Chairman and Vice-Chairman respectively of the Study
Group

Mr. William H. Watkins (United States)—
assisted by Mr. W. E. Denny.
The Study Group elected Mr. Butler as
President and Mr. Vargues as Vice-President. It agreed as a first priority to review
the Convention and decide which of its
provisions should be retained for a Charter
and which should be transferred to the
General Regulations. This work was completed and the General Secretariat was
directed to prepare a draft Charter and
draft general Regulations based on the
decision taken, for consideration by the
Study Group at its next meeting at a date
yet to be decided during the course of 1968.
It will be recalled that in its Resolution
No. 35 the Montreux Plenipotentiary Conference, 1965, instructed the Administrative Council of the Union to set up, as soon
as possible, a Study Group of not more
than ten experts (two from each region) to
prepare a draft Constitutional Charter and
General Regulations for the Union based
upon the decisions taken by and the discussions which took place at Montreux,
the Convention and the experience of the
Union, the considerations and the exexperience of other specialized agencies of
the United Nations and the comments,
suggestions and proposals submitted by
Member countries. The Study Group was
to prepare this draft in sufficient time to
enable it to be distributed to Members of
the Union at least one year before the next
Plenipotentiary Conference. The Council
was further requested to invite Members
of the Union to submit to the Study Group
comments, suggestions and proposals
regarding the drafts. The SecretaryGeneral was directed to transmit the drafts
prepared by the Study Group to the
Council for information and to the Members of the Union for their study and later
consideration at the next Plenipotentiary
Conference.
The experts were elected by the Council at
its 21st session from among the candidates
submitted by Members of the Union.
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New Chairman
and Vice-Chairman
of the IFRB
The new Chairman and Vice-Chairman of
the IFRB took up duty on 1 January 1968.
The Chairman is Mr. Abderrazak Berrada,
Vice-Chairman in 1967, who succeeds
Mr. Fioravanti Dellamula, and the ViceChairman is Mr. Taro Nishizaki, who was
elected by the Board.

Mr. A. Berrada

Mr. T. Nishizaki

Mr. Abderrazak Berrada, who has been a
member of the Board since 1 January 1967,
is a radio and electronics engineer.
Formerly Secretary-General of the PTT
Ministry of the Kingdom of Morocco, he
took part in many conferences of the Union
before he was elected member of the Board
by the Montreux Plenipotentiary Conference in 1965.
Mr. Taro Nishizaki has been a member of
the Board since 1967. He graduated in
electro-technics at the Technical Faculty
of the University of Tohoku and also has
an engineering degree. He took part in
many conferences of the Union before
being elected to the Board by the Plenipotentiary Conference in Montreux, 1965.

union activities

He was formerly an official in the Japanese
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications
and, in 1963, was appointed Engineer-inChief in the Tokyo Shibaura Electric
Company Limited.

Visit to the Union
by the new
Ambassador
of Morocco in Berne

Geneva, Dr. H. J. Mangold, MinisterCounsellor, Deputy Permanent Observer
to the United Nations Office at Geneva, Mr.
H. Pressler, Ministerial Counsellor, and
Mr. W. Schaaf, Private Secretary to the
Minister.
The Minister and his party, who arrived at
the ITU at 10 a.m. had discussions with
the Secretary-General, Mr. M. Mili, and
with the other members of the Co-ordination Committee.
H. E. Dr. Werner Dollinger (left)
with the Secretary-General

(ITU)

Meeting of
CCITT Study
Group XIII
CCITT
Study
Group XIII (Automatic and semi-automatic telephone networks) met in Tokyo
from 13 to 21 July
1967 under the chairmanship of Mr. M.
Lambiotte (Belgium).
Study Group XIII
had a considerable
amount of work to
accomplish in Tokyo.
It had to consider
and discuss the con- Mr. M. Lambiotte
clusions of the four
Working Parties set up to study an important series of questions on its programme, and to take the necessary decisions.

The Ambassador of Morocco is
received by the Secretary-General

(ITU)

H. E. Nacer El Fassi, the new Ambassador
of the Kingdom of Morocco in Berne,
visited Union Headquarters on 7 December 1967 and had a discussion with Mr.
Mili, the Secretary-General.

The Minister of
Posts and
Telecommunications
of the Federal
Republic of Germany
visits ITU
headquarters
H.E. Dr. Werner Dollinger, Minister of
Posts and Telecommunications of the
Federal Republic of Germany, paid an
official visit to ITU Headquarters on
Monday, 11 December.
The Minister was accompanied by Dr.
H. Steinmetz, Secretary of State, H. E.
Dr. von Keller, Ambassador, Permanent
Observer to the United Nations Office at

New Head
of the Department
of External Relations
Mr. Clifford Stead
was recently appointed Head of the
Department of External Relations in
the General Secretariat. Born on 4
August 1909 at
Chapel -en-le-Frith,
United Kingdom,
Mr. Stead joined
the ITU in 1948 after service with the
British BroadcastCorporation,
ing
Mr. C. Stead
the Air Ministry
and, during the war years, with the Royal
Corps of Signals. Since then he has been
responsible for the Radio and Telegraph
and Telephone Divisions and has acted as
Secretary of most of the ITU Conferences
including the Montreux Plenipotentiary
Conference.

It also had to formulate its views on the
proposals made by the Study Group XI
(Telephone switching and signalling) on
signalling systems Nos. 4 bis, 5 bis, and
6, and deal with a number of other questions.
I should like first of all to pay tribute to the
truly remarkable work carried out by
the Working Parties, thanks in particular
to the competence and energy of their
Chairmen.
The four Working Parties are the following:
Working Party on the study of human
factors in telephony
(Working Party No. 1. Chairman: Mr. J. E.
Karlin).
The study of the human factors involved
in telephone calls is important for the
over-all quality of the service.
Basing itself on the report of Working
Party XIII/1, Study Group XIII agreed
that certain aspects of the problem could
only be clarified after thorough study and
extensive experiments. It decided that the
most important points, such as the format
of the international number, customer
behaviour during dialling and interpretation of tones, should be dealt with first.
Administrations were therefore invited to
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submit comments on these points as a
matter of urgency to enable Working
Party No. 1 to continue its work.
Working Party on the theoretical statistical
study of traffic
(Working Party No. 2. Chairman: Mr. E.
P. G. Wright).
The main task of Working Party No. 2
was to make proposals on how to determine the number of circuits to be included
in a high-usage route. There is already a
CCITT Recommendation on this question.
Working Party No. 2 also studied the
problem of determination of grade of
service. Study Group XIII arrived at a
decision on the loss probability to be used
for final circuit groups. Other questions
examined by the Working Party, concerning the use of automatic traffic-measuring
apparatus either to change routings or to
draw up traffic forecasts, have already been
partly answered but must remain under
study.
Another important question is that of
network management signals; a new text
is proposed for this question.

tions relating to service quality observation and test calls. It also considered the
action to be taken with regard to the
application of standard methods for the
evaluation of service quality; this question
was set on the initiative of Special Study
Group B (World-wide automatic and semiautomatic telephone networks), which
is particularly interested in this problem.

study is a complex one and that, for the
time being, it is impossible to determine the
capacity of the circuit groups and switching
centres below which the new system would
be more costly than the others.

Generally speaking, Study Group XIII
endorsed the Working Party's proposals
and decided that, where necessary, additional measures should be adopted. It
agreed that Working Party No. 4 would
have to meet before the next Plenary
Assembly of the CCITT.

Study Group XIII will meet for a few days
prior to the Plenary Assembly at Mar del
Plata.

One of the most important matters dealt
with by the Working Party was the
revision of the Recommendations on
guiding principles for maintenance. Draft
revisions were prepared which were amended to some extent by Study Group XIII,
but this vital problem is to be thoroughly
reconsidered by a joint working party
consisting of delegates to Study Groups IV
(Maintenance of lines, circuits and chains
of circuits) and XIII.

Working Party on the international routing
plan
(Working Party No. 3. Chairman: Mr. I.
A. Newstead).
The use of satellites will obviously affect
the arrangements adopted for the world
routing plan, and Study Group XIII
approved the measures proposed in this
connection by Working Party No. 3.
Another extremely important question
concerns the introduction of greater
flexibility in the international routing plan.
The study of this question lead Working
Party XIII/3 to consider a number of
supplementary routings to be used in the
event of abnormal conditions in the network. These supplementary routings are
described in a CCITT Recommendation
which was duly amended.
Working Party on operation supervision
and maintenance
(Working Party No. 4. Chairman: Mr. J.
Biot).
The activity of this Working Party is
particularly important in that the supervision of operation and the maintenance
of automatic switching installations constitute one of the basic tasks of Study
Group XIII.
Working Party No. 4 examined the amendments required in CCITT Recommenda6

*

Study Group XIII took note of the report
by Study Group XI on the work it did at
the Tokyo meeting.
It approved the decision that there should
be only one improved inter-register signalling system (system 5 bis) adopted.
Subject to some amendments, the list of
signals submitted by Study Group XI was
approved.
Study Group XIII supported the decision
not to define a new system No. 4 bis, but
agreed with the Study Group XI that a
description of the Bern MFC system should
be included as a supplement in Volume VI.
The appropriate amendments will be made
in the relevant Recommendation.
Study Group XI also submitted the list of
facilities which it proposes to include in
system No. 6 equipments for the purpose
of establishing the field trial network. With
some minor amendments, this list was
approved by Study Group XIII.
Study Group XIII relies on Study Group XI
to elucidate the economic aspects of the
problem, the latter having undertaken
various studies to make sure that the cost
of the new system will be comparable
generally to that of the older systems.
Study Group XIII acknowledges that this
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It hopes that it will be possible to present a
clearer picture of the economic aspects of
the system at a later date.

M.L.

Meeting of CCITT
Working Party IV/1

Working Party IV/1
met in the ITU
building, Geneva, from
4-10 October 1967
under its Chairman
Mr. J. C. Billen
(United
Kingdom)
and continued its
study of Question
14/IV.
Question 14/IV has
the
simple
title
" Maintenance
of
intercontinental and
long
international
Mr. J. C. Billen
(Category B) circuits".
The simplicity of this title belies the complexity and importance of the subject
under study. During the last decade two
major factors have had a profound
influence on the world-wide international
telephone network. These factors are the
successful introduction of submerged repeaters into long ocean submarine cables
and more recently the practical realization
of communication satellite systems. Within the scope of the simply stated Question
14/IV Working Party IV/1 has had to take
account of the complicated technical and
organizational problems which have to be
effectively solved to contribute to the success of a world-wide telephone network.
Working Party IV/1 was first set up by the
Ilnd CCITT Plenary Assembly (1960), and
during the study period 1961-64 much of
its work concerned the problems of setting
up and maintaining very long circuits using
the rapidly expanding network of long
submarine cable systems; the emphasis
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over the period was on international telephone circuits for the world-wide public
switched network. The studies by the
Working Party led to recommendations on
new standards of technical performance
and new organizational procedures had to
be evolved.
The work has continued during the current
study period in which more attention
has been devoted to the problems arising
from the introduction of communication
satellite systems into the world telephone
network. The world network is used not
only to meet the needs of the telephone
service, but its capabilities are being exploited on an ever-increasing scale to provide telegraph and data circuits. Furthermore the private circuits are increasing in
number and complexity; these are used
for speech and non-speech purposes. All
these services pose new problems and internationally-agreed procedures and technical
characteristics are essential to ensure a good
service to the users. During the current
study period the Working Party has studied
these problems and drafted relevant recommendations.
At its meeting in October the Working
Party was able to make firm proposals
concerning
— designations of international circuits,
groups, supergroups etc. including
private circuits and those routed via
communication-satellite systems; the
scheme of designation recognises the
increasing use of non-speech transmission;
— service circuits needed for the maintenance of that part of the international communication network
routed over a communication-satellite system. Both telephone and telegraph service circuits are dealt with
and guidance given concerning the
scale of provision and the facilities
offered;
— the setting-up and maintenance of
private circuits for telephony and
also for non-speech transmission (e.g.
data transmission) including recommendations concerning equalization
procedures. Guidance is also given
concerning multi-terminal private
circuits.
— the setting-up of multiple destination
groups, supergroups etc., as might be
provided by a communication-satellite system. The responsibilities and
control functions of the various stations involved have been defined.
Guidance concerning a possible
maintenance procedure is also given.
J.C.B.

project manager to the National School of
Telecommunication Studies at Algiers.
This twenty-two months' mission is part of
the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP/Special Fund).

tKlnteal
GHperaON

... to Ethiopia
Mr. Hisao Abe (Japan) left for Addis
Ababa at the beginning of December as
automatic telegraphy expert for the Regional Telecommunication Pilot Circuit Project Ethiopia/Ivory Coast. This six months'
mission is part of the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP/Special
Fund).

New Head
of the Technical
Co-operation
Department

... to Malaysia

Mr. Herman Ruud
(Sweden) has been
appointed Head of
the Technical Cooperation Department of the ITU
General Secretariat
as from 1 January
1968, replacing Mr.
V. R. Sundaram
(India) who has retired. Mr. Ruud,
born in Malmo,
Sweden, on 24 April
1919, holds a diMr. H. Ruud
ploma in Electrical
Engineering, with specialization in telecommunication, from the Royal College
of Engineering, Stockholm. He is a
Member of the Swedish Technological
Society. Prior to taking up his appointment with the ITU, he had spent a
part of his career with the Swedish Administration in which he was a Director of
the Radio Division of the Royal Swedish
Board of Telecommunications. He was also
engaged in 1959 by the Imperial Board of
Telecommunications of Ethiopia (IBTE)
and during the period November 1960 to
end of 1966 he was General Manager of
the IBTE with responsibility to the Board
of Directors.

Mr. John M. Broderick (United Kingdom)
went directly from the United Kingdom to
Malaysia in mid-December as instructor in
telecommunication traffic at the National
Telecommunication Training Centre in
Kuala Lumpur. This twelve months'
mission is part of the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP/Special
Fund).

... to Thailand
Mr. James J. Senyard (United Kingdom)
went directly from the United Kingdom to
Bangkok at the end of November as expert
in telephone exchange and local plant
operation for Thailand. This twelve
months' mission is part of the United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP/
Technical Assistance).

Returns
from mission...

]

... from Afghanistan
Mr. Alfred K. Hojbjerg (Denmark) has
returned to Geneva for debriefing after a
twenty-two months'mission in Afghanistan
as expert in telegraph terminal equipment
and teleprinters. This mission was part of
the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP/Technical Assistance).
... from Somalia

Departures
on mission...
... to Algeria
Mr. Albert L. Claveyrolas (France) left for
Algeria at the end of November to serve as

Mr. Boris Sizov (USSR) has returned to
Geneva for debriefing after a three-year
mission to the Somali Republic as telecommunication adviser. This mission was
part of the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP/Technical Assistance).
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The Story of ITU Technical
Co-operation (2)

Continuous
programming of
projects under
the Technical
Assistance
Component of
the UNDP
Historical background

W

HEN in November 1948 the General
Assembly of the United Nations
approved the creation of the Expanded
Programme of Technical Assistance
(EPTA), it was an experiment which
quickly became an accepted instrument
of international co-operation. The experience the United Nations acquired in
the field of technical assistance through
EPTA led to the creation of the Special
Fund (SF) in 1959. On 1 January 1966 the
two programmes were merged under the
new United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), which retained the
special characteristics and proven methods
of its predecessors. Thus the EPTA
evolved from an independent programme
to the Technical Assistance Component of
the UNDP.
The main objectives of the Technical
Assistance Component (former EPTA)
remain unchanged, in spite of all the
modifications in procedure and administrative arrangements it has undergone
since its inception. Briefly, it continues to
be a source of skills which makes capital
work.
At the very beginning, organizations
participating in the EPTA planned projects on an ad hoc basis. The next great
improvement was the introduction of
" country programming " within the limits
of " country targets ", first on an annual
and later on a bi-annual basis.
The current 1967/68 programme was the
last one prepared in accordance with
" project programming procedures " in
8

force from 1961. Under these arrangements the projects were prepared and
approved by the competent organs of the
United Nations, for the whole duration,
up to a maximum of four years. In fact,
their financing was limited to the biennial
periods, so that any continuation beyond
the biennium was subject to the submission of a new request within the new
target.
This was not the only imperfection of the
" project programming procedures. " The
two-year cycle, in fact, presupposed a
considerable time lag between the formulation of the request and the ' delivery ' of
assistance. Therefore, very often demands
for changes in the programme reflected
adjustments in projects identified by
recipient Governments after submission of
their biennial requests. On the other hand,
the period for preparation of programme
requests was compressed and reduced to
four to five months, during which the
recipient Governments were not able to
examine each request in detail, and had to
concentrate their utmost attention on the
preparation of a programme covering the
country target in full. Several years ago,
the United Nations organs dealing with
technical assistance had undertaken to
consider ways and means of improving
programming procedures for the Technical
Assistance Component. After long and
detailed studies, in which all concerned
with the UNDP took part — including the
ITU *—the Economic and Social Council
of the United Nations (ECOSOC) decided,
on 26 July 1967, to introduce " project
budgeting with continuous programming "
for the Technical Assistance Component of
the UNDP for 1969 and subsequent years,
expressing the view that the new system
should " facilitate effective planning for the
implementation of technical assistance projects while providing added flexibility in.
operations" [ECOSOC Resolution 1250
(XLIII)].
Thus the biennial exercise will be replaced by " continuous programming. "
New principles
In future, recipient Governments will be
informed of their national annual target
figures by the UNDP at the beginning of
each year. These target figures will apply
to the following year and, provisionally,
to the three ensuing years. The Governments will be free to submit their requests
at any time, there being no dead-line for
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requesting assistance within the limits of
the targets. It may also happen that, at the
end of the year, a portion of the target remains unprogrammed. Provided that the
unprogrammed amount does not exceed
50% of the original target, it will automatically be added to the target for the
following year. In addition, the assistance
approved, but not delivered, due to delay
in the implementation of projects during
the year in question, will be considered as
a target saving and will be compensated by
its addition to the targets for ensuing years.
The country targets will, as in the past, be
established by the UNDP, taking into
account the many and various factors.
Targets will be expressed in US dollars for
the sake of uniformity. They will not
represent a monetary allocation, but only
the volume of assistance which a country
will be entitled to receive, subject to the
availability of funds. A country may
request assistance against these targets
in the various fields (health, aviation,
education, agriculture, community planning, rural economics, vocational training,
telecommunications, etc.).
As far as telecommunications are concerned, assistance may be requested,
through the ITU, in the following broad
specialities:
— organization, operation and maintenance of telecommunication networks, within the framework of the
CCIs Recommendations and the plans
for the development of international
networks;
— economic and technical studies
ascertain future requirements;

to

— telegraphy, telephony and radiocommunications;
— radio broadcasting and television (technical aspects only, not programme);
— space communications;
— training of personnel in all branches of
telecommunications;
— any other telecommunication specialities contributing to the economic and
social development of a country.
It should also be noted that the system of
country targets requires the Governments
* ITU General Secretariat (Department of
Technical Co-operation)—this article is not
concerned with the general technical assistance provided by the International Consultative Committees.
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ments have been foreseen. In January 1968,
the UNDP will notify the Governments of
recipient countries of their respective
targets, through the Resident Representative. By 2 February 1968, the Participating
and Executing Agencies, each for its field
of competence, will furnish the Resident
Representatives with a list of projects,
which will be in operation on 31 December
1968 and which they recommend for
continuation beyond that date. For each
such project they will also prepare a budget
for the period 1969-1972. This information
will serve only as a guide to the Governments and the Resident Representatives
and will not be binding in any way.
(INFO-Centrafrique)
Inspection of work by students at the end of their training period ot the Central African National
Pand T School, which was built under a Technical Assistance project of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) (see the Telecommunication Journal, June 1966, page 218).
to select a restricted number of projects
for financing from the limited funds which
will be made available to them under the
UNDP Technical Assistance Component.
Therefore, if a Telecommunication Administration wishes to obtain assistance
from the ITU under the UNDP, it should,
after having examined the technical aspects
of the project with the ITU, apply to
its Government Body responsible for
Technical Assistance matters, usually
known as the " Co-ordinating Authority
This Authority decides on the priority of
each project and whether or not it should
be proposed to the UNDP for implementation against the balance of the country
target. It also represents the Government
as far as the UNDP is concerned.
It will, therefore, be seen that it is of utmost importance that Telecommunication
Administrations interested in obtaining
Technical Assistance through the ITU
remain in permanent contact with the
Co-ordinating Authorities of their own
countries—this cannot be over-emphasized.
Preparation of projects under
programming "

46

continuous

Practically speaking, a Telecommunication
Administration wishing to obtain assistance through the ITU under the Technical Assistance Component of the UNDP,
should:
1) prepare a detailed request for a project (brief job description for expert
posts; proposed study programme in
the case of fellows; nature of equipment, if any). If the project is related to

similar or complementary assistance
provided under other multi-lateral or
bilateral programmes, this relation
should also be indicated. A request
should, furthermore, contain information on the arrangements which the
Administration will be able to make for
the support of the project, especially
counterpart staff.
During this preparatory stage of the
request, the ITU will be ready to help
in working out the various details of the
project, and it is recommended that
Telecommunication
Administrations
approach the Union already at this time;

2) submit the request, once prepared, to
its Co-ordinating Authority and obtain
their endorsement prior to transmission
of the request to the Resident Representative.
The Resident Representative will then submit the request, together with his comments
to the ITU and the UNDP in New York
on behalf of the Government. The Union
will, in turn, express its official support of
the project to the UNDP in New York.
Once approval has been obtained from
New York, implementation of the project
will be commenced by the ITU, in close
collaboration with the Telecommunication
Administration and the Resident Representative in the country concerned.
Transitional arrangements for 1969
Due to the fact that the 1969 programme
will mainly comprise the projects continuing from 1968, special ad hoc arrange-

Definite requests regarding the continuous
projects should be submitted, by the
Governments to the UNDP, through the
Resident Representative's office by 3 May
1968. In view of the large number of projects continuing from 1968 to 1969—which
will represent a first charge against the
1969 targets—it was decided that the
continuing projects should be dealt with in
the first instance and that new projects
could not be officially submitted to the
UNDP in New York before 30 June 1968.
In the meantime, however, such new projects could already be scrutinized from the
technical point of view and prepared for
submission in collaboration with the
Union.
The complexity of introducing new programming procedures for projects under
the Technical Assistance Component of the
UNDP and its earnest desire to be of
assistance, led the ITU, already in September 1967, to issue a circular-letter to
Administrations of recipient countries in
this connection. At the same time, Administrations were advised of the possibility of
discussing their requests for the ensuing
years with ITU officials during the World
Plan Committee Meeting recently held in
Mexico.
The information gathered during this
meeting, as also the replies to the abovementioned circular-letter, are now under
study at the ITU headquarters and will
serve, first of all, as a basis for the elaboration of suggestions regarding the continuing projects. These will be formally
submitted to the Resident Representatives,
with a copy to the Telecommunication
Administrations for their consideration,
at the beginning of February 1968. Thereafter the ITU will concentrate on the
elaboration of the new projects.
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conferences or meetings externa! to the Sill
ment. He concluded with a description of
necessary ground arrangements for communications satellites, followed by a summary of future projects in these fields.

Satellite
Communications
Symposium

On Tuesday 7 November 1967 the Swiss
Association for Space Technology and Section Switzerland of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Inc. (IEEE)
jointly held in Berne a one-day Symposium
on the general theme of "Transmission
Six addresof Information by Satellites
given,
three
in
were
German,
two in
ses
French, and one in English, on different
aspects of the subject comprising satellite
orbits, satellite construction and operation,
European activities in the satellite field,
meteorological satellites, problems of a
Swiss earth station, and finally interference
problems in satellite communications.
Demonstrations and a fine film, were
included, to illustrate points made to the
large professional audience.
Dr. Paul of Brown Boyeri opened the technical addresses with a description of the
basic theory of satellite orbital technique,
developing his theme through examples of
synchronous and sub-synchronous orbits,
placing in orbit of satellites, retention of
synchronism and finally orbit correction
factors.
This address was followed by that of
Dr. Guggenbiihl of Contraves who developed the subject further into the field of
actual satellite construction and operation,
beginning with a brief history of progress
from Echo to Intelsat-IIL He elaborated
his subject by concise explanation of the
technical solutions reached at the present
time with respect to such aspects as transmission systems, telecommand and telemetry, stabilization of the satellite and
power supplies including auxiliary equip10

Dr. Blassel of the European Space Technology Centre (ESTC) concluded the
morning session with a description summary and film of European achievements
in the field of communication satellites.
The afternoon
session began with
Mr. Grandchamp's address on meteorological satellites. Mr. Grandchamp, from
Radio-Suisse, began with an historical
description of meteorological satellites
leading up to the story of Swiss participation in this field and including a description of the station at Colovrex, near
Geneva. He discussed the results achieved
so far, and concluded with a demonstration of reception and print-out of results.
This was an outstandingly interesting
discussion among addresses of a very high
standard.
Mr. Klein of the Swiss PTT devoted his
address to the general subject of planning,
installation and operation of an earth
station, in particular including a comparison of radio-relay links operated by means
of satellites, and radio-relay links operated
by means of terrestrial microwave systems.
Having included a discussion of ground
stations for broadcast purposes, he then
elaborated on the subject of future developments, concluding his address with an
account of the contributions made by
Switzerland in this field and the studies
being carried out in Switzerland concerning the possible installation of an earth
station.
The final speaker of the Symposium,
Mr. Boyle of the CCIR, introduced the
complex topic of harmful interference
between earth stations and terrestrial stations operating co-channel with one another and also between satellites belonging
to different satellite systems, this being a
basic planning and co-ordination problem
that affects all satellite projects. He went
on to explain what had already been
achieved in this field, and led up to a description of the central role of the International Telecommunication Union in
regard to satellite communications. The
work of the CCIR was explained together
with a general description of the ITU as a
whole.
Concerning the addresses given at this
Symposium, it is understood that it is
intended to publish them in the Bulletin
SEV (Schweiz Elektrotechnischer Verein).
The Swiss Association for Space Technology and the IEEE Section Switzerland are
to be congratulated on this most successful
Symposium.
A.W.C.B.
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Tropospheric
wave propagation
Conference
A Conference on tropospheric wave propagation is to be held at the Institute of
Electrical Engineers (I.E.E.) in London from
30 September to 2 October 1968.
Sponsored by the I.E.E. Electronics
Division, the IERE and the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
(United Kingdom and Republic of Ireland
Section) the Conference aims to provide a
comprehensive survey of knowledge on
tropospheric wave propagation gained
sincet he symposium held by the I.E.E. in
1958, including the effect of the lower
atmosphere on space communications.—
I.E.E.

Brighton Symposium
on PCM transmission
and
switching systems
About 150 engineers and scientists from
the telecommunications industry attended
a private Symposium organized by the
United Kingdom General Post Office at
Brighton on 12 and 13 December 1967 to
discuss pulse code modulation. Transmission by wire, waveguide and radio, the
switching of pcm signals and possible
solutions to the problems of synchronizing
exchanges in a large integrated switching
and transmission network were discussed,
as well as applications to data, television
and other non-telephony use. — United
Kingdom GPO.

leas ani acltienmeits
(GT&E)
One of the four 3-metre diameter antennae
carried to the site by the cable railway. In the
backgroundthrough the clouds, is the city of
Merida. Burros were also used to move materials to the site which is located at an altitude of
about 3400 metres

T

o transport 300 tons of equipment to
the site for a microwave radio station
about 3400 metres high in the Andes
Mountains of Venezuela, specialists recently used one of the oldest means of
transportation—the slow, but sure-footed
burro—in addition to building a cable
railway system along the face of a mountain.
The microwave station at the cloudshrouded site overlooking this city will
become part of a communications system
which is being constructed for the Venezuelan Government by GT&E International, a subsidiary of General Telephone
and Electronics Corporation (GT&E).
When the system is completed it will be
one of the most modern communications
networks in South America. The system
will transmit telephone calls, television programmes, and business data between Caracas, the capital, and all major cities of
western Venezuela. According to GT&E
officials, this microwave communications
system will cover approximately 1000 kilometres extending from Caracas south-west
through the Andes to San Cristobal on
the Colombia border and as far northwest as Maracaibo, the centre of the country's principal oil fields.

Oldest means of transportation
assists modern communications
network in South America
tain trail, the burros carried cement, sand,
reinforcing steel, water, and other supplies
weighing a total of 270 tons.
Most of the materials and equipment were
carried to the tower site, which is called La
Aguada, in heavy rain and dense clouds;
but despite this, there were no injuries to
personnel or damage to equipment and the
transportation phase of the project was
completed on schedule.
Four 3-metre antennae
The cable railway was completed after the
burros had carried the building material
to La Aguada. The burros would have been
unable to carry the heavy microwave and
power equipment which included four
3-metre diameter antennae, the steel for a
24 m tower, two 20-kilowatt power diesel
generating plants, a large power control
console, and a 9500-litre fuel tank. In
addition, it was necessary to transport the
tools and materials required to assemble
and install the radio and power equipment.

The material and equipment moved by the
cable railway were loaded on an existing
cable railway system running between
Merida and Pico Espejo, which at an
altitude of 4800 m is one of the highest
peaks in the Andes and a major tourist
attraction.
The 12 700 m long Merida-Pico Espejo
cable railway is the longest and highest
in the world and transports both passengers and freight.
The material for the microwave tower was
unloaded at an intermediate station on the
Merida-Pico Espejo railway and transported over a short 15 m railroad track
that connects with the start of the 700 m
GT&E International cable railway.
During construction and installation of
equipment, construction crews lived at the
tower site. This was necessary because of
the difficulty in travelling between Merida
and La Aguada. The crews were carefully
selected since not everyone can work at
an altitude of 3400 m.—GT&E.

The tower with the city of Merida in the background

(GT&E)

Portions of the microwave system are
currently in operation and the tower overlooking Merida was one of the last links
to be constructed (see Telecommunication
Journal, April 1966, page 140). The repeater tower near Merida will receive
and transmit signals to El Aguila, 43 km
to the north and to Santa Cruz de Mora,
63 km to the south. Via a 9.5 km link,
it also connects the main system with
Merida, a resort and educational centre
which is the site of the University of the
Andes.
Two kilometres-long trail
Burros were used to transport construction material for the repeater station building. Travelling 2 km long, winding mounTELECOMMUNICATION JOURNAL - VOL. 35 - II1968
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ideas and achievements

The TT and C
network of
the CNES

T

French Space Research Centre
( CNES) network of tracking (Diane),
telemetering and command (Iris) stations
has been in operation since the beginning
of 1966.
HE

The decision to set up this network was
taken less than three years beforehand as
part of the French satellite launching programme. The first stations started operating early in 1965. Thus it took a little
over two years to design, construct and
install the equipment required for these
stations.

CNES stations network

Tracking and telemetering data are processed by the " Mathematics and Data
Processing " Division of the Bretigny Space
Centre.

Siting of the network
At the present time the network comprises
six fixed stations at:
— Bretigny-sur-Orge (France),
— Sardina del Sur, near Las Palmas,
Gran Canada (Spain),
— Ouagadougou (Upper Volta),
— Brazzaville (Congo),
— Pretoria (Republic of South Africa
and South-West Africa),
— Kourou (France, overseas department of Guiana).
Responsibility for the operation of the
network and for all technical and administrative matters rests with the " Network "
Division of the Bretigny Space Centre.

Equipment used by the Central Services
This equipment is located at the Bretigny
Operations Centre (CO BY'), which controls all network operations and telegraph
transmissions for the Bretigny Space
Centre.
The Operations Centre has an operations
room and a transmission room.
The operations room co-ordinates all network operations in periods when continuity
is necessary (during satellite launchings).
The transmission room is equipped with
electronic teleprinters, which are connected
to the telex network and maintain permanent specialized links (50 or 25 bauds) with
the various stations.
12

Equipment
The CNES has developed two main types
of equipment for its stations:
a) Diane tracking equipment at Pretoria and Hammaguir (the Hammaguir station is now being transferred
to Kourou)
b) Iris telemetering and command
equipment in all stations (this equipment is now being set up at Kourou).
The CNES stations have also been fitted
with the following ancillary equipment:
—
—
—
—
—
—

BTC-2 time bases,
FR-1400 tape recorders,
mixers,
telecommand coders,
visual control panels,
teleprinters.

Some of the stations also have special
equipment for particular programmes:
— a very low frequency receiver located
at Bretigny for the FR-1 programme
— 150 and 400 Mc/s Doppler receivers
for the D-l programmes.
Diane tracking equipment
This apparatus measures the direction of
a satellite by determining its angle with
respect to north-south and east-west.
Measurements are based on an interferometric method.
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This equipment can operate in the 136138 Mc/s frequency range.
The main components of the equipment
are:
— antennae,
— receivers and phasemeters,
— output equipment.
Each Diane station has two antenna
systems:
— an " equatorial " system
— a " polar " system.
Each system has its own " fine antennae "
and " sense-finding antennae", some of
which are shared by the two systems.
Each system has four fine antennae:
— two for the north-south axis, and
— two for the east-west axis.
The distance between the fine antennae of
each axis is n±X for the polar system and
n2X for the equatorial system, X being the
wavelength corresponding to 136.5 Mc/s
(/?! = 57, n2 = 46).
The 3 dB coverage area of the fine antennae
is a cone whose vertex is the centre of the
antennae field. It comprises a large section in one vertical plane and a small
section in the vertical plane at right angles
to it; both vertical planes pass through the
centre of the antenna field.
The large section is an angle of ±70°
relative to the zenith.
The small section is an angle of ±5°
relative to the zenith.
The larger-section plane is directed northsouth for the equatorial system and eastwest for the polar system.

ideas and achievements

Telemaque-II — Antenna for CNES satellite
telemetering and command network (Iris).
Steerable in elevation and azimuth. Receives
telemetering signals transmitted by satellites
in the 136-138 Mc/s band and transmits
command signals in the 148-150 Mc/s band
T

A

Over-all view of electronic equipment of a
Diane station

<

Space station at Bretigny-sur-Orge. Control
desk of Iris station
(Photos: CNES)

Each fine antenna is made up of two cavity
and slot elementary antennae. Each elementary antenna consists of a plate with
the slot directed east-west for the equatorial system and north-south for the polar
system.

meters for carrying out six phase-shift
measurements: north-south fine, average
and rough; east-west fine, average and
rough.

There are five sense-finding antennae each
consisting of a grid and a radiating element.
They are used for making either " rough "
or " average " measurements.

a) analog data, which can be used to
record the phase shift signals graphically,

" Rough" measurements are made by
comparing the phase of the waves received
by two antennae with 3.5 A separation.
" Average" measurements are made by
comparing the phase of the waves received
by two antennae with 4 A separation, A
being the wavelength corresponding to
136.5 Mc/s.
The 3 dB lobe of the sense-finding antennae
is a circular cone with an angle of 70° at
the vertex.
•The Diane equipment also includes six
phase-locked loop receivers and six phase-

Measurements are provided in the form of:

b) numerical data by means of a Baudottype 5-unit code. Data are recorded
on punched tape, which is used to
retransmit information by telegraph
to the Operations Centre.
Telemetering and command equipment
(Iris )
This is used for:
a) receiving telemetering data transmitted by satellites in the 136-138
Mc/s range,
b) transmitting command instructions
in the 148-150 Mc/s range (the stations in the Canary Islands and in

Pretoria have 123 Mc/s command
facilities).
The main components of the system are
as follows:
— antennae,
— receiving unit,
— transmitting unit.
The antenna system consists of a Telemaque-II antenna, which can receive telemetering data and transmit command data
at the same time. This antenna consists
of eight yagis and has a gain of:
— 21 dB in the 136-138 Mc/s band, and
— 18 dB in the 148-150 Mc/s band.
This antenna can be steered remotely by
hand in azimuth and elevation.
At the stations in the Canaries and in
Pretoria, an auxiliary antenna can transmit commands at a frequency of about
123 Mc/s with a gain of 12 dB. It can be
steered manually in azimuth and elevation.
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The receiving unit comprises:
— a polarization transformer which can
be used to obtain all types of polarization (two linear polarizations, right
and left circular polarizations),
— one or two receiving units. The
Bretigny station has two receiving
units, the other stations have only
one. In 1967, all fixed stations will
have the same equipment as Bretigny.
Each unit can perform conventional or
coherent demodulation operations in amplitude, frequency or phase.
It is made up of:
— two receivers,
— two phase-locked loops,
— a predetection diversity unit.
The phase-lock loop is used to measure
the Doppler effect of the received wave and
the diversity unit.
The transmitting unit comprises a transmitter with a peak power of 200 W followed by an amplifier with a peak power of
3 kW.
It can operate at 200 W or 3 kW in the
148-150 Mc/s range. On 123 Mc/s it can
operate only at 200 W.

Ancillary equipment
Each station has a BTC-2 time base, which
supplies all the necessary time and frequency signals.
The time base is a clock driven by a crystalcontrolled oscillator.
Its accuracy is
within a few milliseconds. It receives HF
time signals and can thus be set to universal
time.
In addition, each station possesses two
seven-track Ampex recorders, which record
seven channels with a maximum frequency
of 600 kc/s (telemetering or auxiliary
signals).

Special equipment
Satellite programmes often require special
equipment to receive signals used for the
experimental work of each particular
satellite.
For example, very low frequency receivers
have been installed for the FR-1 programme at certain United States National Aeronautics and Space Administrations (NASA)
stations and at Bretigny.
These receivers can be tuned either to the
frequency of the French transmitter at
Sainte-Assise or to the frequency of the
American transmitter at Balboa.
Similarly, 150 and 400 Mc/s Doppler
receiving equipment is used for the geodetic Doppler experiment organized under
the D-l programmes. One of these units
is operated by the CNES network. It is
installed in the mobile station and comprises :
— a 150 Mc/s receiving unit with fixed
antenna built by the Compagnie generale de telegraphie sans fil (CSF),
— a 400 Mc/s receiving unit, built by
Sud-Aviation, with a hand-operated
steer able antenna.
The data obtained with these two units are
printed on punched tape in the Baudot
code and retransmitted by telegraph to the
Operations Centre.

Network operations
Since being brought into service, the network has carried out numerous assignments for the CNES satellite programme
(FR-1, Diapason, Diademe-I and II) and
other programmes in conjunction with
French or European scientific organizations, especially ESRO (European Space
Research Organization). — J.B. Dementhon (CNES).

Signals can be added before they are
recorded, by means of a mixer.
A command coder amplitude modulates
the transmitter by coded signals representing the command instructions. Two types
of code are used:

Rainfalls and
microwaves

wave communications systems that beam
signals over the earth's surface and from
earth into space.
Bell Telephone Laboratories' engineers
have developed equipment which scans
rain activity every ten seconds at 100 points
in a 130-square-kilometre area surrounding Bell's Crawford Hill Laboratory at
Holmdel, New Jersey. The system continuously measures rainfall and stores the
data on tape for computer analysis.
Rain activity information gathered by the
system shows whether a shower is general
or local, the dimensions of showers and
storms, and the movements of areas of
varying rain density.

Rain may attenuate the signal
Earlier studies have shown that rain in the
path of a microwave beam may scatter
and attenuate the signal in a variety of
ways depending upon the signal wavelength, as well as on rain drop size and
density of rainfall.
Information on the size, severity, and distribution of rainstorms at ground level is
essential for the planning of any microwave systems in the 10 to 100 Gc/s frequency range. With such information, it
can be determined how far apart microwave transmitters and receivers should be
spaced, and what alternate route might be
taken within a storm-blanketed area.
While such system planning is highly important for terrestrial radio links, it could
be particularly critical when continuous
communications must be maintained with
a spacecraft. Attenuation and noise
effects from rain become noticeable at
frequencies of about 6 Gc/s, but they are
pronounced at frequencies above 10 Gc/s.
Previously available rain measuring equipment was unable to detect sudden changes
in rates of rainfall, and presented formidable problems of collecting data from any
large array of gauges. With the Bell
Laboratories' system, a vast amount of
data is collected by an array of 100 continuously-measuring rainfall rate gauges
mounted on telephone poles approximately
1350 metres apart. The information from
the gauges is transmitted to the Crawford
Hill Laboratory over telephone lines.

— a discrete frequency code,
— a numerical code.
The fixed stations are all equipped with
visual control panels, which display telemetering data in the form of graphs or
oscilloscope signals immediately after
satellites have passed over.
14

Surprising results

B

rain affects microwave signals,
data on the density and distribution of
rainfall are important in planning microECAUSE
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The present project is yielding interesting
and surprising results. Measurements
taken seconds apart in a rainstorm, for

ideas and achievements

1

A specialist receives data from a 130-squarekilometre array of continually measuring rainfall
rate gauges used to study the effects of rain
density on microwave transmission
2
An example of one 10-second sample of data
for a storm is shown here. The rainfall rate
contour lines are in millimetres of rain per hour.
Note the spatial variability of the rain rates
3
A technician examines one of the rainfall rate
gauges
4
The continuously measuring rainfall rate gauge
designed at BTL is shown in the drawing at
the bottom of the page. Structurally, the gauge
is a large galvanized gasoline funnel welded
through the lid of a galvanized can. The can is
mounted on a telephone pole and serves to protect
the capacitor and electronic package when the
lid is in place on the can. The bird deterrent
(the loose wire around the top of the funnel)
is not electrified, but is positioned such that
it makes alighting on the funnel more difficult
re measured by the capacitor, which in
turn causes variations in the frequency of
a signal produced by an oscillator on the
telephone line.
The 30-centimetre-long
capacitor flow meter, with a signal-producing electronic package attached, is able
to sense and rapidly measure rain activity
from the first drop to rates in excess of
25.4 cm per hour.

(BTL illustrations)

When rain is expected, the control and
recording equipment is turned on either
at the Crawford Hill Laboratory or remotely by dialling a telephone number. The
rain gauges are scanned every 100 seconds,
although no data are recorded until rain
actually begins to fall. At the first drop
of rain in one of the gauges, the scanner is
automatically switched to high speed,
completing each scan in only 10 seconds,
while recording the data on tape.

example, show a wide variety of rates at
a single gauge as well as simultaneously
at the 100 gauges. This indicates that rain
is not evenly distributed but comes down
" in bucketfuls" which appear to drift
about while other areas have relatively less
rain. This may be the pattern described
in folklore as " walking rain ".
In each rain gauge in the new system, rainfall is funneled into an inclined channel
which runs between the electrodes of a
capacitor. Changes in the volume of flow

Once the recorded data have been converted into equivalent rainfall rates, they
become part of a cumulative study of
ways to improve the reliability of communication systems. In addition to studying
microwave transmissions through the
storms along adjacent paths, computer
generated maps showing rain rates over
the area are made as an aid to determining
the spatial extent of the storm. Also,
computer generated movies can be made
to permit real time studies of rain activity.
Thus, the use of the rain gauge array in a
given area over a significant time span is
expected to provide vital information for
planning and constructing microwave
systems. — Bell Telephone Laboratories.
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the international consultative
committees and the problems
of new or developing countries
a review of progress

by
S. A. SATHAR
ITU Expert

the Telecommunication Journal of
January, 1964, an article on the International Consultative Committees and the
problems of the new or developing countries was presented by the author. Since
then, the ITU Convention (Geneva, 1959)
has been revised by the Plenipotentiary
Conference (Montreux, 1965) and the new
ITU Convention (Montreux, 1965) has
come into force from 1 January, 1967.
The CCITT held its Illrd Plenary Assembly
in Geneva in 1964 and the CCIR held its
Xlth Plenary Assembly in Oslo in 1966.

I

N

The Plenipotentiary Conference and the
Plenary Assemblies of the CCIs gave
detailed consideration and took practical
steps for dealing with the problems of new
or developing countries by the CCIs.
It may be useful, therefore, at this stage to
review these measures and also the considerable progress that has been made by
the CCIs in tackling the problems of new
or developing countries. The objective of
the present article is to briefly review these
developments, as a supplementary contribution to the original article.

Plenipotentiary Conference
(Montreux, 1965)
The Plenipotentiary Conference gave due
consideration to the problems encountered
in the implementation of Recommendation No. 2 (relating to CCI activities in the
sphere of technical assistance) of the Plenipotentiary Conference of Geneva, 1959,
and the experience of the Plenary Assemblies of the CCIs held before 1965 in
tackling the problems of the new or
developing countries. In the ITU Convention (Montreux, 1965), in addition to the
16

already existing provisions on the subject
of International Consultative Committees,
under article 14 the following new provision was incorporated:
" 199 5. There shall be a World Plan
Committee, and such Regional Plan
Committees as may be jointly approved
by the Plenary Assemblies of the International Consultative Committees. These
Plan Committees shall develop a General
Plan for the international telecommunication network to help in planning international telecommunication services.
They shall refer to the International
Consultative Committees questions the
study of which is of particular interest
to new or developing countries and
which are within the terms of reference
of those Consultative Committees. "
Thereby, organizationally, the World Plan
Committee and the Regional Plan Committees were equipped, in addition to their
main responsibility of developing international network plans, to institute questions of particular interest to new or
developing countries and to refer them to
the CCIs.

establishment, development and improvement of those countries' telecommunications in the national, regional
and international fields in accordance
with 188 and 189 of the Convention; "
Again, Resolution No. 28 on " Methods
of improving Technical Co-operation"
recommends that the International Consultative Committees:
" consider ways of improving their
operation and procedures to enable them
to respond more quickly to questions
raised by the new or developing countries; "
and also encourages the governments of
new or developing countries:
" to participate more regularly in the
Study Groups of the International Consultative Committees. "
From the above, it can be seen that the
ITU through its highest legislative body,
the Plenipotentiary Conference, has given
a new sense of direction and instituted
practical steps and recommendations for
the treatment of the questions and problems in the field of telecommunications of
special interest to new and developing
countries.

The Plenipotentiary Conference of Montreux had also become fully aware of the
importance of the work already undertaken by the CCIs in this field and acknowledged this fact by referring to it in its
Resolution No. 29, under the part relating
to consideration, as follows:

Illrd Plenary Assembly of CCITT Geneva,
1964

" a) the valuable assistance given by
the International Consultative Committees to the new or developing countries through the preparation of handbooks and the formulation of recommendations directly connected with the

The Illrd Plenary Assembly of the
CCITT, Geneva 1964, established a
Committee D (New and Developing countries) with Mr. M. Mili of Tunisia (present
Secretary-General of ITU) as Chairman
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and Mr. M. B. Choudhry of Pakistan
as Vice-Chairman. The Committee was
able to give detailed consideration to the
progress made by the CCITT in this field
and presented a resolution which was
adopted by the Plenary Assembly of
CCITT (Resolution No. 3). According to
this resolution:

to this, the Illrd Plenary Assembly of the
CCITT established the following Specialized Working Parties:

" 1. After each meeting, the Study
Groups of the CCITT should succinctly
describe what has been achieved and
say what they are hoping to accomplish.

— Autonomous Specialized Working
Party 3 (GAS 3—Economic and
technical comparison of transmission
systems) with Mr. Ben Abdella
(Morocco) as Chairman;

The short text thus evolved would appear in the Telecommunication Journal.
2. The principal CCITT recommendations should be digested and extracts
therefrom published in clear and practical form.
3. Specialized Working Parties should
be set up to pursue subjects which,
although of a general nature, are of
interest to individual countries (the
Convention, paragraph 179), which will
be developed and for the purpose of the
publication of documentary works.
4. The handling of certain simple
questions should be speeded up. This
would be done by asking the Chairman
of the relevant Study Group or Working
Party to provide immediate provisional
answers, pending more thorough investigation.
5. The Study Groups should be asked
to draw up specifications in a manner
which would render it easier to launch
an appeal for tenders. Otherwise, they
should be asked to put the requesting
countries in touch with Administrations
which would be willing to let them have
their own specifications.
6. Certain technical papers submitted
to the Plan Committees, and to ITU
seminars, should be widely disseminated. "
The most important achievement of the
CCITT, however, in dealing with the
problems of the new or developing
countries was the lead that it had given in
the finalization of the handbook National
telephone networks for the automatic service
prepared by a specialized Working Party
between the period 1961 and 1964. The
first part of the handbook was approved
at the Illrd Plenary Assembly and
published in December 1964; the Special
Working Party is continuing its work
under the chairmanship of Mr. E. R. Banks
(Australia) for completion of the remainder. This Group is known as Autonomous
Specialized Working Party 1 (GAS 1—
National automatic networks). In addition

— Autonomous Specialized Working
Party 2 (GAS 2—Local networks)
with Mr. Sundin (Sweden) as Chairman;

— Autonomous Specialized Working
Party 4 (GAS 4—Primary power
sources) with Mr. F. L. Bentley
(Canada) as Chairman;
— Autonomous Specialized Working
Party 5 (GAS 5—Economic conditions and telecommunication development) with Dr. G. Garbe (Federal
Republic of Germany) as Chairman.

Documentary questions under study by the
Autonomous Specialized Working Parties
Since the Illrd Plenary Assembly, a great
deal of work has been carried out by these
Autonomous Specialized Working Parties.
A brief indication of the progress with
respect to each Working Party is given
below.
GAS 1—National automatic networks
GAS 1 was required to prepare the third
part of the manual National telephone
networks for the automatic service covering
questions of power supply, air-conditioning, installation and buildings, etc. The
first meeting of this Specialized Working
Party was held in Geneva from the 29
March to 8 April, 1965. The second
meeting of the Working Party was held
from 21 to 30 June, 1967, in Tokyo to
consider the draft for the seven chapters to
form Part III of the manual. It is expected
that the final text will be ready for
approval by the IVth Plenary Assembly
of the CCITT to be held in Mar del Plata
in 1968, for publication by the ITU. The
importance of this work for the Administrations of new or developing countries
cannot be over-emphasized.
GAS 2—Local networks
The main purpose of GAS 2 was to draw
up a manual on local telephone networks
summarizing the methods used in various
countries with special emphasis on economic studies of local network structure.

The first meeting of this Working Party
was held in Geneva from 10 to 18 January,
1966. It was able, at this meeting, to prepare a general layout of the manual on
local networks and the table of contents on
the various chapters and issue a questionnaire for drafting the chapters. The second
meeting of GAS 2 was also held in Geneva
between 26 September and 4 October,
1966, in which the authors of the various
chapters were designated. The third meeting of this Autonomous Working Party
was held from 17 to 27 October, 1967, in
Geneva and this meeting did examine the
various chapters of the manual on local networks prepared by the designated authors
for eventual approval by the CCITT at its
IVth Plenary Assembly.
When complete this manual will cover all
aspects of the external plant network
which forms an essential part of any telephone system and from the point of view
of financing takes the highest share of
investment. The handbook is expected to
have thirteen chapters covering such subjects as: general principles, structure and
utilization of the network; economic
calculations and considerations; transmission; long term development planning;
execution of projects of local networks;
documentation concerning a local network
and finally, maintenance of local networks.
GAS 3—Economic and technical comparison
of transmission systems
GAS 3 is a combined CCIR/CCITT
Working Party. The technical and economic comparison of all types of transmission
systems including wires, cables, radio
relay systems and other radio circuits are
included in its study. The first meeting of
this Working Party was held in Rabat
(Morocco) from 21 February to 2 March,
1966. During its first meeting, GAS 3 prepared the table of contents of the proposed
handbook together with a list of systems
which were considered, and indicated the
form in which the technical data will be
presented. It also outlined the principles
for making economic comparisons and
for giving advice to any administration, if
so desired, on the method for drawing up
specifications of transmission systems.
GAS 3 held its second meeting in San
Francisco from 7 to 16 June, 1967. At
this meeting the drafts for the various
chapters of the handbook prepared by the
authors were reviewed along with proposals
for modifications and further contributions. This handbook is planned to have
five chapters covering the description of
various types of transmission systems,
selection of technically suitable solutions
and economic studies and comparisons.
It is expected that the handbook will be
ready for approval by the CCITT at the
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IVth Plenary Assembly in 1968 although
the formal approval by the Xllth Plenary
Assembly of the CCIR may have to wait
till 1969.
GAS 4—Primary power sources
GAS 4 is also a joint special CCIR/CCITT
Working Party. The first meeting of GAS 4
was held from 25 to 29 April, 1966, in
Geneva. GAS 4 at this meeting carried out
a study of the replies received to the questionnaire regarding the primary power
supplies and asked certain members of the
Working Party to prepare draft texts for
the various sections of the document. The
second meeting of GAS 4 was also held
in Geneva from 16 to 20 January, 1967.
At this meeting the drafts for the various
chapters for the handbook were examined.
When ready, the manual will cover the
various primary sources of power such as:
diesel engine driven generators; thermoelectric generators; accumulators; magnesium cells; fuel cells, and solar concentrators.
GAS 5—Economic conditions and telecommunication development
GAS 5 held its first meeting at Geneva
from 6 to 15 October, 1965, and issued a
questionnaire eliciting information from
Administrations. A special Sub-Group met
in Geneva from 7 to 16 November, 1966,
to examine the replies received to the
questionnaire. This Group was able to
analyze a considerable amount of information and material which will facilitate
the preparation of the handbook on the
economic development of telecommunications to be used by those responsible for
telecommunication as well as by technical
co-operation experts. It is expected that
the manual to be submitted to the IVth
Plenary Assembly of the CCITT will be a
small one, comprising:
— basic statistics (chronological series);
— an explanation for choosing these
basic statistics;
— the inter-dependence which can be
established between these data and
which may be used in framing
national economic and financial
policies with regard to telecommunications.

Other major questions of interest under
study by the CCITT

questions of particular interest to new and
developing countries. The following are
worthy of mention:
Joint Working Party on Costing
Costing of circuits.

B2

Costing of subscribers' lines.

B4

Methods for making costing calculations.

These three questions had been raised by
the Plan Committee for Africa and it is
expected that the Working Party will be
in a position to provide a considerable
amount of information relating to these
studies at the CCITT meeting in Mar del
Plata, 1968.

Possible integration of telecommunication channels derived over power lines.

This question was put by the Plan Committee for Asia and Oceania to enumerate
the problems involved and standards and
characteristics to be specified in making
joint use of power and telecommunication
network.
Study Group VI ( Cable sheaths and poles)
AS 9/18/VI

Armouring for buried cables.

AS 10/4/VI
and 5/VI

Protection of plastic-sheathed
cables.

These two questions were raised by the
Plan Committee for Asia and Oceania.
Study Group IX (Telegraph transmission)
VF telegraph systems.

This question, raised by the Plan Committee for Africa, deals with the the preparation of specifications for VFT systems
capable of being used on telephone
channels or carrier pairs or radio relay
links.
Study Group XII (Telephone transmission
quality )
H 25/XII

Maintenance
stations.

of

subscriber

This question was raised by the Plan Committee for Africa.
Study Group XV (Transmission systems)

The CCITT, in addition to the preparation
of handbooks on documentary questions,
has kept under study a number of other
18

K /17/XV
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K2/18/XV

Cable systems with a small
number of channels.

K3/18/XV

Systems on overhead lines.

Apart from the above, the most recent
meetings of the Regional Plan Committees
have put forward some new questions. It is
expected that the IVth Plenary Assembly
of the CCITT at Mar del Plata will issue
recommendations and present reports on
these important questions of interest to the
new and developing countries.

Xlth Plenary Assembly of CCIR, Oslo,
1966

Study Group V (Protection)

K5/27/IX

Overhead lines.

The last question was raised by the Plan
Committee for Asia and Oceania and the
others came from the Plan Committee for
Africa.

B1

AS 12/23/V

K1/17/XV

General specifications
transmission.

for

The Xlth Plenary Assembly of the CCIR in
Oslo, being the first Plenary Assembly of a
CCI convened after the Plenipotentiary
Conference at Montreux in 1965, was able
to give particular attention to the resolutions of the Plenipotentiary Conference
and especially to Resolution No. 28
wherein it was urged that the CCIs should
consider ways and means of improving
their operation and procedure to enable
them to respond more quickly to questions
raised by new and developing countries.
The Xlth Plenary Assembly constituted a
Technical Co-operation Committee under
the chairmanship of Mr. B. Zerrouki (Algeria). As a result of the work of this Committee, a new resolution on technical cooperation was approved, which among
other things, provides the following important decisions of special application
to the problems of new and developing
countries:
"— The CCIR should apply within its
terms of reference the appropriate
provisions of Resolutions 28, 29 and
32 of the Plenipotentiary Conference,
Montreux, 1965, from the date that
Convention comes into effect:
• by taking up actively the study of
questions posed by new or developing countries, if necessary by setting
up Sub-Groups or Special Working
Parties in the existing Study Groups;
• by asking the Chairmen of Study
Groups to send to the Secretariat of
the CCIR within two months following the closing of the Plenary Assembly a general outline of the problems
already settled as well as of those
which will require further study:
this outline should be as comprehensive as possible and should con-

7.
Facsimile of a page from the/handbook Antenna
diagrams
2.

3.

Facsimile of a page from the CCITT handbook
National telephone networks for the automatic
service
Facsimile of a page from the CCIR Handbook
on high-frequency directional antennae
• counsel and assist administrations of
new or developing countries in the
field of radiocommunications to the
greatest extent possible;
• take an active part in organizing and
publicizing seminars on subjects of
interest to new or developing
countries;
• organize lectures on the practical use
and implications of CCIR Recommendations.
— The preparation of special handbooks on subjects of interest and
application to new or developing
countries should be undertaken such
as:
— planning, maintenance and operation of HF fixed services;

Fig. 31 Ka

— radio-relay system planning and
maintenance (line-of-sight VHF
and microwave);
— satellite communication and its
application to new or developing
countries;

FOUR-WIRE SWITCHING

— use of sporadic E layer in fixed
services;
— scatter communications;
• taking into account the work already
carried out, being undertaken or planned
by:

a) without pad switching

(a)

— the existing CCIR Study Groups
or the Special Autonomous
Groups CCITT-CCIR;

Bi-directional array

— the Specialized
the CCIR;

(6)

Unl-directional array

— Four-wire switching systems

• If necessary, Special Autonomous Working Parties should be formed for the
preparation of such handbooks. "
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tain a section specially devoted to the
questions and problems of interest
to new or developing countries.
This outline would be published in
each volume of the CCIR documents and appear at the beginning
of the chapters relating to the Study
Group concerned and would thus
present the work already carried out
by the Study Group in question.
Similar arrangements should be
made at the conclusion of the interim
meetings of Study Groups for

of

— the IFRB and other organs of
the ITU or other organizations.

6; with pad switching

Note: The terminating sets are shown associated with the trunk circuits on the trunk side of the
switch. This need not always be the case and an alternative arrangement is illustrated in Figure 9.

FIGURE 8.

Secretariat

publication in the volume of interim
conclusions;
• by preparing and publishing in consultation with the Study Group
Chairmen, extracts of existing recommendations likely to be of interest to
new or developing countries and to
present these provisions in as clear
and useful form as possible.
— The CCIR, its Director and Specialized Secretariat in co-operation with
other organs of the ITU should:

It may be pointed out that the most important provision to be noted in the above
resolution is the directive to the CCIR to
undertake the preparation of the special
handbooks on radio communications
which when compiled should serve as
useful books of reference in this field
for the new or developing countries.

Documentary questions under study by the
CCIR Study Groups

Some of the CCIR Study Groups have
already undertaken the preparation of
special handbooks of interest in their
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particular field. Worthy of mention here
are:

Study Group Villi—International Monitoring

This was initiated by Study Group VIII
(Monitoring). The chapters to be written
had already been agreed to at the Xlth
Plenary Assembly and a number of countries volunteered to supply co-ordinators
each of whom will draft one of the assigned
chapters. The handbook will be in a looseleaf form and published in chapters, as and
when approved, without waiting for completion. The handbook will consist of
nineteen chapters.

The Plan Sub-Committee for Asia at its
meeting in Geneva in 1963 had asked the
CCIR for a report on the facilities and
equipment to be taken into consideration
by new countries while establishing their
monitoring services. Study Group VIII
presented a special report dealing with
these problems and reviewed the position
on the task which a monitoring station
should perform, the organization required and operation of a monitoring
station including the choice of site,
requirements for building and power
supply, antennae, etc.

2) Handbook on " Tropical broadcasting "

Study Group IX—Radio relay systems

At the Xlth Plenary Assembly, Study
Group XII (Tropical broadcasting) decided
to prepare a handbook on " Tropical
broadcasting " which will be of particular
interest to new or developing countries
using this type of broadcasting to a large
extent. The handbook will contain fourteen chapters.

The Study Group has agreed to retain the
question for study on the basis of an
original question put forward by the Plan
Sub-Committee for Asia meeting in 1963
for providing guidance for new countries
in the basic transmission planning of radiorelay systems.
It has also presented a report on the general
characteristics of simple type of VHF or
UHF radio equipment with 6, 12 or, at the
most, 24 channels based on entirely solid
state devices for use by new or developing
countries.
The Study Group also presented a report
on the general characteristics of a VHF
single channel radio telephone link which
can constitute a subscriber link. This
report is also in reply to a question raised
by the Plan Sub-Committee for Asia at its
meeting in Geneva (1963).

1) Handbook on " Radio monitoring

3) Handbook on " High frequency directional antenna
The CCIR Secretariat has already prepared a handbook on High frequency
directional antenna as a result of the
recommendations made by the Panel of
Experts. This handbook outlines the basic
concepts of different types of antenna,
their performance and application and has
been prepared with the aim of serving new
or developing countries.
4) Participation of CCIR in the preparation
of handbooks by GAS 3 and 4:
As already stated in the section relating to
the Special Autonomous Working Parties,
the CCIR is participating very effectively
in the work of GAS 3 and 4, which are
Joint CCIR/CCITT Working Parties, for
the preparation of handbooks on economic
studies of all transmission systems and
primary power sources respectively.

Other major questions of interest under
study by the CCIR

Apart from the preparation of handbooks
on documentary questions, the CCIR
finalized at its Xlth Plenary Assembly,
recommendations or reports on some of
the questions which were of particular
interest to new and developing countries
and also decided to continue their study in
some cases. The following are worthy of
mention:
20

International Working Party for reorganization of CCIR work
The Xlth Plenary Assembly also gave due
importance to the need for CCIR to take
into account the fact that Administrations,
particularly of new or developing countries, find it difficult to follow the work of
the CCIR in an efficient manner. It also
decided to set up an International Working
Party to study the question of reorganization of the work of the CCIR.

The role of new and developing countries in
the study of problems of special interest to
them

Before concluding this article it seems
appropriate to briefly touch upon the role
that the new and developing countries
themselves can play in the study of questions of interest to them. First of all, it will
be most desirable for these countries to
collaborate to the greatest extent possible
by participating in the World Plan and
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Regional Plan Committees and formulating questions of special interest to be
studied by the CCIs in relation to the
planning of their national telecommunication networks. They should endeavour to
participate actively in the normal work of
the CCIR and CCITT Study Groups and
submit as early as possible any questions
they would like studied by the different
Groups of the CCIs in accordance with the
provision of paragraph 190 of the Montreux Convention, 1965. They should, in
particular, follow very closely the work of
the Special Autonomous Working Parties
and of the Study Groups which are engaged in the preparation of special handbooks. As these handbooks are primarily
meant for helping new or developing
countries it would be very valuable if
representatives of such countries took an
active interest in the preparation of these
handbooks, particularly in making known
the general and special problems which
should be dealt with by the Working
Parties.

Conclusion

The above will show the tremendous progress that has been made by the CCIs, the
two basic technical arms of the ITU, in
dealing with the problems of interest to
new or developing countries during the
last few years. The greatest advance made
so far by the CCIs has been in the preparation of special handbooks following
the pioneer lead set up by the handbook
National telephone networks for the automatic service. Several more handbooks
covering diverse fields are expected to be
presented for approval by the IVth Plenary
Assembly of the CCITT at Mar del Plata.
It is also expected that during the next
two to three years the special handbooks
relating to the problems of radio communications under the aegis of the CCIR
will have progressed to a great extent.
The Study Groups of both the CCIs
are continuously engaged in solving
many problems relating to new or
developing countries and they can also
undertake many more. The new or
developing countries on their part should
formulate relevant questions and actively
participate in the work on their study by
the CCIs.
The valuable experience gained so far by
the CCIs and the great interest shown by
the new or developing countries point
towards greater fulfilment in future of the
spirit and intent of paragraphs 188 and 189
of Article 14 of the ITU Convention
(Montreux 1965).
(Original language: English)

organization of
the international
satellite communication
service

by

Jan BUSAK,
Doctor of Law,
Professor at the Institute of Transport
and Communications at Zilina, Member
of the International Institute of Space Law

is ten years since the first artificial
earth satellite, Sputnik-I, was launched
into outer space by the USSR. A year
later, the United States carried out the
first experiments in satellite telecommunication and, in 1964, television broadcasts
of the Olympic Games at Tokyo were
transmitted via an American stationary
satellite. A satellite communication system,
managed by the United States concern
COMSAT (Communications Satellite Corporation), has been set up to provide a
regular service over the Atlantic and
Pacific. A large number of countries
participate. Another satellite communication system, to be operated by the USSR,
has also been established. Successful trials
have shown that Molnya-type satellites
can provide a regular service not only
within the Soviet Union but also between
countries of Europe and Asia. It can therefore be predicted that more communication satellites will be launched by other
countries or groups of countries that want
to have their own system.
Technical advances in the exploration and
use of outer space are proceeding at a rate
that is virtually unprecedented in the
history of mankind. This technical progress
has been accompanied by international
regulation of the legal aspects. First there
was Resolution No. 1721 (XVI), adopted
unanimously by the General Assembly of
the United Nations on 20 December 1961,
followed by a number of other resolutions,
and the Treaty on Principles Governing
the Activities of States in the Exploration
and Use of Outer Space, including the
moon and other celestial bodies, signed in
London, Moscow and Washington on
27 January 1967. The International Telecommunication Union has been dealing
with the allocation of frequency bands to

I

T

space services since 1959, the date of the
Administrative Radio Conference convened to draw up the new Radio Regulations.
That Conference, foreseeing the rapid
development of space programmes, recommended (Recommendation No. 36)
that an Extraordinary Administrative
Radio Conference be convened, in principle during the latter part of 1963 with
a duration of approximately one month
to allocate frequency bands for space
radiocommunication purposes.
To borrow the words and ideas of Mr. Mili,
Secretary-General of the ITU, writing in
the August 1967 number of the Telecommunication Journal, communication satellites will be added to the classical longdistance transmission media (submarine
cable, tropospheric-scatter) and it is
therefore desirable to integrate the circuits
provided by satellites—like those provided
by other transmission methods—so that
the two systems may be connected.
One quite important question that arises
in the present circumstances is that of
how the world satellite communication
service shall be organized in the future.
I have no doubt that all will agree on some
fundamental principles regarding the form
to be taken by that organization, which
must provide the most effective means of
co-operation between all countries. The
organization of the world satellite communication service must be flexible enough
to be able to take account of technical
progress and, in order to follow it, the organization should embrace every country,
so as to be able to serve the whole of
mankind. Furthermore, it should be in
strict conformity with the principles of
international law, including space law.

To be able to answer the question, it
would be well to recall briefly the general
principles governing the exploration and
use of outer space in so far as they apply
to satellite communication. These principles have their origin in the Treaty on
Principles Governing the Activity of
States in the Exploration and Use of
Outer Space including the moon and other
celestial bodies, of 27 January 1967, and
in certain resolutions of the General
Assembly of the United Nations (Resolutions Nos. 1721 (XVI), 1802 (XVII), 1962
(XVIII) and 1963 (XVIII)). Briefly, these
principles are:
1) Outer space, which is considered to
be res omnium communis, shall be used for
peaceful purposes only, for the benefit of
all mankind and of all peoples irrespective
of their degree of economic or scientific
development.
2) The use of outer space calls for broad
international co-operation in the scientific
as well as the legal aspects which will
contribute to the development of mutual
understanding and to the strengthening of
friendly relations between nations and
peoples. Further, General Assembly Resolution No. 110(11), which is also
applicable to outer space, condemns propaganda designed or likely to provoke
or encourage any threat to the peace,
breach of the peace or act of aggresion.
3) Outer space is free for use by all
States without discrimination of any
mankind, on a basis of equality and in
accordance with international law.
4) States bear international responsibility
for national activities in outer space,
whether carried on by government agencies
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or by non-governmental entities and for
assuring that national activities are carried
on in conformity with the legal principles
governing outer space. The activities of
non-governmental entities in outer space
shall require authorization and continuing
supervision by the State concerned.
5) With regard to satellite communication,
General Assembly Resolution No. 1721
(XVI) specifies that it should be available
to the nations of the world on a global
and non-discriminatory basis. To ensure
that States Members of the United Nations
have access to the satellite system, broad
international co-operation is necessary and
effective technical aid must be accounted
to states from United Nations sources.
Before considering the question of international co-operation in the operation of
satellite communications and the form of
such co-operation, which must be in the
best interests of all countries and in
complete conformity with the general
principles just enunciated, it is essential
to analyze the activities relating to satellite
communication systems and to see which
of them could be entrusted to an international body.
Such activities may be divided into the
following groups:
— the launching and operation of
communication satellites, an activity which is closely bound up with
the right of ownership of such
satellites;
— the establishment and operation of
earth stations, which is the responsibility of the stations' owners;
— the operation of telecommunication
channels between communication satellites and earth stations, which is
carried out jointly by the owner of
the satellite and the owner of the
earth station;
— the planning of satellite communication systems (taking account of the
possibility of interconnection with
conventional telecommunication networks), co-ordination of operations,
including the framing of appropriate
technical, administrative and tariff
rules and, possibly, technical control
of the systems;
— technical assistance to ensure that
all countries have access to satellite
communication systems irrespective
of their degree of economic and
technical development.
22

(NASA)
Complete coverage of the earth by three geostationary communication satellites

There is no doubt—as is proved by the
activities and responsibilities of international organizations—that the primary
tasks of an international organization are
co-ordination of national activities for the
purpose of ensuring the most effective
international co-operation, formulation of
rules for international activities and, to the
extent that it is agreed by members of the
organization, supervision of international
activities and co-operation in their connection; the same applies to technical assistance. For these reasons, it is easy to agree
that the planning of satellite communication systems, the co-ordination of their
operation, including formulation of the
relevant technical and administrative rules,
the establishment of tariff principles and
technical assistance matters can be entrusted to an international organization
to the extent agreed by the members of
the organization.
As for the other activities, such as the
launching and operation of communication satellites, which are bound up with
proprietary rights, it may be doubted
whether it is really necessary, since they
can be done on a national basis, to
internationalize them and entrust them to
an international body. Supporters of this
idea could argue that there would be some
technical and administrative advantages
in centralizing all the above-mentioned
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activities connected with the operation of
satellite communication systems. Their
concentration in the hands of one organization would appear to be a better way
of ensuring effective co-operation than the
establishment of an international body
responsible only for co-ordinating cooperation. But this advantage oil its own
cannot offset the disadvantages arising
from the concentration of so many activities in one international body, and from
the resultant complexity and diversity of
its tasks.
What are the arguments against the concentration and centralization of these
activities ? There are some fairly important
economic and legal considerations that
should be mentioned.
In the words of the Article I of the Treaty
of 27 January 1967 on the Principles
Governing the Activities of States in the
Exploration and Use of Outer Space,
that space shall be free for use by all
States, without discrimination of any kind,
on a basis of equality and in accordance
with international law. For the time being
at least, only a few countries are able,
thanks to their technical and economic
potential, to launch and operate communication satellites, or are preparing
to do so. Very heavy expenditure is
involved in the technical development,
testing and launching of satellites and the

establishment of earth stations, and the
countries which have to bear these costs
might attempt to promote their own financial and economic interests and extend
their rights at the expense of the other
member countries of the same organization. In such an event, the international
organization might lose its universality;
the principles of equality and non-discrimination between members might be
abandoned and it would become more
like a joint stock company, in which the
voice of the shareholders in running it is
based strictly on their financial stake in the
enterprise. The admission of new members
might be made subject to financial conditions and, consequently be limited at the
expense of universality.
Is such a form of international co-operation compatible with the meaning and
tenor of the Treaty of 27 January 1967,
which regards equality between countries
without discrimination as a fundamental
principle in the use of outer space (see
Article I) or with the provisions of Section D of General Assembly Resolution
No. 1721 (XVI) according to which satellite
communication systems should be available
to the nations of the world on a global and
non-discriminatory basis ?
But there are other consequences which
could be just as serious and damaging to
the interests of countries and of all
mankind. If the extent of members' rights
in the international organization depended
strictly on the level of their financial
contributions, it might lead to a de facto
monopoly of one satellite communication
system and might hinder the development
of others. It may be recalled that the
establishment of a virtual monopoly for a
particular system has been a point at
issue once before in the history of telecommunications, namely when the International Radio Telegraph Convention was
drawn up, and that since then Article 47
of the International Telecommunication
Convention stipulates that stations performing radiocommunication in the mobile
service are bound to exchange radiocommunications without distinction as to
the radio system adopted by them. The
International Telecommunication Convention protects Members of the International Telecommunication Union against
monopoly positions which are against
their interests and incompatible with the
provisions of the Convention.
As has been stated, the trend in satellite
communications is towards the establish-

ment of two or, possibly, several systems.
It is hardly conceivable that countries
which have developed and established
these systems at so much effort and expense, would be prepared to hand over
their ownership and operation to a worldwide international organization. Common
ownership of satellite systems is not an
essential condition for the interconnection
of systems intended to serve different
countries or groups of countries. The
conventional world telecommunication
system consists of about a hundred national networks which are none the less
the property of the respective countries.
The main prerequisite for the operation
and interconnection of different national
networks is the existence of technical
standards and operating rules which must
be framed and agreed upon by the countries
which operate those networks.
The sensible course would therefore seem
to be to follow the example of conventional
telecommunications, to profit from past
experience and to go no further, even in
satellite communication, than to establish
a similar organization and system of cooperation. In such an event, international
co-operation in the operation of satellite
communication systems could take the
following forms:
— planning satellite communications
systems on a world-wide basis, or,
where appropriate, on intercontinental, continental or regional basis;
— co-ordinating the work of establishing and operating such systems;
— establishing rules for the operation
of such systems from the technical
point of view, including the preparation and approval of the relevant
parameters (even providing for the
possibility of interconnecting conventional long-distance telecommunication networks with the satellite
systems);
— preparation of a satellite communication tariff system and principles
for sharing the revenue between the
space network and the terrestrial
network;
— technical assistance to the new or
developing countries to enable them
to share the advantages of a satellite
communication network, possibly,
co-ordination of the technical control of space systems, although of
course actual supervision would be

done by member countries of the
organization.
These, in my opinion, are the principal
tasks that could be entrusted to and
assumed by an international organization.
From the standpoint of international cooperation and the form that it might take,
the question of the ownership of the
satellites and earth stations is of minor
importance. The satellites can remain the
property of the countries which put them
into orbit and which, under Article VI
of the Treaty of 27 January 1967, are
responsible for their activity, whether
they were launched by governmental
agencies or non-governmental entities
(that is to say by " recognized private
operating agencies " to use the terminology
of the International Telecommunication
Convention).
The provision of the Treaty of 27 January
1967 governing the Activities of States in
the Exploration and Use of Outer Space,
including the moon and other celestial
bodies are bound to influence the character
of any international organization responsible for co-ordinating the establishment
and operation of satellite communications.
Telecommunication services are operated
in different countries either by government
administrations or by recognized private
agencies. The operation of satellite communication systems by non-governmental
entities is permitted by Article VI of the
Treaty of 27 January 1967 and by the
International Telecommunication Convention. Article 22 of the Convention
contains no express provision concerning
the responsibility of Member countries of
Telecommunication
International
the
Union when telecommunication services
are operated by non-governmental entities ; Member countries are merely bound
to impose the observance of the provisions
of the Convention and its General Regulations upon private operating agencies
authorized by them to establish and
operate telecommunication services. Article VI of the Treaty of 27 January 1967,
on the other hand, is much more clear
and specific on the responsibility for
activities in outer space and imposes
direct responsibility on the States Parties
to the Treaty. Admittedly, any country
may authorize a private operating agency
to establish and operate communication
satellites — that is its sovereign right
under its domestic law. However, it is
the State itself and no other body that
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bears full and direct responsibility visa-vis other States for the activities of such
a private agency. If, then, responsibility
for the activities of private undertakings
operating satellite communication systems
lies with the State, in accordance with
Article VI of the Treaty of 27 January
1967, it follows that States, and States
alone, can assume the obligations arising
from decisions to establish and operate
such systems, conclude the relevant international conventions and join an international organization set up to coordinate the activities of satellite communication systems. For these reasons,
an international organization which would
perform this co-ordination work on
behalf of its members must be a public
law inter-governmental institution to which
States only, and under no circumstances
private operating agencies, may belong.
When one compares the real forms of
international co-operation in satellite communications, the tasks to be performed
by an international organization set up
to ensure such co-operation in collabpration with the Members of the International
Telecommunication Union, and the tasks
of that organization as they emerge from
the International Telecommunication Convention (Article 4 of the Convention in
particular), the conclusion is reached that
there is no need to establish a new international organization since it would be
possible, subject to the agreement of
Members of the International Telecommunication Union, to entrust to the Union
the technical and administrative work
arising out of the existence of one or more
satellite communication systems and of
their future development. A further consideration that makes this seem all the
more advisable and desirable is the fact

that the Union is already concerned with
the technical problems of conventional
networks, the operation of which will have
to be co-ordinated with that of the new
systems to enable all the systems to be
interconnected and to permit very longdistance transmissions by the different
media. Nor must it be forgotten that,
under Article 14 of the International
Telecommunication Convention, a Special
Committee has been set up as a Joint
Committee of the International Telegraph
and Telephone Consultative Committee
(CCITT) and the International Radio
Consultative Committee (CCIR), administered by the CCITT, to facilitate the
planning of international telecommunication services. Furthermore, the International Telecommunication Union is a
specialized agency of the United Nations
constituted on the basis of the principle
of the equality and full sovereignty of its
Member countries, that is to say on the
very same principles which, according to
the Treaty of 27 January 1967, are the
foundation for the use of outer space.
If the trend of opinion is in favour of
entrusting the planning and co-ordination
of the operations of satellite communication systems to the International Telecommunication Union, it will have to be
decided whether the new functions relating
to satellite communication should be discharged by one of the Union's present
organs or whether a new body should be
created for the purpose which would deal
solely with questions of co-operation in,
and co-ordination of, communication
satellite operation.
Before I conclude, I think readers will
be interested to learn that the legal issues
resulting from the establishment of one
or more satellite communication systems

— and other legal matters connected with
outer space — were also on the agenda of
the Xth Space Law Symposium held in
connection with the XVIIIth Congress of
the International Astronautical Federation
in Belgrade in late September 1967. The
discussions on the subject can be summarized as follows:
]) satellite communications are an international public service or, more
precisely, a public space service;
2) such a public space service presupposes the existence of the requisite international public law institution to issue the appropriate
international regulations and ensure
international control. The operating
services could be entrusted to another
international entity or undertaking
under a concession or by some other
arrangement;
3) it is desirable to set up within the
world satellite communication system
regional or continental systems whose
satellites would be the property of
the States directly concerned and
would also be operated under their
direction;
4) the world organization for satellite
communication might be established
by:
— extending the duties and responsibilities of existing international
organizations, for example, the
International Telecommunication
Union. This would perhaps necessitate some adaptation of the
present structure of the Union, or
— the foundation of a new international entity.
( Original language: French)
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III. — the centenary
(part one)

by
J. SOULIER
ITU

O

8 June 1962 the International Telecommunication Union Administrative
Council adopted a resolution recommending the Members and Associated
Members of the Union to study possible
means of attracting the public's attention
to the Centenary of the organization, for
example by issuing commemorative stamps.
A number of countries immediately
accepted the suggestion and one of them
proposed that the ITU should ask the
Universal Postal Union (UPU) to coordinate the issues to be made in the
various countries.
The Secretary-General of the ITU got into
touch with the Director of the International Bureau of the UPU and on
28 December 1962 the latter sent a circular
to the directors of Postal Administrations
throughout the world to draw their attention to the recommendation of the ITU
Administrative Council and the desirability
of arranging for all the Centenary commemorative issues to come out on about
the same date (17 May 1965) and of all
the stamps bearing a symbolic motif
reproducing the ITU emblem.
N

An annex was attached to this letter
suggesting a model prepared by the ITU
secretariat showing the Union's emblem
with the figure 1865 at the left surmounted
by a telegraph pole and the figure 1965 at
the right, surmounted by an antenna
system. On the model the value appeared
in the upper left hand corner, the name of
the country in the upper right hand corner,
the inscription " Centenaire de V Union
internationale des telecommunications " tak-

ing up the bottom of the stamp. It was
specified that the French title " UIT" in
the emblem and the phrase " Centenaire de
V Union international des telecommunications " could be reproduced by each
Administration in the language and
characters of its choice.
The Director of the International Bureau
of the UPU ended his letter with these
words: " In view of the close ties between
posts and telecommunications in many
countries, there is every reason to hope
that the majority of postal administrations
will respond to the wish of the ITU and
that an almost universal issue of stamps
will make a magnificent contribution to the
celebration of the Centenary of our sisterorganization ".
The Postal Administrations of Member
countries did, in fact, respond very
generously to this wish since 165 countries
or territories issued stamps to commemorate the first Centenary ever celebrated by an international organization —
in this connexion it may be noted that the
presentation of a complete collection of
the Centenary stamps in an official national
or international exhibition is forbidden by
decisions of the International Philatelic
Federation.
The date proposed (17 May 1965) was
observed by the great majority of Administrations (120); six others issued
theirs the week before or after that
date; five issued commemorative stamps
some weeks before the proper Centenary
day. Twenty-four Administrations issued
stamps before the end of 1965 while ten

other Administrations were still issuing
stamps in 1966, the last two issues being in
October, seventeen months after the commemoration.
It may be mentioned that in at least two
cases (the Dominican Republic and the
United Kingdom) outside events prevented
Administrations from issuing their stamps
on the exact date (17 May 1965) so that
the stamps eventually came out in April
1966 and November 1965 respectively.
Forty Administrations reproduced the
model suggested by the ITU and fourteen
based their issues directly on it. The Union
emblem is the main theme of the stamps
issued by eleven countries, while it does
not appear on the issues of forty-three
others. Sixteen Member States of the
Union did not issue any stamps on the
occasion of the Centenary whereas some
Administrations of countries not Members
of the Union did (some of them, admittedly,
have working relations with the UPU and
thus learnt of the Administrative Council's
wish).
If we turn to the analysis of the issues, we
see at once that almost all the chapters of
a thematic collection devoted to telecommunications are represented. We find
primitive means of telecommunication
(horns, tom-toms); portraits of scientists
and inventors: Bell, Morse, Belin, Branly,
Marconi, Meucci; telegraph and telephone
lines; telegraph and telephone apparatus
of various kinds, from which one can
retrace the progress made in the past
hundred years; pylons and different types
of antennae; cable ships; communication
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satellites; the stamps from the Portuguese
Overseas Provinces show the Archangel
Gabriel—the patron saint of telecommunications in the Roman Catholic
church.
We will now take these issues by country,
in the French alphabetical order, with the
exception of groups of countries or territories which are represented in the Union
by a single Administration and for which
a single style of stamp was adopted. One
point to be noted in this connexion is that
the juridical status and sometimes the
name of some of these countries have been
changed since the issue of the Centenary
stamps; these countries will be mentioned
under the name and according to the status
they had at the time the Centenary commemorative stamps appeared.
AFGHANISTAN
One 5-afghani stamp, blue, black and red
(horizontal format, perf. 13/2xl4), reproducing the model suggested by the
ITU, photogravure printed at Vienna,
300 000 copies, issued on 17 May 1965. (1)
EAST AFRICA (UGANDA, KENYA,
TANZANIA)
Four stamps: 30 cents, red, gold and
brown, 50 cents, grey, gold and brown;
1/30 shilling, light blue, gold and brown;
and 2/50 shilling, greenish-blue, gold and
brown (horizontal format, perf. 14), reproducing the ITU model, photogravure
printed by Harrison and Sons, London, in
sheets of 100 on paper without watermark
issued on 17 May 1965.
ALBANIA
Two stamps: 2.50 leks, greenish-blue,
black and carmine, and 12.50 leks, violet,
black and blue (horizontal format, perf.
12i/2), reproducing the ITU model, photogravure printed, issued on 17 May 1965.
ALGERIA
Two stamps: 0.60 dinar, violet, green and
yellow, and 0.95 dinar, sepia, red and
yellow, horizontal format (36x22 mm,
perf. 13), with the ITU emblem, a wave
train and a telegraph line, designed by
Ali Khodja, copperplate printed by the
Ate I ie/ de fabrication des timbres-poste,
Paris, issued on 19 September 1965. (2)
ANDORRA
One 60-centime stamp, red, blue and violet,
hoiizontal format (22x36 mm, perf. 13),
showing the ITU emblem against a starlit
26

sky traversed by the Early Bird satellite,
with an earth station at the bottom. This
stamp was designed and engraved by
Decaris, and copperplate printed by the
Atelier de fabrication des timbres-poste,
Paris; it was issued on 17 May 1965.
SAUDI ARABIA
Four stamps: 1 piastre, blue and black;
4 piastres, lilac and green; 8 piastres, green
and brown, and 10 piastres, yellowishorange and olive (horizontal format,
perf. 13) reproducing the ITU model, offset printed by Thomas de la Rue, London;
issued in March 1966.
ARGENTINA
One 18-peso air-mail stamp: grey, black
and red vertical format (22 x 32 mm, perf.
131/4), reproducing the ITU emblem,
designed by E. Miliavaca and lithographprinted by the Mint at Buenos Aires; a
million copies in sheets of 100, issued on
11 May 1965.
AUSTRALIA
One fivepenny stamp: dark blue, brown,
buff and black (vertical format, perf. 13 V2),
showing a globe with an antenna pylon
and the Telstar-I satellite (no ITU emblem). Designed by G. Hamori, Sydney,
and photogravure printed by the Note
Printing Branch of the Reserve Bank of
Australia; issued on 10 May 1965.
AUSTRIA
One 3-schilling stamp: blue, vertical format
29.6x38.5 mm (picture: 25.6x34.5 mm),
perf. 1414 xl3/2 with the ITU emblem in
the upper right-hand corner, a television
antenna in the opposite corner and a
Morse key at the bottom. Designed by
Otto Zeiler and engraved by Alfred
Fischer, copperplate printed on white
paper by the Austrian State Press, in three
million copies in sheets of 50. Date of
issue: 17 May 1965.
BELGIUM
One 2-franc stamp: violet, green and black
(horizontal format, perf. 11 y2), showing a
globe stamped with the initials UIT and
traversed by a flash of lightning; on the
left a telephone set. This stamp was
designed by Verbaere and the drums
engraved by the Malvaux Society. It was
photogravure printed by the Mechlin
Atelier du timbre in three million copies in
sheets of 25. Date of issue: 8 May 1965. (3)
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BHUTAN
Three stamps: one of 35 cheytrums, rosebuff, green and brown, showing the
Telstar satellite and a portable radio
receiver, 130 000 copies; one of 2 nultrums,
light green, violet and brown, showing the
Telstar satellite and a Morse key, 45 000
copies; and one of 3 nultrums, buff, blue
and brown, showing the Relay satellite
and a set of head-phones, 25 000 copies.
These three stamps perf. 14 are of horizontal format. A souvenir sheet with 2 and
3 nultrum stamps was issued in 7500 perf.
copies and 7500 imperf. Date of issue:
2 March 1966.
BURMA
Two stamps: 20 pyas, mauve, and 50 pyas,
dark green, of horizontal format 34 x
24i/2 mm (picture 32 x 22 mm), perf. 13x15
reproducing the ITU model, lithograph
printed by Thomas de la Rue, London.
Date of issue: 17 May 1965.
BRAZIL
One 35-cruzeiro stamp; lilac and black
(horizontal format, perf. 1114 x 11), reproducing the ITU model; photogravure
printed by the State Press in five million
copies. Date of issue: 17 May 1965.
BULGARIA
One 20-stotinki stamp: green, greenishyellow, dark green and blue (vertical format, perf. 111/4), reproducing the ITU
emblem in the upper part and various
types of antennae in the lower part.
Designed by Stefan Kantchev, photogravure printed on white paper, 120 000
copies. Date of issue: 17 May 1965. (4)
BURUNDI
Eight four-colour stamps of vertical format
30x60 mm perf. 13/2: 1 franc, showing a
Morse key and a Relay-I satellite; 3 francs,
with a microphone and the Telstar-I
satellite; 4 francs, with an antique telephone set and Lunik-IIT, these three
stamps were printed in 100 000 copies;
6.50 francs, with an earth station antenna
and the Syncom satellite; 8 francs, with
head-phones and the Telstar-II satellite;
10 francs, with an earth station antenna
and the last stage of the carrier rocket
Pioneer-V; these three were printed in
50 000 copies; 14 francs, with an earth
station antenna and the Syncom-III satellite; 20 francs, with an earth station antenna and the Pioneer-V satellite; these
last two printed in 25 000 copies.

Haley and copperplate printed by the
Atelier de fabrication des timbres-poste,
Paris. Date of issue: 17 May 1965.
CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
Four ordinary stamps and one air-mail
stamp, perf. 13, all bearing the ITU emblem: 25 francs, red, greenish-yellow and
blue, horizontal format, with the PougetMaisonneuve electro-chemical telegraph
receiver; 30 francs, greenish-yellow and
brownish-red, vertical format, showing
Chappes electric signal telegraph; 50 francs,
violet and red, vertical format, with
Doignon's regulator for a Hughes telegraph; 85 francs, lilac, green and greyishblue, horizontal format, with Pouillet's
scriber/electric telegraph. These four stamps
were all designed and engraved by Claude
Durrens. 100 francs, dark green brownishlilac and ultramarine, horizontal format,
with the Relay satellite and sine waves
against a starlit sky, designed and engraved
by Claude Haley.
Copperplate printed by the Atelier de
fabrication des timbres-poste, Paris, and
issued on 17 May 1965.
CEYLON
Two stamps: one of 2 cents, ultramarine
and red, and one of 30 cents, brown and
red (horizontal format, perf. 14^), reproducing the ITU model; photogravure
printed by Harrison and Sons, London, on
paper with a " lotus and sri " watermark.
Date of issue: 17 May 1965.

The Burundi Administration also printed
a block of 10-franc and 20-franc stamps in
12 500 perf. copies and the same number of
imperf. Date of issue: 3 July 1965.

CHILE
One air-mail stamp of 40 centesimos:
red, pink and brown (horizontal format,
30x20 mm perf. 141/2 x 14), reproducing
the ITU model; photogravure printed by
the Chile Mint in five million copies. Date
of issue: 17 May 1965. (6)

CAMBODIA
Three stamps: one of 3 riels, green and
ochre, one of 4 riels, red and ultramarine,
and one of 10 riels in violet and red (horizontal format, perf. 13), reproducing the
ITU model; photogravure printed by the
Atelier de fabrication des timbres-poste,
Paris. Date of issue: 17 May 1965. (5)
CAMEROON
One 70-franc air-mail stamp, midnight
blue, black and red (horizontal format,
perf. 13) with the ITU emblem in the
upper right-hand corner and a Syncom-II
satellite against a starry sky at the left. It
was designed and engraved by Claude

CHINA
Two stamps: one of 80 cents, orange,
black, carmine and yellow (horizontal
format, 31x18.5 mm), reproducing the
ITU model, and one of 5 dollars, green,
black and orange (vertical format, 18.5 x
31 mm), using the motives of the first but
with a different lay-out. Perf. 13x131/2,
photogravure printed in 2 400 000 and
600 000 copies respectively. Date of issue:
17 May 1965.
CYPRUS
Three stamps: 5 mils, brown, yellow and
black; 60 mils, dark green, green and

black; and 75 mils, dark blue, blue and
black (horizontal format, perf. 14 x 131/2),
reproducing the ITU model, photogravure
printed in sheets of 100. Date of issue:
17 May 1965.
COLOMBIA
One air-mail stamp of 80 centavos, blueblack, red and blue (horizontal format,
perf. 13 V2) with the ITU emblem wreathed
in laurel leaves and horizontal bands of
waves on a starlit sky. The model was
made by T.N. Molina, and printed by the
Austrian State Press in Vienna; four million copies in sheets of 50. Date of issue:
25 October 1965. (7)
CONGO (REPUBLIC OF THE)
(BRAZZAVILLE)
One air-mail stamp of 100 francs: ochreyellow, tobacco and navy blue (horizontal
format, perf. 13), showing on the left
Breguet's dial telegraph and on the right
the Telstar satellite surrounding the ITU
emblem. Designed and engraved by Pierre
Bequet and copperplate printed by the
Atelier de fabrication des timbres-poste,
Paris; issued on 17 May 1965. (8)
CONGO (DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
OF THE)
Eight stamps representing satellite communication links between the earth and
the Telstar and Early Bird satellites in two
different positions: 6 francs, violet, black
and salmon pink; 9 francs, emerald, black
and grey; 12 francs, grey, black and
orange; 15 francs, greenish-blue, ultramarine and black; 18 francs, grey, black
and green; 20 francs, reddish-brown, black
and lilac; 30 francs, ultramarine, black and
turquoise; and 40 francs, orange, black
and grey. Horizontal format 38.8 x 25 mm,
perf. 14 x 14V2 designed by Oscar Bonnevale and photogravure printed by Harrison
and Sons, London, on official white paper
with special tropical gum. 50 000 series in
sheets of 50. Date of issue: 28 June 1965.
KOREA (REPUBLIC OF)
One 4-won stamp, pale blue, dark red and
black (horizontal format, 25 x 37 mm, perf.
13V2) reproducing the ITU model. Designed by Kang Choon Whan, lithograph
printed by the Government Press on silkthreaded paper, and issued in a million
copies in sheets of 50, as well as a souvenir
sheet of 90 x 60 mm format with the same
stamp, black text and red and black line,
imperf. Date of issue: 17 May 1965.
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IVORY COAST

One stamp of 85 francs, green, red and
blue (horizontal format, perf. 13), reproducing the ITU model; designed by Serres,
engraved by Gandon and copperplate
printed by the Atelier de fabrication des
timbres-poste, Paris. Date of issue: 17 May
1965.
CUBA

Five stamps: 1 centavo, orange, black and
blue (horizontal format), showing an earth
station; 2 centavos, brownish-yellow, blue,
green and black (vertical format), showing
the earth and Lunik-P, 3 centavos, greenishblue, black, blue and lilac (horizontal format), depicting the Telstar-I satellite;
10 centavos, blue, lilac and black (vertical
format), depicting a space telecommunication link; 30 centavos, violet, yellow, black
and red (horizontal format), with the ITU
emblem.
Perf. 10 (line perforation), designed by
Guillermo Menendez and offset printed on
water-marked paper in sheets of 100.
270 000 series printed. Date of issue:
17 May 1965. (9)
DAHOMEY

One stamp of 100 francs, orange, lilac and
black (horizontal format, perf. 13), representing the Baudot distributor and an Ader
telephone, designed and engraved by Gilbert
Aufschneider, copperplate printed by the
Atelier de fabrication des timbres-poste,
Paris. Date of issue: 17 May 1965. (10)
DENMARK

One stamp of 80 ore: blue (vertical format,
perf. 13), showing a Morse key and a
punched tape, designed by Rasmus Nellemann, engraved by Czeslav Slania, copperplate printed in sheets of 50 on ordinary
paper by the State Press. Date of issue:
17 May 1965. (11)
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Two airmail stamps showing ITU model:
28 centavos, pink, and 45 centavos, green;
horizontal format, perf. HVi- Number of
series printed: 25 000. Date of issue:
6 April 1966 (originally scheduled for
17 May 1965).
ECUADOR

Three ordinary stamps (horizontal format,
perf. 13 x 131/2): 0.10 sucre violet, chamois
and brown, depicting the satellite Telstar;
28

0.10 sucre light blue, turquoise, chamois
and brown, depicting the satellite Early
Bird; 0.80 sucre dark green, chamois and
brown, representing the satellite Relay.
Three airmail stamps (horizontal format,
perf. 13x13*4): 1-50 sucre light green,
chamois and brown, depicting Lunik-Ill;
3 sucres, light green, chamois and brown,
depicting the satellite Echo-II', 4 sucres,
violet, chamois and brown, showing portraits of Branly, Marconi, Bell and Belin.

10

11

9

The Administration of Ecuador has also
issued two souvenir sheets (perf. and imperf.) each containing a series of three
stamps in colours different from the
originals. All the stamps are obtainable in
tete-beche. Designed by C. Alonso and
printed by de la Rue of Colombia. Date of
issue: 27 January 1966.

12

13

SPAIN

A 1-peseta stamp, pink, black and red
(horizontal format, perf. 13), reproducing
the ITU model. Seven million copies.
Date of issue: 17 May 1965.

14

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Polychrome stamp (horizontal format,
perf. 11) depicting a planisphere cut across
by sine waves. The design, inspired by the
Gait projection (1885), was carried out by
Thomas Maegele on the basis of a model by
Robert L. Miller. Engraving by Arthur W.
Dintaman (design) and F. Sharpless
(inscription). Does not bear ITU emblem.
Photogravure printed by Giori in thirty
million copies. Date of issue: 6 October
1965. (12)
ETHIOPIA

Three stamps: 5 cents blue, black and
yellow (300 000 copies); 10 cents blue,
black and orange (300 000 copies); 60 cents
blue, black and pink (150 000 copies).
Horizontal format. Perf. 1314x14. These
stamps which reproduce ITU model, are
based on designs of the Ethiopian artist,
Guebre Kristos Desta. Offset printed in
West Berlin. Date of issue: 17 May 1965.
(13)
FINLAND

One 0.35 mark stamp, blue (horizontal
format, perf. IU/2) representing a land
station antenna. No ITU emblem. Designed by Olavi Vepsalainen, engraved by
B. Ekholm, copperplate printed in two
million copies. Date of issue: 17 May 1965.
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FRANCE

One 0.60-franc stamp: blue, blackishbrown and black; horizontal format;
40 X26 mm (picture 36 x22 mm), perf. 13.
The left-hand side shows the ITU emblem,
the inscription Centenaire de V Union international des telecommunications 1865-1965,
and, below this, a Morse key. On the right
is the Pleumeur-Bodou earth station and,
above it, the satellite Early Bird against a
starlit sky. The stamp, designed and engraved by Albert Decaris, was copperplate
printed on sheets of 50 (without corner
date mark) by the Atelier de fabrication des
timbres-poste, Paris. Date of issue: 17 May
1965.
The French Administration also issued a
special perf. gummed souvenir sheet with
four Centenary stamps for the benefit of
the guests attending a commemorative

HAITI

ceremony held on 17 May 1965 in the Salon
de VHorloge in the French Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, where the first International Telegraph Convention was signed
on 17 May 1865. 300 numbered copies of
each sheet were issued, all bearing the
signature of Mr. Jacques Marette, Minister
of Posts and Telecommunications. (14)
GROUP OF TERRITORIES REPRESENTED BY THE FRENCH OVERSEAS
POST AND TELECOMMUNICATION
AGENCY

Series of airmail stamps (vertical format,
perf. 13) depicting, from top to bottom, the
satellite Syncom-II against a starlit sky,
together with a telegraph line and a Morse
key. Designed and engraved by Combet.
Copperplate printed by the Atelier de
fabrication des timbres-poste, Paris. Date
of issue: 17 May 1965.
•

COMORO ISLANDS

One 50-franc stamp, grey, turquoise and
olive-green.
•

FRENCH SOMALILAND

One 95-franc stamp, lilac-pink, blue and
orange-brown.
•

NEW CALEDONIA

One 40-franc stamp, blue, lilac-pink and
orange-brown. (15)
•

FRENCH POLYNESIA

One 50-franc stamp, violet, reddish brown
and blue-grey.
•

ST. PIERRE AND MIQUELON

One 40-franc stamp, orange brown, ultramarine and lilac.
•

FRENCH SOUTHERN AND
ANTARCTIC TERRITORIES

One 30-franc stamp, greenish grey, brown
and carmine.
•

WALLIS AND FUTUNA

One 50-franc stamp, lilac-pink and brownviolet.
•

NEW HEBRIDES*

Two stamps: 15 gold centimes, blueviolet, blue and green; 60 gold centimes
* This territory is jointly administered by
France and the United Kingdom. Commemorative stamps marking the ITU Centenary
have also been issued for this territory by the
British Administration.

blue-green, carmine and black. The design
has been slightly modified to incorporate
at the bottom of both stamps, the name of
the territory and, at either side, the
emblems of the two Condominium States.
GABON

One 30-franc stamp, orange, green and
lilac-brown (horizontal format, perf. 13),
showing a Morse telegraph. Designed and
engraved by Pierre Bequet and copperplate
printed by the Atelier de fabrication des
timbres-poste, Paris. Date of issue: 17 May
1965.
GAMBIA

Two stamps: 1 penny, light blue, silver and
blue-grey, Is. 6d, lilac, gold and violet
(horizontal format, perf. 14), reproducing
the ITU model. Designed by V. Whiteley
and photogravure printed by Harrison and
Sons, London on non-watermarked paper
in sheets of 60. Date of issue: 17 May 1965.
GHANA

Four stamps of horizontal format, perf.
131/2, reproducing the ITU model: 1 penny,
pale green, green, black and red; 6d, orangebrown, dark red, black and red; Is. 3d,
blue-green, dark green, black and red;
5s. olive, dark green, black and red. These
four denominations are issued in the form
of an imperf. 132 x 115 mm souvenir sheet.
Photogravure printed by J. Enschede and
Sons, Haarlem (Netherlands) in sheets of
30. Date of issue: 12 April 1965.

Three ordinary stamps: 10 centimes, grey,
green, garnet-red and red, 25 c chamois,
green, grey and red and 50 c light green,
green, grey and red. Four airmail stamps:
50 c violet, green, carmine and red,
1 gourde olive-yellow, green, garnet-red
and red, 1.50 g blue, green, carmine and
red, 2 g pink, green, garnet-red and red
(horizontal format, perf. 131/2), reproducing the ITU model, and a souvenir sheet
consisting of the 50 c and 2 g airmail
stamps. Photogravure printed by J. Enschede and Sons, Haarlem (Netherlands)
in sheets of 50. Date of issue: 16 August
1965.
Some of these stamps (the three ordinary
stamps and the 50 c and 1 g airmail
stamps) and the souvenir sheet were subsequently overprinted with the words
20e anniversaire de T UNESCO.
UPPER VOLTA

One 100-franc airmail stamp, emerald, red
and dark green (horizontal format, perf. 13)
showing the Hughes telegraph and a
U. 43 telephone set. Designed and engraved by G. Aufschneider and copperplate printed by the Atelier de fabrication
des timbres-poste, Paris. Date of issue:
17 May 1965.
HUNGARY

One 60-filler stamp, blue-violet (vertical
format, perf. 11^x12), based on ITU
model in a vertical pattern. Designed by
S. Legradi. Photogravure printed in
2 500 000 perf. and 5000 imperf. copies.
Date of issue: 15 May 1965. (16)
INDIA

One 15-paise stamp, lilac and lilac-brown
horizontal format 40.6x22.8 mm (picture
37x20 mm), perf. 14^, reproducing the
ITU model. Photogravure printed by India
Security Press on " Lion of Asoka " watermarked paper and printed in two million
copies in sheets of 50. Date of issue:
17 May 1965.

GREECE

IRAQ

One 2-drachma stamp, dark blue, bluegrey and red, horizontal format (36.5 x
26 mm), perf. 13 V2 x I2V2, showing ITU
model. Offset printed on watermarked
paper by Aspioti-Elka, Athens in 2 500 000
copies in sheets of 50. Date of issue:
29 April 1966.

Two stamps: 10 fils blue, black, red and
yellow, and 20 f grey, black, red and
yellow, lozenge-shaped, perf. 14, reproducing the ITU model and printed in one
million and 500 000 copies respectively.
One perf. and one imperf. souvenir sheet,
137x96 mm, containing both stamps, bilingual texts in blue and " UIT in red,
each in 30 000 copies. Offset printed in
Karachi by the Pakistan Security Printing
Works. Date of issue: 17 May 1965. (17)
n

GUINEA

Two ordinary stamps: 25 francs grey, gold
and yellow, and 50 fr. olive, gold and
yellow and two airmail stamps 100 francs,
lilac-brown, gold and yellow and 200 francs,
blue-grey, gold and yellow (horizontal format, perf. 14), reproducing the ITU model.
Rotogravure printed. All these stamps are
obtainable in tete-beche. Date of issue:
17 May 1965.

IRAN

One 14-rial stamp, purplish red and grey
(horizontal format, perf. lO1/?), showing
ITU model. Date of issue: 17 May 1965.
(To be continued)
( Original language: French)
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THE JOURNAL
Seventy-five years ago
Review of the year 1892

The year 1892 has not been marked by
any outstanding events or noteworthy
inventions likely to have a significant effect
on telegraphy and telephony. This does not
mean, however, that efforts have not been
made to improve the operation of these
important public services.- On the contrary,
the experts have devoted themselves with
commendable perseverance—although they
have not obtained any decisive results—
to the improvement of instruments for
exchanging correspondence or conversations over long distances,

... the general world telegraph network
has been increased by 81 000 km of lines
and nearly 340 000 km of wire. Nearly
10 000 new offices have been opened to
public correspondence and the number of
sets in use has gone up by about 12 000.

News

The singing telephone — a curious phenomenon. —
A remarkable, if not entirely new, phenomenon... has been observed by Mr. Deckert
of Vienna. If a well designed telephone,
preferably of the bipolar—e.g. Siemens—
variety is placed opposite a very sensitive
carbon or graphite microphone, shortcircuited through a battery and the primary
winding of an induction coil, whistling or
breathing between the two diaphragms will
cause the telephone to emit a sound of a
definite loudness and pitch. The sound
produced is a loud whistling, which under
certain conditions can persist indefinitely
and can be transmitted over considerable
distances. It is similar to the sound produced by the pipes of an organ. Its pitch can
vary by a complete octave and with some
telephones the sound is similar to that of
a child's trumpet. Telephones will not
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always produce this singing sound automatically but high-precision sets emit the
sound in response to a light tap or even quite
spontaneously.
The pitch and the loudness can be made to
vary by increasing the distance between the
telephone and the microphone; ....
Certain conditions have to be met to obtain
this response; the telephones have to be
very accurately designed and adjusted; their
polarity has to be taken into account when
setting up the connection, etc.; ...
If a second telephone is connected in series
with the first, the sound will reverberate in
both of them and can be transmitted over
a distance of 320 kilometres,...
While this phenomenon was arousing
general interest, patents were filed by the
Viennese firm of Deckert and Homolka to
cover all the details which seemed suitable
for practical application. The first application was obvious: the mere fact of lifting the
receiver was enough to produce a very loud
sound and this suggested it might be possible to transmit the signal over large
distances without the need to use ringing
and batteries or inductors for calling,...
Another possibility would be to adjust the
telephones and connect them in series
through the appropriate poles. This would
increase the power of the sets and tune them,
as it were, at their maximum output.
A third possibility, which is somewhat
outside the scope of our field, would be to
place tubes of different lengths between the
transmitter and the receiver, thus providing
a means of modifying the sound at will.
An electric organ could be built on this
principle, and it is reported that the firm
of Deckert and Homolka is constructing an
instrument of this type for the Chicago
World Fair.
With time, there will obviously be other
applications for this pehnomenon which
are impossible to foresee at present.
(L'Industrie electrique.)
Journal telegraphique — January 1893

ITU CONFERENCES - X
14. PREPARATORY TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
ON LONG-DISTANCE TELEPONY IN EUROPE
Preliminary Assembly
Paris, 12-20 March 1923
PURPOSE: Standardization of equipment and operating methods for international telephony in Europe,

establishment of a controlling and centralizing organization.
PARTICIPATING ADMINISTRATIONS (6): Belgium, France, Great Britain, Italy, Spain, Switzerland.
CHAIRMAN: Mr. Dennery, Inspector-General of Posts and Telegraphs (France).
RECOMMENDATIONS ON:

— the creation of an International Consultative Committee on Telephony, to meet once each year;
— the creation of a Standing Sub-Committee assisted by a permanent secretary;
— transmission, traffic and maintenance questions.
FINAL ACTS: " Comite technique preliminaire pour latelephonie a grande distance en Europe"
(Librairie de TEnseignement technique, 3, rue Thenard, Paris V) (French).

1. Recommendations unanimously adopted by delegates and approved by the Administrations of the
six countries represented
2. Minutes of the opening and closing meetings

15. INTERNATIONAL CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE
ON LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONY
1st Plenary Assembly
Paris, 28 April-3 May 1924
PURPOSE: Organization of the International Consultative Committee on Long-distance Telephony, its

duties, composition and working, questions relating to transmission and traffic and to the operation
and maintenance of international telephone circuits.
PARTICIPATING ADMINISTRATIONS (19): Austria, Czechoslovakia, Belgium, Denmark, Finland,

France, Germany, Great Britain, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Serbia-Croatia-Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.
CHAIRMAN: Mr. Milon, Director of Telephone Operation Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs (France).
RECOMMENDATIONS ON:

— the organization of the International Consultative Committee on Long-distance Telephony
(Europe):
. setting up of a Standing Committee consisting of one member from the delegations of each of
the countries most concerned;
. appointment of a permanent secretary;
— transmission, line maintenance and supervision, traffic and tariffs questions.
FINAL ACTS: "Comite consultatif international des communications telephoniques a grande
distance (Paris 1924) (French)."

1. List of delegates to the International Consultative Committee

2. Minutes of the opening Plenary Meeting (Paris, 28 April 1924)
3. Recommendation by the International Consultative Committee on general organizational questions
4. Recommendation by the International Consultative Committee on transmission questions
5. Recommendation by the International Consultative Committee on traffic and maintenance questions
6. Minutes of the closing Plenary Meeting (Paris, 3 May 1924)
1. Minutes of the First Meeting of the Standing Committee (3 May 1924).
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note him
the ECU

basse indices
for ionospheric propagation

THE FOLLOWING TABLES, giving values of the basic indices for ionospheric propagation, have been prepared by the Specialized Secretariat of the International
Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) in accordance with Resolution 4-1, Recommendation 371 and Report 246-1 of the Xlth CCIR Plenary Assembly (Oslo
June-July 1966).

Parameters:
R12 (smoothed mean, over twelve months, of the number of sunspots
observed):

Mean error in <D predictions calculated over the 12 preceding
months:
Period of prediction (months) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Year

\

Month

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1966 28 31 34 36 41 45 50 56 63 67 69 71
1967 75 76 79 82 84 88

Mean error +7.4 +8.9 +10.4 +11.6 +11.9 +11.4 +9.5 +6.8 -2.7
Standard deviation of the error +18.7 +21.3 +23.5 +24.8 +25.8 +27.3 +28.7 +29.3 +28.7 +26.9

lp2 (ionospheric index)*:
Month (year 1967)
1
78

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

93

113

114

115

92

89

108

124

10
125

11

12

111

116

* For further details, see the Telecommunication Journal, April 1964,
page 119, and January 1966, pages 43-47.
O (monthly mean value of solar noise flux)**:
Monthly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Year
1967 148 147 161 130 144 120 140 154 132 136 146 163
Data kindly supplied by the National Research Council, Ottawa.

Forecasts:
12

Year

Month

1

2

3

1968 110 113 115 117
*** [)aia kjndly supplied by
Professor Waldmeier,

4

5

117

6

116

Federal Observatory,

Zurich.
Estimated error in forecasts of R12 six months in advance: ±25.

Mean error on R12 predictions based on the 12 months preceding
the month following that for which the last R12 value was calculated:
Prediction

time

(months)

0

1

2

3

4

5

Mean error -5.7 -6.4 -7.2 -9.3 -11.1 -13.1
Standard deviation +5.2 +5.4 +6.0 +4.8 +5.2 +5.5
F2 ****
Month
12
Year
1
2
1967
116 125 128 130

3
132

1968
4
5
6
133 (134)

**** Data kindly supplied by the Department of Scientific and Industrie,
Research, Radio and Space Research Station, Slough.
The figure in brackets is the value forecast six months in advance.

Mean error in lF2 predictions calculated over the 12 preceding
months:
Period of
prediction
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
(months)
Mean error 3.8 -5.2 -7.2 -7.4 -8.5 -9.7 -11.9
Standard
deviation of +12.5 +16.5 +16.4 +18.6 +18.4 +18.0 +17.6
the error
Ф *****
Year\Month

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1968 (163) (166) (170) (178) (182) (186) (190) (194) (198)
***** Prediction by a method of extrapolation devised by the CCIR Secretariat
pursuant to Resolution 30 of the Xlth CCIR Plenary Assembly (Oslo, 1966)
For the values in brackets, the error probably exceeds the value of ±10 unit
of 0.
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Analysis of R12, lF2 and 0 predictions in 1966
M12 mean error over 12 months
a12 standard deviation of the error over 12 months

news
in the United Kingdom, is being supplied on a
rental basis by Data Systems Division, Cockfosters, as part of an integrated communication
system, including hardware, software, transmission and terminal equipment.

Telecommunication development
in Yugoslavia
□ The Yugoslavian PTT have awarded the
Swedish ITT-associate Standard Radio & Telefon AB (SR&T) an important order for voicefrequency terminal equipment. The delivery
will start immediately and is calculated to be
completed in 1969. — SR&T.

The new exchange will be installed in the
existing Control Centre at Lloyd House, Birmingham, where it will automatically interconnect the factory and office locations of
Stewarts and Lloyds throughout Britain,
including Corby, London, Glasgow, Stanton,
Bilston, Bramford, Prothero, Newport, Coombs
Wood and Hitchin. Initially 20 input and
24 output channels will be in use and the
system can be stepped-up to 32 duplex channels

Construction of a giant radio
telescope in the
Federal Republic of Germany
□ The Federal Republic of Germany is building
a giant radio telescope, equipped with a rotating parabolic antenna 100 metres in diameter,
on the Eifel Mountains. It will have a range of
8000 million light-years.—UNESCO Features.

without additional hardware.

(Swiss PTT)

Annual Report of the Swiss PTT
□ During the meeting held at Berne on 15 December 1967, under the chairmanship of Mr.
V. Tuason, President of the Directorate General, the Swiss PTT submitted its annual report.
Mr. Locher, Director-General and Head of the
Telecommunication Department, said that revenue from telephone, telegraph, radio and
television operations in 1967 would be more
than 111 000 million Swiss francs. Of this sum,
900 million (or 80%) came from the telephone
service alone, which would show a net profit
of about 100 million francs in 1967. Noting the
steady demand for new telephone sets, Mr.
Locher predicted that it would take quite a
long time to catch up on the present back-log.
To improve the position, the PTT has set itself
the target of connecting an average of 85 000
new subscribers each year for the next few
years. In international direct distance dialling,
a decisive step forward will be made: as from
next year, subscribers in the Basle, Bienne,
Geneva, Lausanne and Zurich networks will be
able to put through their own calls to other
European countries. As for the new method of
charging by periodic pulse metering (which represents a saving of more than 20% for subscribers compared with the old system based
on three minutes) by the end of 1968 9/1 Oths
of subscribers will have the benefit of this
system. The telegraph service will be completely modernized by the introduction of computers, which will permit the fully automatic
transmission of messages. The new installation,
to be brought into service in Zurich, the centre
of gravity of the network, will enable a 25%
saving in staff to be made. >

A ten-year plan
A ten-year plan for the expansion of the telecommunication services has been prepared. It
provides for an annual investment in technical
installations of more than 700 million francs,
the construction or enlargement of 800 buildings for a total amount of approximately
750 million Swiss francs and the purchase of
600 parcels of land. "We shall increase productivity," Mr. Locher said, "mainly through the
reduction in maintenance costs brought about
by the new electronic transmission plant we
are going to instal. We also plan to extend the
use of automatic operational monitoring and

In 1967, as part of the move to modernise its
equipment, the Swiss PTT developed the use of
pulse code modulation (PCM) technique. A technician is here seen taking measurements on a
PCM terminal equipment

the remote control and monitoring of telephone exchanges, transmission installations and
radio and television programme transmitters."
—Swiss PTT.

The equipment and the programme have completed their acceptance trials at Data Systems
Division and installation will commence early
in 1968. — STC.

Air traffic control system between
two Swedish airports
□ A microwave radio communications system
provided by General Telephone and Electronics
International Incorporated (GT&E International) will be used to transmit radar signals
between two airports in Sweden for co-ordination of air traffic control.

Iran microwave network
The Ministry of Posts, Telegraphs and Telephones of Iran has awarded Nippon Electric
Company, Limited (NEC) a contract for the
construction of a microwave communications
network.
The network, a 6000 Mc/s band microwave
communications system, will be constructed in
a half-loop extending about 3800 km almost
parallel with the borders of Iran except for its
south-eastern region. It will consist of three
radio frequency channels—one each for 960
telephone circuits and colour or monochrome
television programme transmission and an
auxiliary radio frequency channel usingthesame
band as the main channel. Eighty-three radio
stations will be constructed along the route.
The system will meet the CCIR requirements
completely and the main channel is designed to
allow an additional radio frequency channel in
the future.
The system was designed, as part of the third
five-year plan (1962-1967), to link the principal
cities of the country thus facilitating automatic
telephone services and television relays. —
NEC.

Message switching network
for Stewarts and Lloyds
□ Stewarts and Lloyds Limited have ordered
a Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
(STC) 6300 ADX (Automatic Data Exchange)
computer-based message switching system to
improve the United Kingdom's communication
network. The installation, the first of its kind

Radar signals will be transmitted 32 km from
Arlanda Airport, which handles national air
traffic in Sweden, for monitoring at Bromma
Airport, an international air terminal near
Stockholm. This will permit the co-ordination
of air traffic control in the Stockholm area from
one location.
In the United States, programmes are under
way at several locations, including the New
York area, to provide centralized radar control
of traffic at two or more airports. Such systems
will probably be limited to airports within a
32 to 48 km range.
The Swedish link for transmission of radar
signals is under construction by the Swedish
Telecommunications Administration with communications equipment supplied by Societa
generate di telefonia ed elettronica SpA, GT&E
International's Italian subsidiary. — GT&E.

Radio-relay systems for Thailand
□ The Government of Thailand and Standard
Elektrik Lorenz AG recently signed a contract
for the delivery and installation of equipment
for two radio-relay systems totalling 1700 km
in length.
This modern semi-conductor equipment for the
6 Gc/s radio-relay system will connect ChiengMai, on the northern border of the country,
and Hat-Yei, near the southern border, via
Bangkok. Later on, it will also connect Thailand
to the international network via Singapore.
Once this project is completed in 1969, Thai-
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news

land will have a national telecommunication
network enabling automatic telephone working
to be introduced, with direct distance dialling
throughout the entire country.

Development of automatic
telephony in France
□ Since 20 December 1967, subscribers in the
Lyons telephone area have been able to dial
their calls direct to their correspondents in
Switzerland and the automatic networks of the
Federal Republic of Germany.—French PTT
Administration.

Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG and its representatives in Thailand have also been contracted
by the Thailand National Telephone Organization to instal a radio-relay network designed
on similar lines between the central office in
Bangkok and Tung-Sukla, a land station for
satellite monitoring.—Standard Elektrik Lorenz
AG.

New telephone services to
Seychelles and Falkland Islands
□ Telephone services were opened on 4 December 1967 between the United Kingdom and
the Seychelles and between the United Kingdom and the Falkland Islands. — United Kingdom GPO.

Abidjan-Man radio-relay link
□ The Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications of the Republic of the Ivory Coast has
placed an order with the Telecommunications
radioelectriques et telephoniques (TRT) Company
to build radio-relay links between the cities of
Abidjan, Ganoa and Daloa (430 km). These circuits will be capable of providing 300 telephone
channels and may be expanded later to accommodate 600 channels.
The installation, financed by the European Development Fund, is part of a system which will
connect Abidjan to Man. The Telettra Company
will provide the multiplex equipment and the
CFTH/HB Company the equipment for tropospheric propagation.

International automatic telex
traffic in Switzerland
ITU
"long worm " that ran up the side of a house until
it cut through the telephone line.—Telephony.

Selective calling network for cars

Between Abidjan and Bouafle, the network will
use part of the infrastructure of the television
network already supplied, installed and brought
into operation in December 1965 by the TRT
for the Ivory Coast Sound and Television Broadcasting Service.—TRT.

□ The Radio Services Directorate in the
French Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications has been instructed to set up a selective
calling radio network.

A decided taste for telephones

As the establishment of a network of this type
requires considerable prior study, test stations
will be set up in the Paris area.

□ An invasion of lerps can play havoc with telephone service in Australia.
Giraffes are a king-size menace to overhead wires
in Africa. Just one angry moose spells trouble for
telephone poles in Minnesota. Pocket gophers
riddle cables in the Midwest.
These are just a few of the animal problems that
disrupt telephone service around the world, the
National Geographic Society says.
The lerp, a flying insect the size of an ant, sometimes swarms in vast numbers on Australian telephone poles. The pests spin coarse gray-white
webs that blow onto wires and connections, causing
short circuits. A few years ago, a plague of lerps
knocked out telephone service in a 130 km2 area.
Australian magpies not only roost on telephone
poles, they pick small wires from the cables for
their nests. Picking the right threads causes a
wrong number to ring. The person answering the
telephone hears nothing, not even a cheep.
In Colorado, a flock of crows built nests on telephone poles. Because vegetation was scarce, the
crows used pieces of old fence wire. This wire,
rubbing on the line, caused constant trouble. A
hungry goose in North Dakota pecked away at the
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This network will enable a telephone user to
transmit a pre-established code message to a
mobile correspondent (car, lorry, etc.) equipped with a special receiver.

Further to an invitation for tenders, the Telecommunications radioelectriques et telephoniques
(TRT) Company was given the contract to supply
the 2 kW transmitters with which these pilot
stations will be equipped.
The equipment will operate in the VHF bands
and will be coupled in pairs to ensure complete
reliability.—TRT.

Telephony in the Ivory Coast
□ The Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications of the Ivory Coast recently ordered
5450 lines with Pentaconta crossbar automatic
equipment from the Compagnie generate de
constructions telephoniques (CGCT).
This equipment will be used for a 4000-line telephone exchange for Abidjan, and for the installation of:
— three 300-line rural automatic switching
units, at Abengourou, Korogho and Man;
— two 200-line rural automatic switching units,
at Agboville and Dimbokro;
— one 150-line rural automatic switching unit,
at Yamoussoukro.—CGCT.
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□ Since 1 December 1967, £e/ex subscribers in
Switzerland and the Principality of Liechtenstein have been able to dial their telex calls
direct to the United States of America, USSR,
Bulgaria, Ireland and Roumania.
Calls set up in this way are not charged by the
minute, with a minimum three-minute period,
but by the periodic pulse system in units of
10 centimes.
This new step forward in the development of
the telex service enables Swiss subscribers to
dial directly about 200 000 telex numbers in
26 European countries, the United States and
Canada.—Swiss PTT.

In the United Kingdom
full colour television service
□ 2 December 1967 was the opening day for
the United Kingdom's full colour television
service, the outcome of years of experiment
and a launching period that lasted through the
summer and autumn 1967. The service, in PAL
on 625 lines in the framework of BBC-2 started
from thirty transmitters, making colour available to 35 million people.
Transmissions add up to some 24 hours of
studio output and films each week, plus outside
broadcasts and other ad hoc programmes.
The introduction of colour on Independent
Television (ITV) early in 1970 was forecast in
the House of Commons by the PostmasterGeneral. In order to prepare for colour, the
Independent Television Authority's (ITA) duplicated
625-line service—the transmission
system on which colour is to go out—will
begin in monochrome from four main transmitters in London, the Midlands, Lancashire
and Yorkshire during the late summer of 1969.
When ITV starts transmitting its colour programmes, they will be within reach of 28 700 000
people (52% of the population). By the end of

news

1971, 43 400' 000 people (79%) will be covered.
It is likely that, from the outset, more than
half of ITV's programme output will be in
colour. — EBU Review.

New television relay stations
in Switzerland
□ In December 1967, the Swiss PTT brought
into service a series of fifteen new television
transmitters and relay transmitters, three of
which broadcast the programme for Frenchspeaking Switzerland, six for German-speaking
Switzerland and six for Italian-speaking Switzerland.
This brought the total number of television
transmitters and relay transmitters in the Swiss
network to 112 at the end of this year.—Swiss
PTT.

Community antenna with
local pickup equipment
□ In Upplands Vasby, a large residential area
to the north of Stockholm, some 1000 apartments are connected to a community antenna
which can be further expanded to serve up to
about 6000 parties. An interesting feature of
this system is its local pickup equipment which
enables the parties to receive entertainment
and other programmes produced in a local
studio. These programmes primarily consist of
advertisements for local stores and announcements of the local authorities. — Siemens.

Training in the United Kingdom
□ Technicians, Mr. Shalong Setajantana (right),
and Mr. Singuorn Nualpraphandh, who are
employed by Aeronautical Radio of Thailand
Limited, are spending several weeks in the
training school of GEC (Telecommunications)
Limited, Coventry, United Kingdom. Here they

are learning how to adjust the transmitter of
microwave radio equipment similar to that
which is being supplied for a link between
Tung Mahamek, a district of Bangkok, and the
airport at Dong Muang. Initially, the system
will provide airline companies with 36 speech
channels, and 48 telegraph circuits. It can be
expanded when necessary. — GEC.

Installation of earth stations . . .

technical
■ews

... in Pakistan
□ The United States Export-Import Bank
recently agreed to lend 10 million dollars to the
Government of Pakistan for constructing two
ground relay stations, one in the east region,
the other in the west. The stations would be
linked with the communications satellite to
be launched over the Indian Ocean this year
or in early 1969 by the Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT).
The two stations will make it possible to have
instant telephone and other communication
between East and West Pakistan. Eventually
direct dialling between the country's two wings
will be introduced. Telecommunications with
Europe and Japan will also be improved.
The use of satellites providing numerous channels between East and West Pakistan was
recommended in the preliminary report of a
United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP) assisted telecommunications survey.
The recommendation was submitted to the
Pakistan Government in June 1966 by a West
German firm, Nachrichtentechnisches Beratungsbiiro, which conducted the survey under a subcontract from the World Bank, executing
agency for the project.

Two new lightweight batteries
developed
□ Two new lightweight batteries which are
expected to provide power more economically
than most rechargeable batteries used in communications systems have been developed by
General Telephone and Electronics Laboratories Incorporated (GT&E).
One of the new batteries utilizes nickel and
zinc electrodes, and the other has electrodes
composed of nickel and iron. If the tests confirm the power, weight, and cost advantages of
the new batteries, it is expected that they
would supplement or replace some silver-zinc
and nickel-cadmium batteries presently used.
— GT&E.

The report also urged the setting up, within
the next five years, of additional high-frequency
radio channels and new cable facilities, and an
expansion of the country's telephone network.
These targets were incorporated into the fiveyear plan. — Pre-lnvestment News.

Personnel changes ...

(GT&E)

... in Afghanistan
□ H.E. Engineer Mohammed Azim Gran, former Deputy Minister, has been appointed
Minister of Communications.

... Hungarian
People's Republic
□ Mr. D. Horn has been appointed DirectorGeneral of Posts.

... in Syrian
Arab Republic
□ Mr. Abdallah El Halabi, Engineer, has been
appointed Director-General of Posts and Telecommunications.

... in the Republic of Venezuela
□ Mr. Jose Ramon Marcano has been appointed
Director of Telecommunications.

The nickel-iron battery (right) and the 3.8 cmlong nickel-zinc battery (left)

Atomic second adopted as
international unit of time

□ A new definition of the international unit
of time, the second, was adopted on 13 October,
1967 in Paris by the 13th General Conference
on Weights and Measures. The second has now
been defined in terms of a characteristic rate of
electromagnetic oscillation of the cesium-133
atom. The Conference also made terminological
decisions in regard to the " micron ", the
" degree Kelvin
and the "candela
and it
added several to its list of derived units in the
International System. — National Bureau of
Standards.
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(,BTL)

The new optically-nonlinear crystal discovered at Bell Telephone Laboratories converts infrared to
green laser light. A Nd/YAG (neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet crystal) laser normally
produces infrared radiation at 1.06 microns, but with a barium sodium niobate crystal in the laser
cavity, green radiation at .53 microns is produced

Crystal with large nonlinearity
crystalline
optically-nonlinear
□ A
new,
material has made possible the first high-power
generation of continuous, coherent green light
through conversion of infrared laser radiation.
The crystal, discovered by Bell Telephone
Laboratories scientists, makes practical a solid
state source of green laser light for use in certain applications where only gas lasers previously could have been considered.
It is known as barium sodium niobate
(Bo2NoNb5015.) — Bell Telephone Laboratories.

A radio capsule establishes
a diagnosis

tapes recorded on the American system, as well
as on live transmissions received via satellites,
the first of which was from the world series
golf championships at Akron, Ohio, on 10 September 1967. The converted pictures on this
occasion were also relayed to Paris where the
ORTF (Office de radiodiffusion-television frangaise) transcoded them from PAL to SECAM
to enable the grade of quality after this double
conversion to be assessed. The results were
reported to be most encouraging.
Colour pictures transcoded from SECAM to
PAL were seen for the first time by BBC-2
viewers in the United Kingdom on the afternoon of 1 October, 1967 when the parachuting
display at Biscarosse (Landes, France), was
relayed from the ORTF by Eurovision. — EBU
Review.

The satellite Wresat-1

(WRE)

of up to ten days. The orbital life of the satellite
was expected to be about 40 days. — WRE.

TTS-1 will qualify Apollo
ground systems
□ The Test and Training Satellite (TTS-1), the
secondary payload on the Pioneer-VIII launched
on 13 December 1967, is designed as an operational and dynamic means for training personnel
and for qualifying ground systems readiness for
manned Apollo flights (see our photo).
As an operational tool for checking out equipment and training personnel in the United

□ Not so long ago, the physiological processes
which take place in man's digestive organs were
studied by means of probes and X-ray examination. These methods, however, affected the
functioning of the organs and this in turn influenced the results.
To-day, doctors use radiotelemetry. A "radio
pill", which is a miniature transmitter, also
called an "endoradioprobe" or "radio capsule", is introduced in the digestive tube. It
"describes" for the doctor the physical and
chemical processes of the organ.
Leningrad engineers have developed a radiotelemetric system called Lokatsia (radar), comprising three radio capsules which measure the
pressure, acidity-alkalinity and temperature,
non-directional antennas, a receiver and a chart
recorder for the parameters of the processes
studied.
Control tests showed that clinico-physiological
studies conducted with the aid of radio direction-finding had given good results. The information transmitted by the Lokatsia system
coincided with that obtained by X-ray examination.—Novosti Press Agency.

United Kingdom colour-television
standards conversion
□ A new British Broadcasting Corporation
(BBC) electronic television standards converter
has now been taken into regular service. The
converter is used for the reproduction of colour
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The general appearance of satellite TTS-1

The first Australian satellite
□ On 29
launched
Research
States of

November 1967, Australia successfully
its first satellite, Wresat-1 (Weapons
Establishment Satellite). The United
America provided the launch vehicle.

The satellite is an extension to a joint rocket
programme between the Weapons Research
Establishment (WRE) and the Department of
Physics, University of Adelaide. The experiment involves the measurement of solar
radiation in the X-ray and ultraviolet wavelengths incident upon the atmosphere. The
conical satellite (see photo) including the
experiment and instrumentation weighs about
45 kg. It is powered by batteries which are
intended to provide a useful transmitting life
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(TRW)

States National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA) Manned Space Flight
Network, the 18 kg, octagon-shaped spacecraft receives and returns data to the network's ground stations via the new Apollo
unified S-band tracking and communications
systems (see Telecommunication Journal, November 1967, page 428). The TRW-built TTS-1 is
primarily an orbiting transponder covered with
solar cells from which it derives its electrical
power.
Being able to retransmit, TTS-1 gives stations
of the Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN),
an opportunity for simultaneous exercise of
their systems more frequently than with
instrumented aircraft, as is currently used.
Instrumented aircraft are inadequate in simulating Apollo mission profile characteristics

news

because of their limited speed, and they cannot
simulate mission phases where two stations
simultaneously acquire and track the spacecraft. These " hand over " techniques of
passing spacecraft support from one station to
another must be developed and perfected by
the ground stations before actual lunar missions
are flown.
TTS-1 is also used by NASA-Goddard network
project engineers to check the MSFN on
station-by-station and system-by-system. The
orbiting satellite provides an active target for
specific compatibility and systems experiments,
routine mission simulations, training of ground
personnel, development and reverification of
acquisition and hand-over techniques, and premission checkout of stations. — NASA Space
Business Daily.

North Atlantic " NAVTRAFSAT "
study
□ The United States National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) has selected
RCA and TRW systems group for eight month
studies of a navigation/traffic control satellite
NAVTRAFSAT designed for missions over the
North Atlantic in the 1975 time period.
Objective of the study will be to identify the
technological requirements for implementing
the NAVTRAFSAT system, designed to provide
more efficient navigation and air traffic control
for aircraft and ships in the North Atlantic
Ocean area. The studies will include consideration of satellite structure, size, weight, instrumentation, power, heat, stabilization and
launch requirements. — Space Business Daily.

Television from space to earth
□ " A ray of light will be pointed into the
heavens to brighten our chances for live television from space ", it has been announced in
San Fernando, California, by a division of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation
(ITT).
This experiment in optical communications
from deep space vehicles by the Aerospace
Laboratory of ITT Federal Laboratories Division could lead to live television transmission
from spacecraft back to earth, according to this
Laboratory.
The United States National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA), through Marshall Space Flight Center, has awarded a contract for a study programme to determine the
feasibility of narrow-beam, broad-bandwidth
optical communications system. — ITT.

SATELLITE LAUNCHINGS NOTIFIED DURING PERIOD
15 NOVEMBER TO 14 DECEMBER 1967

Code name

International
number

Country

Date

Perigee
Apogee

Period
Inclination

Frequencies
Transmitter
power

Observations

Cosmos-191

1967-115-A

USSR

21 Nov.

281 km
518 km

92.2 min
71°

Carries scientific apparatus

Cosmos-192

1967-116-A

USSR

23 Nov.

760 km
(near circular orbit)

99.9 min

Carries scientific apparatus

74°

Cosmos-193

1967-117-A

USSR

25 Nov.

203 km
354 km

89.9 min
65.7°

19.995 Mc/s

Carries scientific apparatus

Wresat-1

1967-118-A

Australia

29 Nov.

170 km
1250 km

98.9 min
83.3°

137.34827 Mc/s
100 milliwatts

See news item on page 36

Cosmos-194

1967-119-A

USSR

3 Dec.

205 km
333 km

89.7 min
65.7°

19.995 Mc/s

Carries scientific apparatus

OV3-6

1967-120-A

USA

5 Dec.

408 km
439 km

93.0 min
90.6°

No name

1967-121-A

USA

5 Dec.

141 km
428 km

90.2 min
109.5°

No name

1967-122-A

USA

9 Dec.

151 km
248 km

88.4 min
81.6°

Pioneer-8

1967-123-A

USA

13 Dec.

TTS-1

1967-123-B

USA

13 Dec.

heliocentric orbit outside
earth' s orbit

302 km
488 km

92.46 min
32.91°

Orbital vehicle

data transmitted on
2292.037 Mc/s
2292.047 Mc/s
7.5 watts

Carries seven experiments to
measure particles, solar wind,
galactic and solar cosmic rays
and electric and magnetic
fields in space. Weight 66 kg.

2282.5 Mc/s
500 milliwatts
136.32 Mc/s
100 milliwatts

Test and training satellite
used to test Apollo tracking
and communications network
sees new item on page 36
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A list of articles in other technical publications which may be of interest to readers of the
Journal. The articles are listed under the language of the publication.

review

FRENCH

ENGLISH

Revue des telecommunications. International
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation ITT,
46 avenue de Breteuil, Paris 7e. Annee 1967.
N°2. P. 138-143. Weston J. D. Transmission de
la television par modulation en impulsions
codees.—P. 150-156. Pointel N., Cohen D. Le
partage du temps. Problemes et realisations.
— P. 157-162. Deters R. A., Einenhut D. F.,
Gates R. F. Le senseur de guidage fin, un
traqueur d'etoiles a exploration electronique.
— P. 163-169. Baade O., Gasser L. Comportement des usagers dans la signalisation par
clavier.—P. 170-179. Ward J. H., Shechet
M. L., Communications optiques par ondes
sous-porteuses.

Journal of the Institution of Telecommunication
Engineers. Post Box No. 3012. New Delhi.
Year 1967. No. 1. P. 54-58. Ahmed I., Rao R.
Lunar semi-diurnal variation in the mid-day
f0F2 over Singapore and Baguio.
No. 3. P. 107-114. Balaram S., Ramachandran
D. V. Square stepped helical antenna. —
P. A10. Obituary: Dr. M. B. Sarwate.

N° 3. P. 210-216. Hartley G. C., Dejean J. H.
Les possibility d'un reseau numerique integre.
— P. 218-225. Grandjean Ch. Strategies d'acheminement des appels dans les reseaux telephoniques. — P. 226-233. CanceillB., Gutierrez
D. Reseaux d'entraide associes a des systemes
mailles. — P. 234-245. Duquesne J., Le
StratG., Regnier A. L'autocommutateur electronique experimental Artemis. — P. 246-255.
Dejean J. H., Cohen D., Grandjean Ch.,
Seneque P. Presentation d'une structure nouvelle de reseau de telecommunications. —
P. 264-268. Wright E. P. G., Marr A. D. Considerations sur les systemes de transmission de
donnees a vitesse moyenne. — P. 281-301.
Snyder H. H. Propagation dans les guides
d'ondes circulates et rectangulaires deformes
periodiquement.
Revue Siemens. Siemens Aktiengesellschaft,
Postfach 325, 8520 Erlangen 2. Annee 1967.
N° 9. P. 323-326. Homer O., Puhler H-G.,
Thies P-H. Le telephone televisuel. — P. 329332. Baumkirch J. La technique de l'amenee
des lignes aeriennes de telecommunication a
courants porteurs dans les stations de repeteur.
Television. 42 rue Jacob 6 . Annee 1967. N° 177.
P. 279-284. Schroter F. La videotelephonie en
noir et blanc et en couleurs. — P. 285-289.
Dart eve lie Ch. Generateur de mire couleurs
Secam. — P. 303-308. Pouyferrie A., Remy M.,
Mignot L. Notions fondamentales de television
en couleurs.
e

N° 178. P. 317-320. Duckeck H. La commande
automatique de gain et le maintien du niveau
du noir en modulation negative. — P. 333-335.
Aschen R. Caracteristiques et utilisation de la
mire de barres normalisee en couleurs. —
P. 336-338. Dubec A. Mesures photometriques
et colorimetriques en television.
Toutel'electronique. Societe des Editions Radio,
42 rue Jacob, Paris 6e. Annee 1967. N° 319.
P. 401-404. Guetin P. Amplification, oscillations et effet Gunn dans l'arseniure de gallium.
N° 320. P. 463-465. Damaye R. Le bruit dans
les diodes Zener. — P. 475-477. Stanley M. F.
Les oscilloscopes a visualisation par partage de
temps. — P. 478-483. Bobenrieth A. Les microcircuits analogiques. — P. 487-493. Honor at R.
Les hyperfrequences: Guides d'ondes et lignes
de transmission.
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Marconi Instrumentation. Marconi Instruments
Ltd., St. Albans, Hertfordshire. Year 1967.
No. 2. P. 12-14. Oliver W. 2700 channel white
noise test set type OA 2090A with standardizing
noise generator.
Marconi Review (The). The Marconi Company
Limited, Chelmsford, Essex. Year 1967. No.
166. P. 119-124. Blythe J. H. Processing loss
in delay line MTI systems. — P. 125-136.
Waldron R. A. Characteristic impedances of
waveguides. — P. 155-162. LuzzattoG., Toniolo G. Variable combiners for television broadcasting.
Microwave Journal. Horizon House, 610 Washington Street, Dedham Massachusetts. Year
1967. No. 10. P. 18-22,106-116. Osepchuk J. M.
Toward a renaissance in microwave tubes.
Philips Telecommunication Review. N. V.
Philips' Telecommunicatie Industrie, Hilversum. Year 1967. No. 1. P. 11-28. Appels Th.,
Spoon H. J. The ES series of semi- and fully
automatic telegraph message-switching centres.
Point to point telecommunications. The Marconi
Company Limited, Chelmsford. Year 1967.
No. 4. P. 237-256. Bolwell C. E. Apollo communications: The installation on Ascension
Island. — P. 257-268. Brown C. E., Curtis A. T.
A 100 kW L.F. linear amplifier 40 kHz160kHz.—P. 269-279. Rider G. C., Palmer
D. S. Scatter links in tandem.
Proceedings, IREE Australia. The Institution of
Radio and Electronics Engineers Australia,
Science House, 157 Gloucester Street, Sydney,
New South Wales. Year 1967. No. 6. P. 181207. Lobert O. F., Davies W. S. Model aerial
testing techniques. — P. 207-212. East F. R.
Planning an HF transmission circuit.
No. 7. P. 232-240. Casse J. L., Docherty I. S.
Theory for the design of wide-band double
tuned coupling networks.
Proceedings of the IEEE. Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, Inc. 345 East,
47 Street, New York N.Y. 10 017. Year 1967.
No. 7. P. 1185-1192. Targ R., Osterink L. M.,
French J. M. Frequency stabilization of the
FM laser. — P. 1213-1214. On the radiation
fields of rhombic antennas buried in snow.
No. 8. (Special issue on high-power semiconductor devices ).
No. 9. P. 1583-1590. Steele J. G. Highfrequency backscatter from terrain with trees.
— P. 1622-1623. Aoki Y., Yoshida N., Tsukamoto N., Suzuki M., Sound wave hologram and
optical reconstruction. — P. 1656-1657. Chen
K. M., Judson H., Lin C. C. Experimental
study of an electroacoustic wave excited by an
antenna in a hot plasma.
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Proceedings of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers. PO Box 8, Southgate House, Southgate, Stevenage, Hertfordshire. Year 1967.
No. 9. P. 1185-1192. Lambell A. J. Experimental information storage filter. — P. 12061208. Stojanovic I. S., Stojanovic Z. D. Determination of integration limits in calculating
distortion noise power. — P. 1213-1218. Bromley R. A., Callan B. E. Use of a waveguide
dispersive line in an fm pulse-compression
system. — P. 1223-1230. Das M. B. Switching
characteristics of m.o.s. and junction-gate
field-effect transistors. — P. 1231-1236. ScanIan J. O., Kodali V. P. Characterisation of
tunnel diodes at microwaves frequencies. —
P. 1237-1241. Shih S. L., Bergstein L. Synthesis
of nonuniform antenna arrays using lambda
functions.—P. 1243-1244. High-speed rotating-beam aerial array. — P. 1317-1324. Lago B., Eatock R. Coaxial shunt. — P. 1334.
Discussion on dielectric properties of polythene for submarine telephone cables. —
P. 1339-1346. Wilson D. R. Design of the
parallel-T a.c. compensating network.
No. 10. P. 1365-1372. Jones W. S., Hyde F. J.
Two-diode bandpass parametric amplifier. —
P. 1373-1377. Jones W. S., Hyde F. J. Unilateral 2-diode parametric amplifier. — P. 13781384. West N. Synchronous digit switching in
highly interconnected communication networks.— P. 1385-1390. Tucker D. G. Input
modulation (i.e. interchannel crosstalk) in
constant-resistance modulators for use in
f.d.m. systems. — P. 1391-1398. William H. P.,
Ince A. N. Range of l.f. transmissions using
digital modulation.—P. 1399-1402. Stojanovic B.
Bridge square-wave generator. — P. 14031408. Balaram S. Triangular stepped helical
aerial.—P. 1409-1417. Chu P. L., Karbowiak
A. E. Electrical characteristics of corners in
surface-wave lines. — P. 1418-1424. Anastasovski P., Benson F. A., Po H. Non-linear
diaphragms in waveguides. — P. 1577-1581.
Abbot J. K. Acquisition of Sun-pointing
attitude by space vehicles without the use of
rate gyroscopes.
QST. American Radio Relay League Inc., and
International Amateur Radio Union, Newington, Connecticut. Year 1967. No. 9. P. 20-25,
142. Orr W. I. Forced-air cooling of transmitting tube.
No. 10. P. 22-24. Johnson L. Q. Band-switching
transmatches. — P. 50-51. Hoff D. C. Med-aid,
an amateur radio service. — P. 52-72. White F.
1967 ARRL International DX Test. Complete
results phone, C. W., Club.
Radio Engineering and Electronic Physics.
(English edition of Pa#HOTexHmca h 3jieKTpoHHKa). Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, 275 Madison Avenue, New York
16, N.Y. Year 1967. No. 2. P. 217-222. Shifrin
Ya. S., Korniyenko L. G. Effect of atmospheric
inhomogeneities on the directive gain of large
antennas. — P. 259-267. Karlov N. V., Kuznetsova T. I. Nonlinear signal distortions and the
saturation of solid-state masers. — P. 298-307.
Meylikhov Ye. Z. The high frequency macrostructure polarization of semiconductors. —
P. 308-310. Abramov V. V., Kaplun V. A.
Determination of the transmission coefficients
of electromagnetic waves through perforated
metallic surfaces placed in a dielectric layer. —
P. 319-321. Detinko V. N., Levdikova T. L. The

input impedance of a stub in a wave guide at
a frequency above cutoff. — P. 325-328.
Zaritskiy V. S., Berner Yu. S., Tsvintarnyy
V. Ya. A method of determining the probability of tracking interruption in radio range
finding devices (radar). — P. 329-331. Drozdov
V. I. On the operating point of an amplifier
used for the suppression of weak signals.
No. 3. P. 361-370. Trukhachev A. A. Reliability
of detection and accuracy of measurement of
the parameters of fluctuating signals in multichannel systems. — P. 371-376. Fleysher S. M.
Reception of a random Gaussian signal with
unknown mean value. — P. 397-404. Finkelshteyn M. I. Phase characteristics of regenerative
amplifiers having a finite number of reactive
elements. — P. 404-414. Bakhrakh L. D.,
Troytskiy V. I. Mixed problems of antenna
synthesis. — P. 465-468. FaVkovich S. Ye.,
Khomyakov E. N. Brief communications
spatial-temporal processing in the presence of
multiplicative and additive fluctuations. —
P. 501-502. Zagarin V. L., Misezhnikov G. S.,
Shteynshleyger V. B. Ruby maser operating in
the 8 mm range.
Radio Science. US Department of Commerce,
Environmental Science Services Administration, ESSA, Boulder, Colorado. Year 1967.
No. 7. P. 659-667. Egeland A., Naustvik E.
Influence of high-latitude disturbances on VLF
propagation. — P. 669-680. Snyder F. P.,
Bickel J. E. Measured amplitude variations of
the 19.8 kHz field of npm near its antipode.
No. 8. (Special issue on electromagnetic wave
propagation in anisotropic media).
No. 9. P. 961-977. Liu C. H. Wave propagation
in a random medium with parabolic background. — P. 1031-1042. Otto D. V. The admittance of cylindrical antennas driven from
a coaxial line. — P. 1043-1060. Chang D. C. On
the electrically thick cylindrical antenna. —
P. 1061-1065. King R. W. P., Wu T. T. The
thick tubular transmitting antenna. — P. 10931103. Bannister P. R. Quasi-static fields of
dipole antennas located above the Earth's
surface.—P. 1113-1114. Hudson A. C. A
nomogram for atmospheric radio refraction.
Report of Ionosphere and Space Research in
Japan. Ionosphere Research Committee Science
Council of Japan, Ueno Park, Tokyo. Year
1967. Nos. 1/2. P. 1-8. Oya H., Obayahi T.
Rocket measurement of the ionospheric plasma
by gyro-plasma probe.—P. 9-16. Oya H.,
Obayashi T. Recombination coefficient of the
Upper-is and FL regions deduced from the
electron density profile at sunset measured by
rocket borne gyro-plasma probe. — P. 29-44.
Sakurai K. Yearly variation of solar activity
related to cosmic-ray flares during the last
solar cycle, 1954-1964. P. 45-54. Wanda M.,
Kudo S. Double sunspot-cycle variation in
cosmic ray diurnal variation.
Review of The Electrical Communication
Laboratory. Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation, 9-11, 3-tyome,
Midori-tyo, Musasino-si Tokyo. Year 1967.
No. 5-6. P. 271-299. Hosokawa T., Yamazaki K., Mawatari K. Operating stability
of number identifier using inductor coils. —
P. 307-325. Sekiya T., Nakano /., Hisada T.
Crossbar switch holding magnet design. —
P. 333-342. Hirai M. Reliability of com-

pandor diodes for PCM transmission systems.
— P. 353-379. Kumagai D., Mizuguchi H.,
Minami T., Nakamura M. Proposal for communication service integrated network (Part
2).

No. 7-8. P. 401-437. Ito Giichi, Nakano Ichizo,
Sekiya Takuo, Otuka Y. Electromagnetic
finger type crossbar switch selecting mechanism.— P. 447-458. Kumagai D., Matsuda S.,
Kurahashi Y. Study on high capacity pair-type
twin carrier cable PCM system. — P. 507-530.
Noda K. Frequency modulators using variable
capacitance diodes.
RSGB Bulletin. Journal of the Radio Society
of Great Britain, 28 Little Russell Street,
London WC1. Year 1967. No. 9. P. 564-567,
Gearing G. F. Modern station control. —
P. 578-579. MacDonald A. D. The stability of
transistor variable frequency oscillators. —
P. 598. IARU Region 1 calling.
Science and Technology. International Communications Inc., 205 East 42 Street, New
York, N.Y. 10 017. Year 1967. No. 68. P. 2849. Herbert E. A special Report on Technology
for education.
73 Magazine. Peterborough, New Hampshire
03 458. Year 1967. No. 8. P. 30-33. Case F.
Visual monitoring of remote carriers. — P. 6682. Fisk J. Designing transistor oscillators.
No. 9. P. 6-11. Nagle W. The synchronous
detection process. — P. 26-28. Schultz J. J.
Dual-band use of single-band beams. — P. 4043. Taggart R. E. Getting a start in amateur
television. — P. 56-61. Brickey R. Evaluating
antenna feed systems with time domain
reflectometry.
No. 10. P. 20-24. Marovich Scott. Designing
permeability-tuned coils. — P. 30-32. West
Coast VHF antenna measuring contest. —
P. 40-47. Greenlee H. VHF log-periodics and
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Siemens Review. Siemens Aktiengesellschaft,
Schriftleitung, 8520 Erlangen 2, Postfach 325.
Year 1967. No. 9. P. 323-324. Schittler H.
Delta 67 — screwless; new wiring switches
pushbutton
momentary — contact
and
switches. — P. 333-338. Draeger R. J., Oellinger M. Single-channel ARQ l.a terminal for
protected telegraph and data signal transmission. — P. 338-340. Rossner K., Stumme D.
Transmission measuring set for 200 to 4000 Hz,
a universal measuring instrument for telephone
maintenance service. — P. 354-357. Homer O.,
Piihler H-G., Thies P-H. Video telephone.
No. 10. P. 380-386. Schiener F. FM 960-TV/
7500, a versatile broadband radio relay system.
Systems Technology. The Plessey Company
Limited, Ilford, Essex. Year 1967. No. 2. P. 1721. Green Amiere N. G., Athill R. S. A self
identifying party-line telephone system. —
P. 38-44. Roberts J. H. Effects of modulation
on the threshold of an fm receiver.
Tele. Swedish Telecommunications Administration, Karlaplan 2, Stockholm O. Year 1967.
No. 1. P. 1-6. Gronberg M., Johannesson N. O.
Combination effects observed with out-band
signalling. — P. 6-20. Roos /., Westberg E.
Telephone rates: A comparison between
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mate figures showing the size of the Swedish
telecommunications system.
Telecommunication Journal of Australia (The).
Telecommunication Society of Australia, Box
4050, GPO Melbourne, Victoria. Year 1967.
No. 2. P. 84-89. Wragge H. S., Recent developments in electronic exchanges. — P. 90-93.
Wright L. M. Manual trunk switching developments in Australia. — P. 94-103. Chamberlain
L. Development of cordless manual trunk
assistance equipment. — P. 104-115. Chamberlain L., Elliott J. H. Operating facilities for
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Walker J. M. Engineering aspects of service
standards in the Australian telephone network.
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testers for step-by-step exchange equipment. —
P. 203-211. Flatau G. Reliable contacts and
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P. 218-229. George E. A., SpaffordP. H. Standard buildings for automatic exchange equipment. — P. 230-239. O'Rourke A. H., O'Connor H. A coupling unit for telephone conversation recorders. — P. 240-244. Banks D. F.
Newspaper printing by facsimile. — P. 250255. Flatau G. Protection of telephone cables
from attack by insects.
Telecommunications. Posts and Telegraphs,
Ridge Road, Jabalpur (MP.). Year 1967.
No. 1. P. 5-14. Choudhry P. N. Congestion
calculations in link systems with mutual aid. —
P. 15-17. Barve G. G., Agerwal R. P. Automatic junction testing. — P. 18-22. Bansal R. S.
Some views on telephone exchange maintenance.—P. 23-31. Chowdary T. H. STD-Calls,
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Sane S. G. 1.3 Mc/s small tube coaxial cable
system. — P. 61-65. Chawla R. P., Godbole
B. A. Role of noise interference in co-ordination of power and telecommunication lines.
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World Weather Watch Plan. —P. 230-231.
Collaboration with other international organizations: ITU (CCITT).

GERMAN
Archiv der elektrischen Ubertragung. S. Hirzel
Verlag, Stuttgart. Jahrgang 1967. Nr. 8. S. 427432. vom Stein H-D. Eine Storungsrechnung
zur Bestimmung des elektromagnetischen
Feldes in nicht angepassten Wellenleiterquerschnitten. — S. 440-446. Lemke M. Wellentypen im ferritgeftillten Rechteckhohlleiter mit
transversaler Magnetisierung parallel zur
Hohlleiterbreitseite.
Nr. 9. S. 464-470. Fischer K., Ziermann A.
Zur Beschreibung der homogenen, rauschenden Leitung mit Hilfe des Wellenkonzepts. —
S. 493-496. Sinnreich H. Frequenzabhangiger
Klirrfaktor und Intermodulation zweiter Ordnung in gegengekoppelten Transistorverstarkern.
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Nr. 10. S. 507-518. Kiihne F. Gegenkopplungsdemodulation von frequenzmodulierten Signalen II. — S. 528-534. Becker K-D. Feldstarkeberechnungen fur ein logarithmisches
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Archiv fiir das Post- und Fernmeldewesen.
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Gruss R. Anwendungen des lasers in der
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Jahrgang 1967. Nr. 7. S. 205-208. Mayer A.
Berechnung von WT-Filtern mit vorgeschriebenem Dampfungsverhalten.
Nr. 8. S. 235-242. Widl E. Gerauschmessungen
an Fernmeldekabeln mit kiinstlicher Nachbildung der Storbeeinflussung durch Stromrichterlokomotiven.
Hasler Mitteilungen. Hasler AG, Belpstrasse 23,
Bern. Jahrgang 1967. Nr. 1. S. 1-8. Kiihne R.
Synchronisation bei der Ubertragung telegraphischer Zeichen.
Philips Research Reports, Supplements. Philips
Research Laboratories, Gloeilampenfabrieken,
Eindhoven. Year 1967. No. 5. S. 1-123.
Leuthold P. Filternetzwerke mit digitalen
schieberegistern.
Rundfunk-Technische Mitteilungen. Institut fiir
Rundfunktechnik GmbH, Mensing und Co.
Verlag, Schiitzenwall 7-11, Hamburg-Harksheide. Jahrgang 1967. Nr. 4. S. 213-219.
Schadwinkel G. Die drahtlose Ubertragungseinrichtungen fiir Bild, Ton, Regie und
Verstandigung im neuen Produktionsgebaude
des Norddeutschen Rundfunks in HamburgLokstedt.
Seefunkkameradschaft der Seefahrtschule der
Freien Hansestadt Bremen, Werderstrasse 73,
Bremen. Jahrgang 1967. Nr. 9. S. 1-6. Kumm W.
Farbfernsehen: NTSC, SECAM, PAL.
Nr. 10. S. 1-6. Schmidt P. R. Das « RadioFenster » erschliesst einen neuen Forschungszweig, die Radioastronomie. — S. 6-9. Renter O. Der Beginn des Seefunkdienstes. — S.
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9-14. Schdnholz H-J. UKW-Anrufverfahren
an eine unbekannte Station.
SEL Nachrichten. Standard Elektrik Lorenz
AG, Hellmuth-Hirth-Strasse 42, 7 StuttgartZuffenhausen. Jahrgang 1967. Nr. 2. S. 43-47.
Hezel A., Heitmann H. Nebenstellenanlage
Herkomat, eine Neuentwicklung auf dem
Gebiet der Fernsprechvermittlungstechnik. —
S. 47-49. Metz M. Bildung und Auswertung
des Tastwahlcodes in der Nebenstellenanlage
Herkomat. — S. 59-63. Schimke R. Ablenktechnik in Farbfernsehempfangern mit 90°Lochmaskenrohre. — S. 64-71. Schilp A. HKSamter im Fernsprech-Ortsnetz von Athen.
Siemens-Zeitschrift. Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Postfach 325, 8520 Erlangen 2. Jahrgang 1967. Nr. 8. S. 662-667. Kanberg H.,
Tobies S. Fernsehsender fiir farbige Bilder. —
S. 667-669. Finckh E. Farbfernsehempfang
iiber Gemeinschaftsantennen.
Nr. 9. S. 768-772. Fohring G., Paetzold K. Universell einsetzbare Scheinwiderstands- Messbriicke fiir den Frequenzbereich 30 Hz bis
1,6 MHz. — S. 772-774. Buchmann K. Echosperre fiir Fernsprechweitverbindungen. —
S. 775-777. Hitzig K. ESK-Relais in Anlagen
der digitalen Messwertverarbeitung.
Nr. 10. S. 799-805. Frank G., Pannenbacker K.
Erfahrungen mit der Netzplantechnik.

ITALIAN
Alta frequenza. Associazione elettrotecnica ed
elettronica italiana, Via San Paolo 10, Milano.
Anno 1967. N° 9. P. 799-805. Grasso G., Guarguaglini P. F. Valutazione delle prestazioni di
un sistema radar a diversita di frequenza. —
P. 806-811. Russo F., Verrazzani /. Amplificatore « all-pass » per la compressione continua
di impulsi — P. 812-820. Lunelli L. Canali di
trasmissione con codici senza errori.
Elettrotecnica (L'). Associazione elettrotecnica
ed elettronica italiana, Via San Paolo 10,
Milano. Anno 1967. N° 8. P. 595-600. Cappetti I. La commutazione telefonica quale
tema di ricerca.
Note, recensioni e notizie. Istituto superiore
delle poste e delle telecomunicazioni, Viale di
Trastevere 189, Roma. Anno 1967. N° 4. P. 461480. Petternella M. Sull'impiego delle memorie
numeriche nei sistemi di commutazione telefonica a divisione di tempo. — P. 481-504.
Bartolucci G. Un problema di programmazione lineare: L'applicazione in turni del personal di commutazione telefonica. — P. 528530. Misino A. Riunione del Gruppo di lavoro 2 della IV Commissione CCITT (Ginevra,
3-6 ottobre 1966). — P. 531-541. Misino A.
Riunione del Gruppo di lavoro 4° della IV
Commissione CCITT (Parigi 14-23 novembre
1966). —P. 542-544. Misino A. Riunione della
IV Commissione di studio CCITT (Parigi
24 novembre-2 dicembre 1966).
N° 5. P. 557-576. Degano U., Lyghounis E.
Metodo di misura della distorsione di asimmetria di un segnale telegrafico a modulazione
di frequenza. —P. 577-598. Brugia O., Giacomelli L., Roveri A. II metodo del bilanciamento
automatico per la suppressione dei segnali d'eco.
— P. 599-631. Mandarini P., Tiberio S. Sul-
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l'impiego ottimo di un canale di comunicazione per la trasmissione di dati. — P. 632-660.
Poscetti G. M. Effetti dello slittamento di
frequenza nella trasmissione di dati su canale
telefonico. — P. 676-683. Carli M., Timperi G.
Riunioni dei Gruppi di lavoro XIII/2 e XIII/3
del CCITT (Ginevra, 16-27 gennaio 1967). —
P. 684-689. Timperi G. Riunione del Gruppo di
lavoro XI/1 (Ginevra, 6-17 marzo 1967).
Telecomunicazioni. Societa Italiana Telecomunicazioni Siemens s.p.a., Piazzale Zavattari 12, Milano. Anno 1967. N°. 24. P. 3-21.
Camiciottoli P., Palombari M. Ripetitore di
linea per trasmissioni PCM su cavi a coppie
simmetriche. — P. 21-38. Paladin G., Baldin P.
Multiplazione e demultiplazione di segnali
PCM. — P. 50-66. Nicotra G. Forze del vento
sulle strutture di impianti in ponte radio. —
P. 67-78. Heberle W., Guntersdorfer S.
Lueder R. L'impiego delle linee di utente
della rete telefonica per il videotelefono: problemi tecnici. — P. 79-89. von Sanden D., Hoffmann E. La situazione internazionale nel campo
della commutazione elettronica.
y

SCANDINAVIAN LANGUAGES
ETT Elektroteknisk Tidsskrift. Norsk Elektroteknisk Forening og Norske Elektrisitetsverker
Forening, Prof. Dahls gatan 33, Oslo 3.
Argang 1967. Nr. 21. Side 427. Likestromoverforing Sardinia-Italia.
Nr. 23. Side 469-471. Larsen L. Satellittkommunikasjon Norges stilling i utviklingen. —
Side 475-481. Nymoen H. Kommunikasjonssatellitter, systemplanlegging og utnyttelse.
Nr. 25. S. 526-529. Falk-Pedersen K. Kvalitetskrav ved fellesantenneneanlegg.
Nr. 26. S. 543-548. Roger E. K. Decca navigasjonssystem i Norge.
Nordisk Post Tidskrift. Organ for postforvaltningarna i Norden, KU, Fack, Stockholm 1.
Argang 65. Nr. 10. Str. 323-324, 342. Doving
B. E. Den V. Plenarforsamling i CEPT, Roma.
Verket och Vi. Telestyrelsens informationsaveelning, Brunkebergstorg 14, Fack, Stockholm 16. Argang 1967. Nr. 7. Str. 7-11. VHF
telefon over Goteborg och Uddevalla.
Verk og Virke. Bedriftsorgan for det Norske
Telegrafwerk, Telegrafstyret, Oslo. Argang
1967. Nr. 3. S. 3-7, Marhaug A. P. Fullautomatisering innen 1980. — S. 20-22. Fremming
H. Forste etappe av bredband-radiolinjebyggingen ferdig.
Teleteknik. Post- og telegrafvaesenet og de
koncessionerede telefonselskaber i Danmark,
Kannikegade 16, Arhus C. Argang 1967. Nr. 2.
S. 80-85. Dahn O. Maleforstaerker til kabelsoger ML/Forst 6/1. — S. 85-92. Christoffersen
N. Statisti sk kvalitetskontrol i forbindelse med
transmissionsmaessig overvagning af telefonledninger.

SLAV LANGUAGES
Ceskoslovenske Spoje. Hybernska 5, Praha 1.
Cerven 1967. Cis 4. Str. 4. Zahradnicek M.
Obccanske radiostanice v CSSR. — Str. 5-8, 25.

Kuliskovd E. Samocinne pocitace pro projekty
telefonnich siti. — Str. 12-14. Laska I.,
Douda F. Merzinarodni koaxialni magistrate
na uzemi CSSR.
Cis. 5. Str. 9-11. Janecka J. Specifika spoju a
jeji vliv na vypocetni techniku. — Str. 11, 14,
32. Klika O. Generalni zasedani IEC v Praze.
— Str. 15-18. Kocman V. Pffciny koroze
kovovych obalu uloznych kabelu.
Elektrotechnicar. Jurisiceva 10, Zagreb. 1967.
Broj. 1-2. Str. 4-8. Tomcisic V. Tunelske diode
(II). — Str. 9-10. Perusko U. Magnetske
memorije digitalnih racunala.
Broj. 3-4. Str. 33-34. Milobar B. Rad uredaja u
tranzitnim telefonskim centralama (I).—
Str. 38-41. Bozicevic J. Yodenje proizvodnih
procesa pomocu racunala.
Broj. 5-6. Str. 75-77. Perusko U. Magnetske
memorije digitalnih racunala (3).
Elektrotechnicky casopis. Vydavatel'stvo Slovenskej Akademie Vied, Senicka 15, Bratislava.
Rocnik 1967. Cis 8. Str. 581-588. Petrik T.
Urcovanie napatovych a prudovych pomerov
na vedeniach s odrazmi pomocou Smithovho
diagramu.
Prace Instytutu Tele- i Radiotechnicznego. ul.
Ratuszowa 11, Warszawa 4.1967. Zeszyt 2 (39).
Str. 45-63. Bator J. Kryteria typizacji odbiorczych anten telewiyjnych .Str. 65-78. Witulski
S. Stosowanie kanalow impulsowych w sterowaniu elektronicznych automatycznych central
telefonicznych (EACT).
Przeglad telekomunikacyjny. Sekcja elektroniki
i telekomunicacji stowarzszenia elektrykow
polskich, 2 Barbary VI, Warszawa. 1967.
Nr. 6. Str. 173-177. Rotkiewicz P. Skrosna
modulacja cz^stotliwosci w obwodach rezonansowych z diodami waraktorowymi. — Str. 178184. Flisek T. Mozliwosci wspolpracy central
telefonicznych systemu krzyzowego typu K-66
z centralami systemu Strogera typu 32-AB. —
Str. 185-187. Dutkowski H. Mozliwosc oceny i
kompensacji niestabilnosci obwodu rezonansowego. — Str. 187-190. Zdziech H. Czynniki
ludzkie majace wplyw na jakosc usiug w
dalekosi^znym, automatycznym ruchu telefonicznym.
Nr. 7. Str. 197-201. Leszcznski J. Problemy
holograficznego systemu trojwymiarowej telewizji. — Str. 205-213. Kabacik T. Zagadnienia
stabilnosci niepupinizowanych torow mi§dzycentralowych z dwojnikowymi odtlumikami
przelotowymi w swietle twierdzenia o stabilnosci czwornikow symetrycznych. — Str. 214219. Salacinski /., Spiralski L., Tylman A.,
Zdybel Z. Rozprowadzanie sygnalow z anten
zbiorowych. — Str. 220-223. Rucihski J. Telefonia swiatowa w statystyce.
Nr. 8. Str. 240-246. Zabowski J. Wybrane
zagadnienia taryfikacji w automatycznych centralach miedzymiastowych ACMM.
Nr. 9. Str. 268-270. Szczepanski J. Zagadnienie
celowosci zmiany techniki pomiarow nat^zenia
ruchu telefonicznego.
Nr. 10. Str. 293-294. Darecki S. XI Sesja
Zgromadzenia Ogolnego CCIR (Oslo 1966). —
Str. 294-296. Ryzko S. I Komisja Studiow
CCIR — Emisja. — Str. 296-297. Darecki S.
II Komisja Studiow CCIR — Odbior radiowy.

— Str. 297-298. Lenkowski J. Ill Komisja
Studiow CCIR — Sluzby stale. — Str. 298-300.
Kalita H. IV Komisja Studiow CCIR —
Systemy lacznosci kosmicznej i radioastronomia. — Str. 300-302. Lisicki W. V
Komisja Studiow CCIR — Propagacja fal nad
powierzchnia Ziemi i w niezjonizowanych
obszarach atmosfery. — Str. 302-303. Smolenska H. VI Komisja Studiow CCIR — Propagacja jonosferyczna. — Str. 304. Zajdler L.
VII Komisja Studiow CCIR — Cz^stotliwosci wzorcowe i emisje sygnalow czasu. —
Str. 305-306. Zacny S., Mielnik T. VIII
Komisja Studiow CCIR — Mi^dzynarodowa
kontrola emisji. — Str. 306-308. Kacprowska
W. IX Komisja Studiow CCIR — Linie
radiowe. — Str. 308-310. Kalita H. X Komisja
Studiow CCIR — Radiofonia. — Str. 310-311.
Kqdzierski F. XI Komisja Studiow CCIR —
Telewizja. — Str. 311. Kalita H. XII Komisja
Studiow CCIR — Radiofonia tropikalna. —
Str. 312-313. Kossakowski Z. XIII Komisja
Studiow CCIR — Sluzby ruchome. — Str. 314.
Jarkowski S. Mieszana Komisja Studiow
CCIR-CCITT, tzw. CMTT — Przesylanie sygnalow telewizyjnych na duze odleglosci.
Rozprawy elektrotechniczne. Instytut Technologii Elektronowej Polskiej Akademii Nauk,
Politechnika, Plac Jednosci Robotniczej 1,
Warsawa. 1967.
Zeszyt 2. Str. 267-290. Drozdz J. Przeglad
metod synchronizacji w systemach transmisji
danych. — Str. 291-306. Baran Z. Widma
sygnalow modulacji fazy. — Str. 307-329.
Perkowski Z. Wyznaczanie pojemnosci torow
elektrycznych pary symetrycznej ekranowanej.
— Str. 331-345. Lizon A. Radar dopplerowski
o fali ciaglej.
Zeszyt 3. Str. 403-421. Zakrewski Z. Wyznaczanie parametrow plazmy z pomiaru wspolczynnika odbicia fali w falowodzie. — Str. 451475. Pogorzelski S. Dyfrakcja na kraw§dzi
reflektora anteny. — Str. 477-493. Lizon A.
Radar dopplerowski z sinusoidaln^ modulacja
cz^stotliwosci. — Str. 495-505. Lizon A. Symulacja sygnalu odbieranego w radarach dopplerowskich.
Slaboproudy Obzor. Nove Mesto, Krakovska
8, Praha 1. Prosinec 1967. Cis. 6. Str. 363-365.
Ditl A. Moznosti zvyseni poctu telefonnich
kanalu pri prenosu soustavami s PCM.
Cis 7. Str. 401-407. Gunn J. B. Gunnuv jev. —
Str. 413-416. Mrazek J. Spolehlivost dalkovych
kratkovlnnych radiovych spoju pri geomagnetickych bourich s nahlym zacatkem. —
Str. 428-431. Jifina M. Mereni velmi kratkych
impulsu metodou vzorkovani zpozdenym
impulsem. — Str. 433-437. Bradac J. Pouziti
rozhlasovych prostredku v Latinske Americe,
rozdily proti ceskoslovenske praxi.
Cis. 8. Str. 496-498. Tlamicha A., Hana V.
Slunecni radiovy spektrograf pro pasmo 30 az
300 MHz.
Cis. 9. Str. 535-541. Budinsky J. Navrh logickeho obvodu typu DTL.
Cis. 10. Str. 595-602. Reichel T., Boleslav /.,
Rebicek M. Vyvoj elektronove optickeho
zesilovace rentgenoveho obrazu. — Str. 611621. Petricek V. Mikrovlnny frekvencni diskriminator tvoreny reflexni dutinou. — Str. 622-

629. Strandk F. Uvahy o spolehlivosti radioreleovych spoju. — Str. 637-641. Sicha M.,
Vesely V., Kutik M. Vliv nestacility plazmatu
na cinnost plynovych laseru.

MULTILINGUAL
PTT Technische Mitteilungen — Bulletin technique — Bollettino tecnico. Entreprise des
postes, telephones et telegraphes suisses,
Speichergasse 6, 3011 Berne. Annee 1967.
N° 11. P. 595-602. Schroter F. Problemes de la
visiotelephonie avec adjonction de la couleur.
— P. 627-632. Frey E. Les telecommunications
dans la Principaute d'Andorre.

DUTCH
PTT-Bedrijfsbanden. Staatsbedrijf der PTT,
Kortenaerkade 12,'s-Gravenhage. Jaargang
1967. Nr. 8. Biz. 3-9. Jaarverslag PTT over
1966: nadelig exploitatief resultaat ongunstiger
dan in enig jaar na 1945.
Nr. 9. Biz. 12-13. Het schakel-technisch
laboratorium van PTT ont-wikkelde nieuwe
hulp-apparatuur voor telefonie.
Nr. 10. Biz. 17-21. Telefonisch nieuws.
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We should be obliged if any Administrations
wishing to make use of this column would
send us their tenders if possible two months
before the closing date for bids.

GREECE
Tender No. 6519
The Hellenic Telecommunications Organization (OTE) invites tenders for the installation and handing over in working order
of equipment necessary for a communication satellite earth station. Bids should be
received by 5 March 1968.
For more detailed information, interested
firms may refer to the following address:
Hellenic Telecommunications
tion (OTE)
Directorate of Supplies
Subdirectorate of Tenders

Organiza-

6 Klisovis Street (3rd floor, tel. 626 099)
Athens 141, Greece.
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official

TELECOMMUNICATION
INTERNATIONAL
CONVENTION, MONTREUX 1965

announcements

PARTIAL REVISION OF THE RADIO REGULATIONS, GENEVA 1959: FINAL ACTS OF THE
EXTRAORDINARY ADMINISTRATIVE

RADIO

The Republic of Dahomey, the Republic of
India, and the Republic of Singapore have
ratified the International Telecommunication
Convention, Montreux 1965.

A REVISED ALLOTMENT PLAN FOR THE AERO-

The instruments of ratification were deposited
with the General Secretariat of the Union
on 10 November, 1 December and 23 November 1967, respectively.

Ireland and Paraguay have approved the
above-mentioned Acts by letters respectively
dated 5 December and 27 November 1967.

TO
OPTIONAL ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL
TELECOMMUNICATHE INTERNATIONAL
TION CONVENTION, MONTREUX 1965, ON
THE COMPULSORY SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES

The Republic of Singapore has acceded to the
Optional Additional Protocol to the International Telecommunication Convention, Montreux 1965, on the compulsory settlement of
disputes.
The instrument of adhesion was deposited with
the General Secretariat of the Union on 23
November 1967.

CONFERENCE FOR THE PREPARATION

OF

NAUTICAL MOBILE (R) SERVICE, GENEVA 1966.

INTERNATIONAL

TELEGRAPH

AND

the work of the CCITT as an industrial organization.

TELE-

PHONE CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE (CCITT)

With the approval of the Administration of
Jamaica, The Jamaica Telephone Company
Limited, Kingston, has been admitted to take
part in the work of the CCITT as a recognized
private operating agency.
With the approval of the French Administration, the Compagnie europeenne de teletransmission (CETT), Les Clayes-sous-Bois
(Yvelines), has been admitted to take part in

INTERNATIONAL
RADIO
COMMITTEE (CCIR)

CONSULTATIVE

With the approval of the Administration of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, The Plessey Company LimitedElectronics Group, London, has been admitted to take part in the work of the CCIR as
an industrial organization.

European Space Vehicle Launcher
Development Organisation (ELDO), Paris,

The

has requested authority to participate as an
international organization, and in an advisory
capacity, in the work of the CCIR.

CHANGE OF NAME

The Companhia Radio Internacional do Brasil,
Rio de Janeiro, which takes part in the work of
the CCITT, has changed its name to ITT

Comunica9oes Mundiais SA.

CALENDAR OF ITU CONFERENCES AND MEETINGS
DATE

1968

TITLE

PLACE

International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT):

15-19 January

Working Party II/2 (Instructions for the international service)

Geneva

22-26 January

Working Party II/3 (Telephone Regulations)

Geneva

29 January-2 February

Working Party II/4 (International television transmissions)

Geneva

5-16 February

Working Party 11/1
operation)

Geneva

19-23 February

Working Party IV/5 (Maintenance instructions for new systems)

Geneva

26-27 February

Working Party XI/1 (Signalling system No. 6)

Geneva

4-6 March

Working Party of Study Group XV (Coaxial pairs systems)

Geneva

4-8 March

Working Party MAT of Study Group X (Automatic telegraph maintenance)

Geneva

6-8 March

Working Party on Question 10/XV (Echo suppressors)

Geneva

11-15 March

Working Party on Question 33/XV (Pulse code modulation)

Geneva

18-22 March

Study Group VII (Definitions and symbols)

Geneva

18-29 March

Working Party RTG of Study Group I (Revision of the Telegraph Regulations)

Geneva

1-5 April

Study Group I (Telegraph operation and tariffs)

Geneva

10-21 June

Study Group II (Telephone operation and tariffs)

Geneva

24-26 June

Study Group III (Tariff principles — Leased circuits)

Geneva

23 September-25 October

IVth Plenary Assembly

(International accounting in automatic and semi-automatic

Mar del Plata

International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR):
29 April-10 May

Study Groups X (Broadcasting), XI (Television) and XII (Tropical broadcasting)

9 July-7 August

Study Groups V (Propagation over the surface of the earth and through the nonionized regions of the atmosphere), VI (Ionospheric propagation), VII (Standardfrequencies and time-signals) and VIII (International monitoring)

Pal ma, Majorca

Boulder

International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT) and
International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR):
26 February-1 March

11-31 May

42

Joint Special Study Group C (Circuit noise)

Administrative Council
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INVITATIONS ACCEPTED TO CONFERENCES OR MEETINGS EXTERNAL TO THE UNION
DATE

NATURE OF CONFERENCE
OR MEETING

ORGANIZATION

PLACE

REPRESENTATIVES

1968
9-24 January

24-26 January

12 February2. March

World Meteorological
Organization
(WMO)

Informal Planning Meeting
on Operational Procedures and
on Standards of Technical
Characteristics of the WWW Global
Telecommunication System

Geneva

United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural
Organization
(UNESCO)

Meeting of Experts
on the Use of Space Communication
for Broadcasting

Paris

International Civil Aviation
Organization
(ICAO)

Limited EuropeanMediterranean RAC/COM
(VHF Planning) Regional
Air Navigation Meeting

ITU

pulications

Mr. T. NISHIZAKI
(IFRB)

Mr. Y. Y. MAO
(CCIR)

Mr. A. BERRADA
■

(IFRB)

Mr. J. W. HERBSTREIT
(CCIR)

Paris

(IFRB)

The following letters indicate the languages in
which documents are published

F for French

S for Spanish

E for English

R for Russian

C for Chinese

Sr. F. DELLAMULA

Note
A comprehensive list of all the publications of
the Union will be supplied free on request by
the General Secretariat, Geneva.

Price are in Swiss francs.

Publications issued
since the last number
of the journal

Routing table for offices taking part in the
gentex service, 3rd edition (May 1967)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
Price: 21.30 Sw.frs.

Periods: 29 October-4 November and
5-11 November 1967
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
Tentative high frequency broadcasting
schedule—M (1968)—March schedule 1968
Period: 3 March-5 May 1968
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

IFRB
International Frequency Registration
Board

CCIR
Summary of monitoring information received by the IFRB
No. 136 (September 1967)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Handbook on high-frequency directional antennae

Summary of monitoring information received by the IFRB on the use by broadcasting stations in the high frequency
bands allocated exclusively to the broadcasting service—(BC 21)

Forthcoming publications

International Radio Consultative
Committee

(Manual de antenas directivas para ondas
decametricas)
Spanish edition.
Price: 39 Sw.frs.

Final Acts of the Plenipotentiary Conference, Montreux 1965

Optional Additional Protocol on the compulsory settlement of disputes

International Telecommunication Convention,
Montreux 1965, with Annexes, Final Protocol,
Additional Protocols, Resolutions, Recommendation and Opinions and a subject index

Russian edition.

Russian edition.

Final Acts of the Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference for the preparation of a revised Allotment Plan for the
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Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service (Geneva,
1966)
Preamble. Annexes 1 and 2. Additional Protocol. Resolutions and Recommendations. Maps
and charts
Russian edition.
Summary of monitoring
received by the IFRB

information

No. 137 (October 1967)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
Summary of monitoring information
received by the IFRB on the use by broadcasting stations of the exclusive high frequency broadcasting bands
6 Summaries per year:
4 Summaries related with the last and first
weeks of any two consecutive seasonal schedules

Table A (Terminal and transit telegraphic
rates of the European system), 4th edition,
position on 13 October 1967

Vol. IV—Radio-relay systems—Space systems
—Radioastronomy (Study Groups IX and IV)
Spanish edition.

Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Vol. V—Broadcasting—Television
Groups X, XI, XII and the CMTT)
Spanish edition.

Table C (Through telegraph rates of the European system), 5th edition, position on 13 October 1967
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
Alphabetical list of call-signs of maritime
mobile service stations (List VII A), 4th
edition
Multilingual edition F, E, S, R, C.
Alphabetical list of call-signs of stations
other than amateur stations, experimental
stations and stations of the Maritime
Mobile Service (List VII B), 3rd edition
Multilingual edition F, E, S, R, C.

2 Summaries related with the seventh week of
any four-month seasonal schedule

List of international telephone routes,
8th edition (position on 1 January 1968)

Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Trilingual edition F, E, S.

High frequency broadcasting schedules
(4 publications per annum)

General telegraph statistics, 1966

(Study

Vol. VI—List of participants—Minutes of the
Plenary Meetings—Reports by the Director of
the CCIR, the Committee on Technical Cooperation, the Finance Committee and the
Organization Committee—List of documents—
Complete lists of CCIR Recommendations,
Reports, Opinions, Resolutions, Questions and
Study Programmes
Separate editions in F, E, S.
Reports Nos. 413, 414 and 415.—The more
efficient use of the radio spectrum (International Working Party 111/1)
Separate editions in F, E, S.
Atlas of ionospheric characteristics (CCIR
Report 340)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Handbook for monitoring stations
Separate editions in F, E, S.

General telephone statistics, 1966
List of cables forming the world submarine
network, 17th edition

Trilingual edition F, E, S.

CCITT

Trilingual edition F, E, S.

CCIR
List of broadcasting stations operating in
bands between 5950 and 26 100 kc/s, 4th
edition

International Telegraph and Telephone
Consultative Committee

International Radio Consultative
Committee
Directives

Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Possibly Spanish edition.
Xlth Plenary Assembly, Oslo, 1966

Red and Green Tables (Optional Provisions
of the Telegraph Regulations—Geneva Revision, 1958; Optional Provisions of the Radio
Regulations), new combined edition

Illrd Plenary Assembly, Geneva, June 1964
Vol. I — Emission — Reception — Vocabulary
(Study Groups I, II and XIV)
Spanish edition.

Blue Book
Vol. Ill—Li ne transmission

Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Vol. II—Propagation (Study Groups V and VI)
Spanish edition.

Spanish edition.

Table of international telex relations and
traffic (formerly Table of international telex
relations), position on 31 December 1966

Vol.111—Fixed service—Mobile service—Standard-frequencies and time-signals—Monitoring
(Study Groups III, XIII, VII and VIII)
Spanish edition.

General Plan for the development of the
world telecommunication network Mexico, 1967-1970

Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Methods of payment:
1. Switzerland: to the postal cheque account of the ITU, GENEVA 12-50

CONDITIONS OF SALE

2. All other countries:
a) international postal order,
b) UNESCO coupon,

c) bank transfer to the Societe de Banque Suisse, Geneva.
(Cheques in United States dollars, French francs or pounds sterling are also accepted. Purchasers wishing to use this form of payment are asked to apply the following rates of exchange:
for 1 Swiss franc: $ 0.2315 — FF 1.14 — 2 shillings. The amount of the cheque when converted
All documents ordered from the General
Secretariat of the ITU must be paid for
in advance. Documents must be paid for in
Swiss franc when they are ordered,
unless a cash-on-delivery arrangement is
requested.
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must be sufficient to cover the price of the purchase in Swiss francs.)

The prices quoted include packing costs and carriage by surface mail.
As the General Secretariat of the ITU sells its publications on a non-profit-making and nondiscount basis, no reduction can be made to booksellers.
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Collins' new basic microwave design

INDEPENDENT
SUBSYSTEM PACKAGING
A new independent subsystem design is introduced in Collins' MW-109E (i-f heterodyne)
and MW-108D (remodulating) series of microwave systems.
This new design—also incorporated in auxiliary equipment—greatly improves system
reliability and simplifies ordering, plant engineering, system expansion, station rearrangements, and maintenance procedures.

The new subsystem approach completely separates electrical and mechanical functions
of a system, making each subsystem (transmitter, receiver, and auxiliary equipment) an
integral, self-contained package with its own power supply and with no dependence on
other subsystems. This greatly enhances systems reliability for all types of protection
techniques.
An initial installation can be rearranged, or expanded into fully developed routes without
interrupting operations. This eliminates need to prewire for future expansion.
Virtually all cabling in and between racks has been eliminated. The design permits front
access, with no overlapping circuitry. Each subsystem has individual metering for minor
maintenance. Jackfields, termination strips, and alarms are self-contained.

For additional information on Collin's new subsystem design, call or write Microwave Marketing, Collins Radio Company,
Dallas, Texas. Phone (214) AD 5-9511.

COLLINS

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY / DALLAS, TEXAS • CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA • NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA • TORONTO, ONTARIO
Bangkok • Frankfurt • Hong Kong • Kuala Lumpur • Los Angeles • London • Melbourne • Mexico City • New York • Paris • Rome • Washington • Wellington

NTB
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT FOR NACHRICHTENTECHNlSCHE

BERATUNG

ING£NIEURS-CONSEILS EN TELECOMMUNICATIONS SOCIETE ANONYME (S.A.)

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONSULTING SERVICES
Kirchgasse 50, 8001 Zurich, Switzerland
Cable: Teleproject Zurich
Telephone: (051) 32 33 32

LTD.

As an independent consulting engineering office we handle:
Layout of complete communications networks and sections. Calculation of profitability. Calculation of fees. Detailing organizational
aspects. Infrastructure planning on the communications sector. Long-haul communications connections via wire, land and ocean
cables; radio, radio relay, and satellite communications systems. Data transmission systems. Dialing and switching systems. Teleprinter and phototelegraphy systems. Mobile stations Compiling surveys in connection with communications systems. Preliminary
studies, measurements, design, calls for bids, awarding contracts, all intermediate stages from initial acceptance until the system is
handed over ready for operation. Organization and execution of training schedules for personnel assigned to operate communications
systems.

NTB
NACHRICHTENTECHNISCHES B E R A T U N G S B 0 R O GMBH
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONSULTING SERVICES LTD

Sebastian-Rinz-Str. 6

6000 Frankfurt/Main
Federal Republic of Germany
Telephone: (06 11) 55 88 33

HOYLES, NIBLOCK AND ASSOCIATES

VANCOUVER

•

CANADA

Consulting Telecommunication Engineers
MF . HF . VHF: LAND, MARINE, AERONAUTICAL

SUPERVISORY CONTROL AND TELEMETRY

MICROWAVE AND TROPOSPHERIC SCATTER

SOUND BROADCASTING

CABLE, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE

TELEVISION BROADCASTING

Economic analyses, feasibility studies, rate and tariff structures, project financial negotiations, system planning
and design, specification and tender documents, bid evaluation, supervision of construction, system acceptance
testing, personnel training, project procedures and records, supervision of operation
and related matters concerning telecommunication facilities
proposed by government and private industry
CABLE: TELECOM, VCR; TELEX 04-50322,

3110 BOUNDARY ROAD,

VANCOUVER 12, CANADA

Mitsubishi's New CABLE MUX System - Compact,
Flexible, Reliable
Also—Self-Regenerating CDC for Triplex Operation
Mitsubishi's new Series-200 CABLE MUX—a six-unit synchronous timedivision multiplexing telegraph terminal—can operate a group of six
aggregate channels in either diplex or triplex. The use of ICs on the
plug-in sheet not only boosts the reliability and stability of the CABLE
MUX system, but also assures compactness. For increased flexibility,
plug-in sheets can be added as the
occasion demands. Meeting CCITT
draft recommendations in every respect, the Series-200 CABLE MUX
system is specially set up for quick
phasing. Mitsubishi also produces
the Model-11 CDC (characteristic
distortion compensator) for triplex
operation. Making use of the CABLE
MUXtiming pulses, the CDC with its
regenerating capability ensures a
distortion-free,
high-speed
telegraphic signal.

A

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC CORPORATION

Head Office: Mitsubishi Denki BIdg., Marunouchi, Tokyo. Cable Address: MELCO TOKYO

REL

Space Communications
REL's role in satellite communications goes back a long way. Not
as long as our 40 years of leadership in radio communications. But
from the earliest days of satellite communications we've been involved.
Our role began with early experimental and developmental
participation in projects such as Diana, Echo I and Echo II. It continues
today with operational FM communications subsystems in satellite
earth stations from Andover, Maine to Bangkok, Thailand.
Focal point of this leadership is the REL 2600 Series: an all
solid-state, modular-designed subsystem providing easy selection of
carrier frequency for commercial bands... variable channel
capacities ... optimum threshold improvement... and optional
transmitter power... for fixed, transportable or shipborne installations.

Latest edition of "CREDENTIALS in
Space Communications" shows location
and characteristics of satellite
earth stations with REL subsystems.
Companion brochure, "CREDENTIALS
in Tropospheric Scatter", highlights
characteristics of REL equipment in
55 tropo systems worldwide. Both
brochures, with color map, are
yours on request to REL.

Yes, in satellite communications as in tropospheric scatter, REL
has won international recognition for innovation, experience and
performance. A winning combination that can serve your advancing
r\
communications requirements —today and tomorrow.

REL

RADIO ENGINEERING LABORATORIES DIVISION
Dynamics Corporation of America
Long Island City, New York 11101, U.S.A.

DCA

Do you use HF circuits?
Than, more likely than not:
You use only two or three frequencies per circuit
You have an operator and a maintenance problem
You have to receive through heavy interference.
Philips channelized receivers have been designed
on the basis of these considerations.
They have a front tunable RF conversion unit
for each working frequency. Frequency change is
instantaneous and without complicated circuitry.
Typical spurious rejection is 100 dB. Crystal
filters ensure an excellent selectivity.

Philips channelized receivers have been ordered by
Civil Aviation or post office authorities of Ghana,
Greenland, India, Indonesia, Kuwait, Mexico,
Netherlands, Peru, Spain, Sudan, Thailand,Congo,
Venezuela.

PHILIPS

W

N.V. PHILIPS' TELECOMMUNICATE INDUSTRIE - HILYERSUM - THE NETHERLANDS

5band

scrambling

gives

maximum

security

— that's Plessey A7E Secrecy Equipment
A7E gives maximum security over both line and radio
transmission links and is designed to defeat the most
determined attempts at tapping. Based on the 5-band
'scrambler' device, the equipment uses a speech
band of 250-3000 Hz, divided into five sub-bands
of 550 Hz each. These sub-bands are modulated,
filtered and re-assembled in some other sequence for
transmission to the distant terminal. Interchangeable
code cards at each station provide over a hundred
combinations of inversions and translations. A simple
switch adjacent to the telephone allows the secrecy
equipment to be taken out of service at the discretion
of the user and also a limited number of instant code
combination changes to be made.

Transistorization has produced a compact design
which is suitable for installation at subscribers'
premises. The complete unit is mounted in a small
rack and is operated from an a.c. mains supply.

PLESSEY
Electronics
THE PLESSEY COMPANY LIMITED
A T & E (BRIDGNORTH) DIVISION
BRIDGNORTH • SHROPSHIRE • ENGLAND
TEL: BRIDGNORTH 2521 • TELEX 33373
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AEI

Telecommunications
in one year adds a million
square feet to its prodnetire
meetdBPO eman
capacity to
#

The new 258,000 sq. ft. AEI telephone exchange equipment
factory at Kirkcaldy, in Fife.
A view of the vast rack wiring sections in the new factory
at Kirkcaldy.

Two new AEI factories at Kirkcaldy and Glenrothes in Scotland—
another in Lower Sydenham and expansion at Hartlepool. One million
square feet of new factory space added in just 12 months—a significant increase in productive capacity which is already playing a major
part in stepping-up the output of AEI's Telecommunications Group to
meet the huge demand from the British Post Office.
More space means more staff and AEI has already trained over two
thousand people in the varied and intricate skills required for making
telephone switching equipment and instruments. Within ten months
of building starting, the Kirkcaldy factory was actually producing
complete telephone switching racks. Within nine months in the
Glenrothes factory, telephones and other ancillary telephone apparatus were being produced in substantial quantities.
These are the steps which AEI is taking to meet home and overseas
demands for telecommunications equipment.

A

E

I

TELEGOMMONICimOHS
ASSOCIATED ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES LTD.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS GROUP

Woolwich, London SE18. Woolwich 2020

The Latest
Advance in
Long Range
Radio
Communications
The Controller and Courier SSB
Transceivers have been under
development at R F Communications for almostthree years.
These are the first of an entirely
new line of transistorized transceivers with many unique and advanced features.
The Controller and Courier are
in the middle price range for
Commercial Grade Equipment.
Within the next few months, we
will announce:
• The RF-201 Series Transceivers with higher CCS Power Rating, half duplex capability and
greater accessory flexibility.
• A new line of specially designed
MARINE SSB Transceivers with
Full F.C.C. Type Acceptance.
• A line of equipment with D.O.T.
Approval for use in Canada.
• A new line of Full Remote Control equipment with supervisory
capability, for operation over
standard telephone circuits.
• A universal Modular Line where
the user specifies only the features needed.
R F Communications is a leader in the design and manufacture
of advanced communications
equipment. Shown below are
some of our accomplishments
during the past five years:
• We have supplied a larger number of FCC Type Accepted SSB
Transceivers to Commercial Marine Operators than any other
company.
• And, we have introduced a
larger number of new and unique
SSB communications products
than any other company.

THE NEW RF COMMUNICATIONS

Controller & Courier Series
BASE STATION AND VEHICULAR STATION

Single Sideband Transceivers
For Commercial and Governmental Applications

The Controller Base Station and Courier Vehicular Station
SSB Transceivers are the latest advance in equipment for
Long Distance Radio Communications. These units from
R F Communications offer features never before available
in fixed channel SSB transceivers.
■ Operation.on up to TEN Preset Channels.
■ Frequency Range of 2 to 30 Mc.
■ Simple to Operate—Only Five Front Panel Controls.
■ Fully Transistorized except for P. A.
■ Smaller Size and Weight, 5% x14% x16% inches (13.6x
36.2x41.2 CM) and 16% pounds (7.5 Kg), plus power
supply.
■ Full line of Built-in Accessories, including Remote Control, VOX, CW, Squelch, Noise Limiter, Phone Patch, etc
■ 100 Watts Power Output.
■ Choice of Power Supplies, 115/230 Volts AC, 12 Volts
or 24 Volt DC.
■ Reliable and Dependable Operation under extremes of
Temperature, Humidity, Shock and Vibration.
■ Flexible Mounting Arrangements, Desk Top, Bulkhead,
Shockmount, Mobile Cradle, Rack, etc.
Please write for details.
rf

R F COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
1680 UNIVERSITY AVENUE—ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14610

For employment opportunities, send your resume to the
Personnel Director. An equal opportunity employer.
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A new carrier telegraph system... "RECTIPLEX"
A brilliant development in multiplex
telegraphy, called RECTIPLEX, will be
put into Trans-Pacific telegraph service
between Japan and U.S.A. in early 1968.
It was developed by FUJITSU under a
joint research plan with Kokusai Denshin
Denwa Co., Ltd. (Japan Overseas Radio
and Cable System).
The big problem was how to economically increase the speed and capacity of
communication especially where cable
installation or "for hire" cable is too

costly . . . the trans-continental or transoceanic, for example. The RECTIPLEX,
in which unique eight-phase modulation
enables carrying of three binary channels
on one carrier, can transmit 108 binary
channels of 50 bauds each over a single
voice channel. RECTIPLEX line capacity
is increased fivefold over that of the conventional 50-baud frequency modulation
multiplex.
In addition, the bandpass filter is replaced
by an integrator to achieve effective band

utilization. An outstanding demodulator
eliminates noise, error and line interruption.
And the RECTIPLEX handles
higher speed transmission as well as
standard 50-baud telegraph signals. These
fine qualities promise a brilliant future in
efficient data transmission as high-performance terminal equipment.
This is yet another example of innovation
by FUJITSU, where brilliant initiative and
mature experience are constantly focused
on every problem of communications and
electronics.

FUJITSU LIMITED
Communications and Electronics
Marunouchi, Tokyo, Japan

MST

MST
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SALES NOW
EXCEED

£10,000,000
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More and more
countries are buying
Marconi Self-Tuning
h.f systems...

and one good reason is:

GREATLY INCREASED TRAFFIC
CARRYING EFFICIENCY
Great reduction in 'outage' time.
Earlier generation equipment in use
today can take up to 30 minutes to
complete a routine frequency change.

MST takes less than 1 minute for
the same operation.
Increased revenue results from this
very significant improvement.
A.F.C can he entirely dispensed with
when operating with other systems of
comparable stability.

and other good reasons include:
Reduced capital outlay

Economy of manpower

MST designs reduce demands for space, and need
for standby equipment. Installation costs are
decreased.

High equipment reliability together with full
remote control facilities permit unmanned station
working. Complete h.f systems can be controlled
by one man.

Increased reliability
Maximum use of solid state techniques plus the
use of wideband amplifiers reduces number of
moving parts, gives higher reliability and longer
equipment life.

World-wide acceptance
30 countries throughout the world have ordered
more than £10,000,000 worth of MST equipment
to improve their communications services.

Marconi telecommunications systems
AN 'ENGLISH ELECTRIC' COMPANY
The Marconi Company Limited, Radio Communications Division, Chelmsford, Essex, England

LTD/H 771

Marconi

THIN

LINE

tropospheric
scatter
systems

The Marconi Thin Line Tropospheric Scatter System across
Lake Victoria is an excellent example of the type of use to
which it is being successfully applied. The link between the
Cayman Islands and Jamaica was the first of this type
installed.

UP TO 8 SPEECH CHANNELS
OVER DISTANCES
OF UP TO 200 MILES
Pioneered by The Marconi Company as a low cost
solution to the problem of high quality communications between widely separated centres of
population and inter-island communication.
# Economic installation and running costs
# High grade performance and long-term
reliability
# Secure
# No repeaters
# Less maintenance per route mile than line of
sight systems

Marconi radio communications systems
The Marconi Company Limited,
Radio Communications Division, Marconi House, Chelmsford, Essex
LTD/H 82

AN 'ENGLISH ELECTRIC' COMPANY

piKpoq

the
Greeks
had a
word for
(part of) it
The ancient Greeks used the word )UlKpdg' (or 'micros'), meaning small, long before microwave equipment had been dreamed of. Today, modern Greece is served by up-to-date
microwave radio links in which equipment made by G.E.C. (Telecommunications) Ltd., of
Coventry, England, plays a leading part.
The most recent example is the 450-mile (730 km) system between Dholiana, on the mainland,
and the island of Crete. The Hellenic Telecommunications Organisation have specified G.E.C.
6000 MHz equipment for the main route. Optimum use of semiconductor techniques ensures
increased reliability, reduced power consumption, and minimum maintenance requirements.
Two r.f. bearer channels, one working and one standby, will each have a capacity of 960
telephone circuits with automatic changeover in the event of degradation of the signal below
a predetermined level. This route can be extended, when necessary, to a total of three working
channels and one standby. In addition a seperate auxiliary radio equipment, also operating in
the 6000 MHz frequency band, provides 60 telephone circuits for intermediate stations
independently of the main through traffic and also a bearer circuit for a supervisory order-wire
and remote control and alarm facilities.
On Crete, the spur routes will be equipped with completely semiconductored 7500 M Hz radio
equipment operating on a 'twin-path' basis with a capacity of 300 telephone circuits.
G.E.C. microwave systems already link Patras with the island of Corfu, Athens with Mount
Parnis and the island of Syros, and Larissa with Mount Pillion.

G.E.C.

Takes telecommunications
into tomorrow
G.E.C. (Telecommunications) Ltd.,
of Coventry, England.
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Our first 4MHz system dates from 1955
At that time we called it 4 Mc/s—probably you did, too.
Plus ca change . . . but in this case not la meme chose:
because this one is different.
It's the Plessey 960 channel system and it is fully
transistorised. Self-contained, sealed, buried repeaters
are power fed over the centre conductors of the coaxial
tubes. Nominal cable section attenuation is 42.5dB at
4MHz. Also there's a compatible range of multiplex
equipment.
More than that, Plessey design and make everything

from individual components to the finished system.
It gives better results. And Plessey, a major supplier to
the British Post Office and many other administrations,
can provide service facilities throughout the world.
Plessey could look after your problems, too. Consult
us at:
The Plessey Company Limited
AT & E (Bridgnorth) Division, Bridgnorth, Shropshire
England. Telephone: Bridgnorth 2521
Telex:33373

PLESSEY Electronics
^PE(RT)I2

A NEW ERA IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS!
THE 24 CHANNEL SHORT-HAUL PCM MULTIPLEX
TELEPHONE SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY NEC
"PULSE CODE MODULATION" IS THE ONLY ANSWER TO THE
RAPIDLY GROWING DEMAND FOR FASTER AND BETTER,
SIMULTANEOUS VOICE AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
NEC-PCM
OPENS THE WAY FOR
FUTURE ALL-DIGITAL
COMMUNICATIONS.

S&Si:

In this view is shown a series of NECPCM bays. Each having a maximum
capacity of 120 channels. Equivalent
to five—24 channels.

The *NEC-PCM System is unique because of its extensive use of
Tunnel (Esaki) Diodes which have simplified circuitry while increasing its reliability and enabling precious space saving compactness.
The new NEC-PCM System can handle up to 24 voices with
quality voice

transmission over two ordinary pairs of cables

which previously could only handle two voices. Moreover, tremendous expansion of toll-circuit and inter-office trunk line capacity
is made possible, without replacement or modification of existing
equipment!

HERE ARE A FEW OF THE MORE IMPORTANT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
*
*
*
*

NUMBER OF CHANNELS
SAMPLING FREQUENCY
CLOCK FREQUENCY
CODE FOR SPEECH CHANNEL

* COMPANDOR

24-SPEECH CHANNELS
8 Kc/s
1.544 Mc/s
7 BITS FOR SPEECH1 BIT FOR SIGNALING
LOGARITHMIC DIODE COMPANDOR
(> = 100)

Products for todayInnovations for tomorrow

NEC
Nippon Electric Co., Ltd.

Tokyo, Japan

TCL

cables speak all languages...

TCL cables being laid for the Bahamas Telecommunications Corporation

For all types of drycore and plastic
telephone cables, apply to TCL-the
largest manufacturer of telephone
cables in Europe
TCL

Telephone Cables Limited; Dagenham, England
Telephone: DOMinion 6611

Cables: Drycore Dagenham

THE ORGANISATION WITH 130 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

Budavox

your

solves

problems

!

Planning

of

complete

systems

Manufacture

of

telecommunication
equipments

Complete

installation

BUDAVOX
Maintenance

Budavox
Budapest
Hungary

62

POB

267

Safe
in transit

small
to store

PHILIPS

Philips telephones are
carefully thought-out
instruments. The same is
true of their packaging,
which ensures them safe
travel in ships, trains,
aircraft and trucks.
Packed snugly in a special
designed box, they safely
withstand the knocks that
so easily occur during
loading or unloading.

Yet the box is small enough
to keep the storekeeper
happy, as is the standard
packaging of ten boxes in
one. Unpacking takes a
minimum of time. And that
counts when quantities
are large.
Well thought-out
packaging is only one of
the advantages you get
with a Philips telephone
set.

One Kilowatt Quadruple
Diversity Terminal

Ten Kilowatt Quadruple
Diversity Terminal

Initial Capacity:
24 Voice Channels

TROPO
This two-span Uganda to Tanzania communications
system will utilize tropospheric scatter radio relay
equipment from Radio Engineering Laboratories
(REL).
Operated by East African Posts and Telecommunications Administration, the broadband tropo system will cover nearly 500 miles—spanning 192 miles
of Lake Victoria from Kampala to Mwanza, then extending 302 miles to Dodoma. The new system — operating in the 900 MHz
frequency band — will replace an overhead, open wire route presently inadequate for the region's increasing communications demands.
System installation will be performed by The Marconi Company Ltd., which
selected REL's all-solid-state 2600 Series. Modular construction of the compact and lightweight 2600 Series assures ease of operation and maintenance,
plus ready expandibility. Thus the initial 24-voice channel .system can be
easily expanded to 60 channels to meet future requirements.
REL was the first company in the world to develop and manufacture tropo
scatter communications equipment. Today, REL continues to be first in reliably

East
Africa

and economically meeting commercial communications requirements
troughout the world.
For technical data, and a free copy of REL's "Credentials in Tropo Scatter",
please write:
r\

RADIO ENGINEERING LABORATORIES DIVISION
REL

Dynamics Corporation of America
Long Island City, New York, 11101

DCA

